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Part 1: INTRODUCTION 
nsoftware is a means, not an end." 
I. Origine of the work. 
My starting point was the fact that I enjoy working at Operating 
System level and then, most of the time, . the language used is the Assem-
bler language. The environment I use to deal with is often a work for 
large and complex software and not for a software created only for beeing 
used during a few da:ys. 
It meahs also that practical ideas are, for me, more valuable than 
theoretical ones because many times you see very nice theoretical ideas 
without any practical consequences (at least at the time of th~ publication). 
It is not said that you do not have any part of a practical work which 
will n·ot deal wi th modelization or underl;:,ing theories. 
During my practical work, wich was carried out in Assembler language, 
I saw many things I thought to be practice of the 50's at no more living! 
(as some as theaohers told us). Most of the progra.ms were not docume~ted. 
Even wo:rse,programs with commenta, but these commenta were not updated 
when the code had to be, are .very difficult to understand. Another p~ob~em 
was coming from the fact of compatibility. 
I ~ 1 ~ !s~e!b!e! !~ ~f_w~r~. 
I had had to write a few new functions for an existing software. 
In doing this, I had to deal with many problems due to the fact that I 
was obliged to erlract the coding from existing programs in order to insert 
them in mine. It is a good idea not to rewrite existing coding but not 
in this wa:y. Moreover, if some other people is working on the program 
fr')m which you are extracting some coding • This is becaus.e of compati bili ty 
between different versions of the software to be supported. 
Another problem are tome, in Assembler you can change the e:rpressi ~n 
of a macro without having to rename it. Then, whenever you are assem-
blying a program, you only need to h~ve to sa::, with which module ' libray 
it needs to be done. And t~e macro can have been change without having 
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tn change something in the Assembler program. 
As the current evolution is to do operati~.g system in a higher level 
language and as it is stated before, I was interested to see if this mecha-
nism of different macro expension can or exist in higher l evel language 
as c, Pascal or ADA-
I ~ 2 ~ gi~h=L!V!l_l~~!s_wy_o! !o~k~ 
I started than to see if higher level languages support facilities 
liter different number of parameter in a parameter list, passing unbounded 
arra.ys, and ao on. That can be done in Assembler, but is it possible 
to handle "DYNAMICAL INTERFACE" in higher level languages ? 
Ae C wae a language of an eristing operating system, I l ooked first 
toit. The estonishment was that there are no checking of the correspon-
dances between formal and actual parameters. Indeed, the caller puts 
its parameters in a stack; the caller tak:es wath it supposes to find and 
as return the caller keeps ita parameters out of the stack but no checking 
is done. A:fter this, I looked to Pascal because it was presented as a 
good language. In this language, there is no possibility to doit because 
no erlernal compilation is possible (In its standard format least). 
In Ada, the type cheoking between formal and actual parameters is done 
but once an interface has ta be changed we must recompile and relink to 
whole software. Than, the check is done but without possibility of 
dynamic interfaces. 
In the following terl, I will often used the .term "strongly typed 
languages" • This means that objecte of a given type may take only 
those values that are appropriate to the type definition and, in 
addition, the only operations that ma.y be applied to an object are 
those that are defined for its type. I will refer to this to die-
tinguish languages like Fortran, Cobol, PL/1. •.• where there are no 
type checking and to thoee like pascal and Ada where check is done. 
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From now, i t is f:rom that point that I started to thing that the 
dynamic interface would be an int·eresting point to study • During my 
practioe, I met Mister Linder who ~old me this problem and explained 
me that if this was resolved, then will be easier to work and .easier 
to ha.ndle different version of software. 
Another basic fact . is · that riiost bugs are localized i n very few 
places in the code, tha.n if this code would be replaced easily by a 
new version even if the interface has been changed. It whas the 
problem when it is a faulty module in an operating system. It would 
be easy if the only thing to do was when maintainance operation replace 
the module without having to recompile or to relink the whole. 
I started than, to read many books or articles about software 
management, software debugging, software testing and software engine- _ 
ering. Quite all theee books mention the interfacing problem but 
more of them gives a practical solution if they give a.n,y. Most of 
the time you can read sentences like this :"The problem lies in the 
interface, but this problem is behind the scope of this book." And 
no more explainations are given. 
Once started to deal with the problem, I saw that there was a 
problem rith compile implications as well as operating system ones. 
For instance, in Ada, the compilator does the check but for doing it, 
i t needs to have a Data :Base where. all informationa about. each programs 
are putted in. What this means i ~ that we must have a Data :Base 
management system associated with it. 
My point of view is to find solutions such that these solut~ons 
are practical. That means that the solutions do not need to much 
spaces; loose to much efficiency; be too expensi ve and should be 
easy t o han dl e. 
I ~ 2 ~ ~r!s!n!a!i~n_o! !h! ~t::,:i~t~r~ ~f_t~i~ Eu~l~c~t~o~. 
The next chapter will give an overview of what i s the environment 
in which this work was undertaken ar:.d first a brief historical review •. 
After this, a formal definition will be given and f:rom this definition 
I will see its connection with the three mainly costly activities: 
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Maintainance, Debugging and Testing. All this is seen as means in 
order to increase software quality and also in order to see wath parts 
of them are concerned with the solving of the dynamic interface problem. 
All these will arrive to the conclusion of wath are the advantages 
in solving the problem and also to the possible theoretical solution 
which in turne wi.11 arrive to some implemented solution. All this 
wi th commenta and cri tic.a because none of the solutions is ideal 
in all point of view. 
II. A brief historical review. 
II. 1 Introduction. 
----------
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This is done in order to see what is t he evolution of the software 
problems encountered during a few decade from the 50's to the 80's. 
These sentences give only the symptoms of the most troublesome problems; 
If a sentence is written more than once, i t is because this problem 
was not solved or because of the evolution of the complexity of software 
activities the problem is once again there. 
In the 1950 1 s: -Programming in machin language 
-The inefficient Assembler 
-A software tool for hardware designers 
-The disappearing programs 
in the 1960 1s: -Fully tried and tested? 
-The impossible error message 
-It works most of the time 
-If you can't fix the errors, i gnore them 
-Can software fail ure ba.nkrupt a company ? 
-Theory simplifies pract i ce 
in the 1970's: -An integrated collapse in the new world 
-An integrated collapse in the old world 
-Fully tried and tested ?(2) 
-Data base management systems: panacea, placebo 
or poisons? 
-A system expands until it col lapses 
-Keep trying until it works 
-The software development backl1zy 
-Theory predicts problems in practice 
-At the end of the decade, there are still collapsing 
-To collapse or not to collapse 
in the 1980 1 s: -An integrate collapse i n the whole world 
-A computer works week i s shorter than a human 
· works week 
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-Can computer system push the button? 
-Keep trying until it works 
-Software failure can bankrupt a company 
-Software improvements? 
-Better late than never 
-Where shall we get the teachers? 
!I_._3_._~~a~n~t~o~s_. 
These sentences are not given here in order to e:xplicits all the 
development process of software evolution. It is also not an attempt 
to describe the evolution of software development process but there 
y~u can find the evolution of where the problem was and where is 
the main difference between these periods. 
It also will serve me as reference on the reasons wby I undertook 
this study and wby I undertook it with the point of view I defined 
earlier. 
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III. Global context of tod~y 's snftware development. 
~'Careful ·_ programming is not a trivial task, even wi th smart environment • " 
III. 1 • Introdüction. 
This section is intented to give an overview of the global envi-
ronment that is available today. It will also try to define wby it 
is important· or which problem is or are the most important one(s) • 
Then when the global context in whi ch all software have to be developped 
is described, a more precise descri ption of this work will be given. 
In order to be able to give a precise description of the software 
state today, it seems tome that the next important things are to be 
kept in mind. 
First, the fact that programming is a social activity, requiring 
negociation and communication. That is important because it can 
explain why there are many difficulties in dealing with programs. 
Indeed, if it was not the case you are only dealing with people of the 
same formation. Then the problem lies on the fact that when dealing 
with large software you are dealing rith a multidisci plina.rJt activity 
and no more only just with a computer activity. 
Second, and related fact is the fact that any programmer needs to 
communicate in one language with the computer, and in another one with 
the user. And the problem is that the user uses its technical voca-
bulary. The problem is, .than, the needs of a clear, concise and 
precise language. There is a problem of communication. 
III. 2. Software crisis. 
------------
There is a few years ago that t he software crisis was recognized 
but it was only in the years 1968 i n a NATO Conference that the soft-
ware crisis was for the first time officially recogni zed. But this 
crisis was seen long before but was not a.nalysed and no mea.ns were 
given in order to salv6 it. We must be honnest and must say that 
the crisis is still alive. 
In order to see some solution, the best way is to see where corne 
this crisis f:rom and than, to see which were the act i ons or what were 
the constitutive elements of this crisis. 
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From most readings, we can find five causes of the crisis 
1. There were (are?) no cooperation between hardware designer 
teams and the people who are using it, the software designer tearns. 
But, there is also no cooperation (at least not enough) between software 
designer teams and the usera. of the.~· softwà.re . • 
2. As pointed out by Dijkstra,there is a problem with the 
compatibility that you must preserved even if these compatibility 
forces you to write bad quality. software. It is not possible to 
write good software if you have to be compatible with bad one. 
3. The software crisis is the result of an human limitati ~ns 
in dealing with complexity. 
4. Most people who are working on software, do neither understand 
fully what they are doing, nor the means they use nor the user's needs. 
For instance, many peo-ple I met were not educated in . order to be able 
to write good software, ma.ny of them were mathematicians, biologist, 
and so on. I do not want to sa.y that none of them are good but that 
there is a problem to find good trained peo-ple. For more details 
about i t see the book of "Software Re:flected". 
5. There is a very large distance (too large!) between the 
state of art and the state of practice. That is a very crucial point. 
Indeed, how will you that software quality will be improved if there 
exist no -theory or no theory experimented on a large scale practical 
projects. I think that there is no mather where this occured but it 
.i ~ not enough recognized. I do not know a.n:y other demain where 
pratician are so negative in frnnt of the theoretist • One could 
think that the reason why this occurs is the fact that many people 
believe that the cristicism of a theorician is the cristicism of this 
own person or work • .And here i~ the place to advocate the need of 
egaless programming at a.ny level of software development • 
Let us seen what are the symptoms of the crisis. 
One can hape that if one was able to see the symptoms, m~y be, 
can he (she) be able to see the r~al cause of this bad effect. 
Th~ next points are perhaps not all symptoms but the most of them. 
III. 4, l • Responsiveness. 
Too often, coraputer based systems do not meet user's needs. 
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This should corne from the fact t t at the user was notable to define 
precisely what were this needs or this should corne from the fact that 
the communication between users a~d desig""ers was not correct enough. 
The consequences is that most systems meet not exactly what the user 
expected it to be. 
III. 4. 2. Reliability. 
Too often, software fails. This do not sa:y that the software was 
not done but not done completely or not intime. For more details 
see the book of F. Brooks : . "The Mythical Man-Month". 
III. 4. 3 Cost. 
Too often, the established cost of the software is not respected. 
The software costs are seldom predicable and are perceived as excessive. 
This is a well known fact. This include direct and indirect costs. 
III. 4. 4. Modifiability. 
It is well known that maintainance is a very heavy activity which 
cost quite 80% of all programmers activities. Maintainance is also 
complex, costly and errer prone. Some time, if you need to modify 
you are better in rewritting it entirely. For more details, see 
the corresponding chapter in this publicati ~n. 
III. 4. 5. Timeless. 
Software is often delivered with unexpected dela:ys and with less 
than promised capability. This is very strange that this is quite 
the only discipline where this is done without reaction from the part 
of the bug er • 
III. 4. 6. Trans~ortability. 
Software written for one system is seldom usable in another one 
without having to change a lot • Even soma time, it is better to 
rewrite the whole because not aJ.l systems have all programming languages. 
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III. 4. 7. Efficiency. 
Software development efforts do not m~ke optimal use of the ressources 
involved • 
Once it was seen that both old and new software both suffer from 
the sa.me s~ptoms. From this constatation, some people began to 
work on this problem. Few people were working on theoretical point 
of view while others were working on practical issues. One of these 
resul ts where the establishment of the "Laws of program evolution". 
These laws w.ere established. for large. and medium sized software • 
This means that the software will be in use during a period of a+. 
least several month and also in use for several people. 
III. 5. 1 • Law of continuing changes • 
This law says that a system that undergoes continuine changes 
until it is juged more cost effective to freeze and recreate i~ • 
Indeed, change can be required by many things among them we can mention: 
environment changes, user's requirements change, error correction, •••• 
III. 5. 2. Law of increasing entrony. 
The entropy of a system (its unstructurness) increases with time, 
unless specific work is executed to maintain o~ reduce it • In fact, 
whenever there is an error correction, there are more chances of introdu-
cing other errors. That is because more often the people correcting 
the software is not the people who has designed i t and be.cause there 
is no documentation precise enough (a~d updated !) in order t o let 
you understand all interactions between all parts of software (I should 
tell you one of my experiences. I had to add some new functi ~ns in 
a software. In order to doit as best I could, I asked for documen-
tation of the whole software (and its history) • Wbat was my surprise 
when I heard the following response: "There was soc much documents, 
and none knows yet what are the papers in it. Then no one use it. 
So, as we have no much space and as we need more space, we ·put all 
the documentation in the duatbin .) This is an exemple but I t~ink 
that this kind of story are not so rare even if it occurs for another 
reason 
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III. 5 • 3 • Law of statistically smoothgrow. 
Growth trends measure of global system attributes may appear to 
be stochastic locally but statistically they are cyclically self regu-
lating with well defined ranges. 
III. 6. Sorne other commente. 
------------ -
Before going further, I would like t ~ put here other sentences 
quite like proverbe about software. The reason why I put them here 
is that they are important in order to introduce a definition of a new 
discipline (some people do not agree with the fact that this is a 
discipline) • This new discipline i ~ commonly named softwar 0 engine-
ering. The creation of this discipline can be seen as a response to 
the software criais. This response should provide solutions to the 
software crisis or at least to reduce the bad effects of the crisis. 
These proverbe refer to the invisible part of software: 
-There is NO one right set of statements to real ize a software 
-Software is abst ract and therefore difficult to deal with (no 
exemples are possible) 
-Large software cannot be completely errer free, even after years 
o.f use 
-Systems requirements cannot even be fully stated in adva.nces, 
not even in pr inciple because the user don't know them in 
advance not even in principle. 
Sorne people sa:y i t anot her wa:y : "A bug free program is an abstract 
theoretical concept." 
What has been said until now seems to drive you to the conclusion 
that there is nothing t o do again the software cri sis, but that is 
not the goal of this. The goal of these lines aboutis to prevent 
us to talk too easily of correct programs without knowing that that 
is a theorical view. It is time now, I will try to give a definition 
of what is software engineering, on what is software engineering based 
and what are today results of this discipline. First of all, we have 
to see that this discipline has the aim of finding a response to the 
crisis. 
!I! ~ I ~ ~o!t!a!e_e~~n!eEi~g_a~ ~o!u!i~n_. 
·As there is no established definitio~, I will k eep the next one 
as the accepted one. 
III. 7. 1. Definition. 
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Software engineering is a set of structured ways of performing 
traditionnal software development activities and a set of structured 
·a.c.j;ivi ties that are not part of the tradi tionnal software development 
process. 
III. 7. 2. Some comments. 
What is named traditionnal activities is the act ivities i nplieë. 
by the fa.et that some problem was to be solved by machines. But th±s 
was done without all the present ways of doing it • There was nothing 
as structured programming, top do.m programming, and so • 
:From this definition, we can conclude that software engineers will 
be able to give anyone tools and principles in order to increase quality 
software production. Yet, we have introduce a new concept: quality 
software. It is a beauti±'ull word but how to establish what quality is 
when speaking about software. For this purpose, I have choosen the 
five most important (for me,there are no other) cri teria in evaluating 
software quality which are modifiability efficiency - reliability -
understandability and correctness. These criterias are not easy to 
realize. Indeed, many times, if you choose to increase the modifia-
bility as the most pri~ciple componant of your software quality, you 
will find that understandability and/on efficiency criteria are than 
no more respected. Let us examine more closely these five criteria. 
III. 7. 3. Modifiability. 
Refering to the law of continuing change, we can sa.y that a software 
(except short-lived software) is always changing. These cnanges are 
due to a number kinds of facts. Among these kinds of facts, one 
should mention the following. The users change their requirements 
on the modelized computer world changes on the software environment · 
changes. We know that all these changes occur many times during 
the complet life-cycle of a software. Many of these changes are not 
known when the software were designed and constructed. Then,in order 
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to create software with grat ability of changes, we can see that the 
idea of modularization of software. This is done in order to have 
to modify only one module instead of a few statements within all the 
software. But this has also lead to the problem of how to eut it in 
module and worse how to deal with i nterfaces changes? That is not 
solved even with language of the 86 1 s as ADA. 
III. 7. 4. Efficiency. 
As software development becomes a more cornmon practice, (that is 
the fact that software begins to cove~ many discipline) real-t : me 
software has become needed and also were interactive ones. This has 
as consequences a much more complex activity than having to deal with 
the old batch processing. Efficiency has changed from saving spaces 
because the first series of machines had no many space enough "in 
order to deal with large software, to saving time because of the new 
systems(networks, teleprocessing, ••• ) are more time oriented the space 
saving. The problem now is to increase understand~bility of program 
without loosing good response time. All this should be done without 
having to write in low level languages (as Assembler) and with prescri-
ving portability, readability and of course the facility of maintaining, 
testing and debugging this software. Sorne people sa:y that efficiency 
is nota problem, I do not agree with that but it is right that efficien-
cy does not have as consequences to loose other criteria. 
III. 7. 5. Reliability. 
This has two meariings: - The first one is the collection of all 
the techniques which can be used to designed and test the software 
so that it is relatively errer free. Sorne people call these the 
techniques which apply to the design of rel iable software. 
- The second one is probability that a 
given software system operates for some time p ~riod without software 
errors, on the machine for which it was designed, given that it is 
in used within design limits (see for instance the IBM DOS/MUS, which 
normally does not crashed) Therefore we must defined what is a success-
ful operation of the software what is in practice a non trivial task. 
It is not possible to do verifications with traditionnal program 
construction. Now, when you construct your software at the same time 
you think: the wa:y which are possible to take in order to verify it • 
But how to doit when none of the languages accept to have dynamic 
interfaces and few of them even a.ccept static interface checks ( the 
only one is · ADA, because most Pascal compilers are standard in the 
sense that they accept e:rlernal compilation but without any check !) 
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In order to ensure software reliability, you must ensure software 
debugging, testing and. maintainug. And once more, you must deal 
with interface where the worse bugs are. 
III. 7. 6~. Understandability. 
The language are use as vehicule for expressing a solut i on must 
be easy to read and understand for both users and the concepters. 
In order to realize this some peopl e has proposed to define a formal 
language in such awa:y that both users and concepters can communicate 
together in a proper wa:y without confusion or misunderstanding. 
This implies that one has to know a lot of these languages ••• 
Sorne other peo~le see specifications as a means in order to meet 
this goal. Another wa:y to realize this, is the use of comments and 
documentation. We define comments as not just paraphrazing what 
the code does but as explaining what it is intended to do. 
In my expari_ence ( a short one but ••• ) this means that i t is 
not good enough as solution if there is no pressure or not heavily 
enough in order to update them. Whenever I have to deal with assembly 
coding, I read first the comments in order to see first what it is 
attended to do before trying to see how it is done. But what was my 
surprise to see that ·the coding did not match the comment s • Wb.en 
I saw this, I wanted to know why this occured. The response was that 
there was a lack of time. As we will see la.ter, the lack of time is 
often a great ennemy of all software engineering effort • As mention·ed 
b~fore, this also occurs with documentation. These are the reasons 
why I see specification as this means. 
III. 7. 7. Correctnes. 
The starting point, here, i ~ the fact that a software without 
bugs is a pure theoretical concept .In all practical exampl e, you will 
never be able to establish that there are no more problem. Once 
aga.in I can take the interfaces example, in the main program t ~e 
variable was declared as real and in the subprogram they were declared 
as integer. Before execution time, there were no problem but at 
execution time the results were not correct • During the testing 
period, this was not seen and how to ensu.r~ that can not occur · ? 
At testing period, you can never prove the absence of bugs, the 
only thing that you can prove is their presence. This of course 
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is nota reason to stop trying means or stop researching a solution 
to decrease th~ir numbers ! It is important to see how you can avoid 
some bad mistakes, hov you can write software in such a way that it 
will easier to handle. 
Another problem is to define precisel y what correctness means. 
That also is nota trivial task. A most cornmonly accepted definition 
is that a software is said correct if it meets its specification. 
This as the next consequences: 
First, this implies that you have to define what specification is, 
there is no commonly accepted definition. But supposing that this 
can be done. 
Second, you should be able to prove that the software does exactly 
(no more but no less) what the specification tells you the software 
should do. Suppose that this can be done. 
Third, you have to prove that the specifications describe exactly 
the eX!)ectation of the user. Because otherwise it is not usable 
and looses its interest. That, of course, is quite impossible because 
often the users do not know themselves what they need ! 
In order to give solutions, some people have given ways to increase 
software quality but too often these solutions are partial solutions 
but are seen as Solutions. These methods are mainly: Structured 
programming - Top down design - st·ep wise refinement - Systematic 
testing - Inspection of code - Programmer team and a few others. 
These methods are be coming to be used in practice. But often they 
are not used or net completely used because they are time consuming 
and invoives the training of people. In the next section, I will 
explain one of the most heavy pressure against their uses. 
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The problem, here, is to deal with time. In all methods I know, 
this fact is never handled and even never mentioned. But deaàline 
pressure is a fact of life in the real world of software development. 
It can never be eliminated so that methods without speaking of time 
are usef'ull only for theoretical purposes. But if we wan~ t o give an 
answer toit we must learn to live with it • If people see that 
they will not· have finish intime what will they do? There are 
four answers and I · rill briefly e:xplain each one. 
III. 9. 1. Eliminating the deaciline. 
This is the first answer, but I think that is never used because 
once an organisation has done ·a planification of · i ~s activities it is 
not easy to change them. Moreover, how to doit without giving 
the impression that you have done no work enough or that you are not 
"usefu.11 11 • Then, nor the pr~grammer nor the manager will accept this 
solution- . 
III. 9. 2. Not Comuleting all the work. 
This is not to realize all promised functions. But the problem 
is to deal with the reactions of the user. If you are a society, 
you can not be able to doit without loosing bugers. 
III. 9 . 3. Not completing softwar~ engineering purposes. 
That is the easiest solution because no one can see if all so:ftwar•J 
engineering steps were accomplished. The only time when this should 
be seen is when the software is yet in use and at t his time it is no morê 
possible to do anything, else than to maintain it even this increasing 
cost of maintainance is greater than if another solution was choosen. 
III. 9 . 4. Increasing the software team product i vity. 
There are no man.y ways in doing it and it is not possible to do 
it man.y time. The first idea is to increase the number of people 
working on the project. But as explained in the book of F. Brooks, 
"The Mythical Man-Month11 , i t is o:ften worse to do t hi s act i on than to 
accept the delay. 
The second idea is to convince the staff to work harder but if they 
are working yet at their maximum it is not possible. 
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The third idea is to force the staff to work much more heurs 
than usualy done. But this leads to two consequences:first there are 
exiTa heurs that cost much more than a normal hour and that aft ~r 
short time they are tired and do not work more efficiently. 
The last one is to acquire o~ develop tools that genuily increase 
productivity but this involv.es a loose of time (•hich is yet too shor+) 
if developping it and a loose of money and time if acquiring it (+ training). 
!I! ~ ~o_._WgY_i~ !h~ Ee~c!i~nL Ee~u~i~-s~f!w~r~ ~n~i~e~r~n~ ~f!oEt~ 
!h! ~o~t_c~~o!;ll ~s!d_? 
I think that there are mainly four reasons in. doing so. First we 
should mention the fact that the benefits o~ software engineering 
efforts are del~ed and diffused. There are no means for mesuring 
it precisely. Second, the decision can be made without knowing 
the consequences of this decision. If one has to inspect the coding 
but is late in his (her) own work, it is a normal reaction to first 
work on his (her) work before working for someone else. But t~is 
person should of course never s~ that he (she) has no readed it. 
Then it is suppose to be done with all consequences that are involved. 
Third, the software engineering efforts is not seen until the software 
is used for a certain period of time. I t i s only when mai ntaining 
or debugging that these efforts can be appreciated. And fourth, the 
system fails to reward people for this software engineering efforts. 
Too often what is heared· is keep on schedule. but qui te never k eep 
on quality. is , hèared. 
As seen, we can establish that there are three principal w~s 
of increasing software quality: Testing it systematicly, debugging it 
whenever test has shown a bug but doing it carefully and maintaining 
which is much more error prone than creating new software. These of 
course are not independant each one from the others. They will b~ 
explained in the next part and their relation with my study will be 
explained. 
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Part 2 Definition of the Problem and the Relations between the 
Problem and the Software Engineering Purposes 
I. Definition of the ~roblem. 
The problem under study is to find a mechanism which should permits 
I 
1 to handle dynamic interface • The reason,s of thi s need i s that once 
[ operating system are created they evolue. For instance, if one model 
in an old version (but yet supported) has many bugs and if in a new 
version these where corrected, it should be great if one would be able 
to change the :faul ty one wi thout ·having to recompile and relink the 
whole • 
What has to be à on e ? First, it has to be able to do the type 
checking between two .modules which are externally compiled (not compiled 
in the same compile unit) • This is now quite never done. Second, 
it has to be able to handle a permitted difference between two parame-
ter list • Of course, it must be able to distinguish between an erroneous 
call and a correct call with a different number of parameter ( or 
different types) • 
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It must be pointed out at this point that the new tYI)es T1 •••• T~ 
have to satisfy definite contraints if we want old calls t½roughout 
the software remain valid. For exam~l e , if we replace Add (n: real; 
X2: real) by Add (XI: J:Ei;X2: J:Ei) without changing or recompiling 
the module containing the old call. The new module will add without 
any care the two machines words (implementation of 32 bits machine 
word for both tYI)es ~ and i!!i is assumed) adding both ma.~tissa 
and exponant leading obviously to an invalid r ~sul t • 
There are three possibilities. 
I • 2 • 1 • m = n 
In this case the tn,e checking will return an O.K. if all T. = T! 
l. l. 
Yi:14i,n 
This involves that a subrange is not seen as correct even if logically 
it would be possible to doit, but this add the problem of seeing a 
subrange of a tYI)e as the type it self for the checking pur-pose. 
'The T. and the types associated with the P. which are the paramete~s. 
l. - l. 
The tYI)e define the correct v~lue than the para.meter can taken. 
I.2.2.m>n 
1) V i 1 1 i ~ n: T. = T! 
l. l. 
This constraint is added in order to avoid the problem stated in the 
example. For illustration let consider: Add (n real;X2: real) 
to be replaced by Add (n: r~al;X2: ~;X3 : 2:.!!1) • It is obvious 
to see that it is net difficult to be sure that old call will continue 
to be valid. 
2) 3 i 1 ~ i ~ n : T. ! T! 
1 1 
This is more complex to handle. 
Add (n : real;X2: ~) to be 
X3 : J:Ei). It is of course not 
Indeed, l et take the example above 
r~placed by Add (Xl: real·X2: int• _, _,
so easy to see how to handle this with 
care in order to errer that old call will remain valid. It is of 
course the responsability of the people who replace the software to 
be sure that they are compatible. It is of course net possible ever 
at operating system level to see if they are compatible or not • 
I 
• 2 • J • m ~ ri 
l)V i 1 ~ i ~ ID . T. = T! . 1 1 
This is qui te easy to handle when t he m + 1 , ... n parameters need no 
more to be used because, for exampl e, the hardware have change.d • 
Of course, when it is not the case, the responsability of validating 
the old call is of the changer. 
2) 3 i 1 ~ i ~ m: T. = T! ]. ]. 
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This is not easy to handle, and, in all cas es, the responsability of 
the people who introduces the new module i s complete. No systems 
can be respo~sable of a problem of this ki nd of compatibil i ty. 
Here the wa:y to handle this probl em is not important, but i t i .:-
important to see exactly in what the probl em consist and from this 
to see what are the necessary responses in order to find solutions. 
As seen, all is not done only by the computer, there is quite 
alwa:ys part of responsability of the user t o respect the conditions 
in which this can be done. 
Let us see now what are the relations between the solution of the 
study and the three main activities: Test ing , Debugging and Maintaining. 
1 • 
II. Relation with Testing. 
II. 1 • Introduction. 
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Wby do I begin with testing? Because, once you have finish to 
write something like specification, coding, ••• you want to see if 
what you have done is correct before doing other thing or before you 
want to enter in deeper detail. For doing it, one of the more useful· 
technic is testing it • But testing? It is not an old technic? 
Whenever you read a book about software, you will have the illusion 
of the no-necessity of program testing. In fact, in more or less 
all books, you will read that when you are written your system you 
have to write in the same time the correctness proof. Then if you 
are able to write the proof of the correciness of what you have done ••• 
Why should you test it? And then you are reading written by some 
practician and you will discover t hat it is never possible to prove 
the total correctness of a system even an easy one. For more details 
see the book of Myer G. J. : "the .Art of Software Testing" • In this 
book Myer writes: "Testing is the process of executing program ( s) 
with the interest of finding errors starting with the Assemptor that 
the program ( s) CONTAINS ERROR !" Said in another wa:y : a bug free 
program is an abstract theoretical concept. From this point of view, 
a test case is successfull when finding a notyet discover error and not 
as in almost every da.y testing, the goal of test is to prove that than 
is no more bug. In fact, testing will NEVER prove the absence of bugs 
only can it prove their presence. 
II. 2. Definition. 
Testing is one way ( the other one is verification) of validation 
of software. Testing eXJJlores a large number of the possible excepti~n 
histories of the system in order to fine as many not yet discovered error 
as possible. Therefore, one can define a good test case as one having 
high probability of detecting an as yet undiscovered errer and a success-
full test case as one detecting an as yet undiscovered error. Too 
often, when one is testing some part of software it is doing it with 
the idea to prove that the softwar : tested is correct, instead to start 
with the idea that it is net • 
!I_._3_._I~ !h!c~ ~o~t!x! !e~t~n~ ~h~u!d_b~ ~o~e_? 
The_ first part of this is to see what is a test case or a good 
test case. A neccessary part of a test case is a definition of the 
expected output a result of this test case • .Another parti~ the 
faot that a test case must be written for invalid and unexpected, as 
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well as valid and expected, input conditi ~ns because examing a program 
to see if it does not do what it is supposed to dois only balf of the 
battle. The other half is seeing wether thP program does what it is not 
supposed to do. In other words, a tP.st case has to establish -~h~t 
a program does what it is supposed to do but nothing more, if a pro-
gram does more it is also an error. Fo~ these reasons, a prngra~ 
should never be tested by its programmer because too often, the program-
mAr knows too much about his program and wil l not be able to create 
an effective test case because if he bad already know what he test., 
be had already written the corresponding code. As modification of 
a prograrn is error prove (more than writing a new one), we should 
never throw awa:y test cases unless the total program have to be thrown 
awa:y. Because after, each modification we will have to retest all the 
software. An other principe should guide the decision of stopping 
testing the software estimating that no more error will be found with 
a acceptable economic price. This principe is the following; the 
probability of the existence of more errer in a section of a program 
is proportional to the number of errors already found in tbat section. 
This can guide the decision of what test next • This principle is · 
based upon a common experience of existing so~ware when more or less 80% 
of bugs are in only 10% of code 9 Testing involves finding that an error 
exist not located it nor correct it, that is the role of debugging. 
Testing is also the only method for checking not the correctness of 
the program but checking that the specificat ion corresponds to the 
requirements • 
!I_._4_._D~f!e!e~t_k!n~ ~f_t~st an~ !h~ ~r!o! !h~y_t~n~ !o_f!n~. 
It seems tome that there are three lev~l • The easiest one 
is the level where we are dealing only with one single module on 
program. The middle level is the level where we are dealing with 
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a complete software (this software can be s een as a logical unity 
from user point of view) • The l ast one i s the level when we are 
dealing with the specification but this l evel is quite not a "computer 
job". 
Of course, all these level are complementary and are based on 
different degree of abstraction. Indeed, at the first leve~, we are 
only dealing with the statements or set of statements. But there 
are no problem as synchronization or as mutual exclusion or as static 
interface (and of course as dynamic interface) • There are only three 
kind of actions: c•vering all statements, covering all possible deci-
sions and of course all possible conditions (even when they are multiple 
conditions) • This is the basic test. This has to be done but it is 
not so difficult to prepare test cases for all possible inputs (correct 
or not) and compare the expected output with the real one. Once this 
level is estimated as correct, we go furlher a~d put together a set 
of these tested modùle in order to realize a useful software. This 
level is, from the point of view of this study, considered as the most 
important because it is the level where the problem of interfaces are. 
Indeed, you can consider that there are thr ee kind of interfaces: 
one kind of interfaces is the us.er interfaces, another one is the 
interface between internal module of the software and the last one 
the interface between the software and its environment lik ? operating 
systems available, tools available, •••• 
Here static test is no more enough. I ndeed, here the time is 
playing a great part of the whole. We must than add the dynarnic. 
The test cases are no mare playing with a module but with more than 
one. This is much more difficult because the way they are executed 
and the time at which they are executed and also the order in which 
they can be combined have also to be tested. That is once more impos-
sible to test all possibilities but it seems that if the interfaces 
could be more precisely defined and check ed much of t he error will 
no more occur. 
The last level is also not concerned by this study but is mentioned 
in order ta give a complete overview of what testing involves. This 
level must deal with specificati~ns. The problem is how to be sure 
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that they are correct. It is not enough to prove that they are consi s-
tant and complete because this does not ensu~e that they meet the 
users need what can be different of what the user says that he needs. 
II. 5. Relation between the interface problem and the difficultiea 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - -
II. '5. 1. 
As pointed before, most of bugs remain due to the interface prnblem 
(lack of checking) • The reasons or most r 0 ason I see to this, is 
that most of time the progra~s on modules are not written by the same 
developpers (or developpers team) • Thi ~ envolves communication prnbl ems. 
As my short e:x::perience has _yet showed to me,if the interfac"3s are 
only e:x::plained by Assembler DSECT, with a few e:x::plaination about what 
is the reason for checking this functi~n a~d what is the return code 
(or resul t) if something is not correct, this is not easy tn communicate 
and of course this leads ta ambiguities. This is o.ften because there 
i c:: no tool (or no· easy tool) for insuring that the interface is seen 
the same wa:y from user as designer point of view. Moreover, as the 
normal evolution is to go from Assembler language to higher order 
languages, it seems tome that describing interface as DSECTS is not 
a natural wat of doing it (no many people will know Assembler) • 
Worse, due to the fact that a team has a deadline too short ( lack of 
time!), what is quite alwa:ys done ( and in the practice, it is what I 
have seen!) is to offer the lesser that you can and i f the users want 
more they have to tell · it to you. This is nota reaction that will 
insure a good communication nore insure that things are seen th~ same 
way. At the interface, you are also dealing with the worst practice 
the shared data (common~ Fortran; ••• ) which are manipulated by bath the 
user (caller) and the module (caller) and this can l ead to many problems. 
An other bad practice is the possibility of using defaults and once 
again at the interface you must be sure that defaults are handled 
properly. This is of course an important point when dealing wit~ 
modules written in different languages for any reason. 
The aim of interface testing is the validation of the fact that 
the basic algorithms and routines are tried together correctly. 
In order to actieve this aim, let see what the advantages that we 
will have when the dynamic interface problem is solved. 
II. 5. 2. Bad parameter passing. 
If we except strongly happed language as ADA and as PASCAL (are 
there any other ?), there are no check done, in order to see that 
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what is expected by the caller is well what the caller sends. In 
most languages, no checks are done at this level nor at compilati on, 
nor at like-time, nor at run-time. This has as consequences that 
the wtzy of checking the parameter passing is correctly done does not 
exist or if it exist it must handled by human means what is so costly. 
In response to this, we will search further how to do these checks. 
II. 5. 3. Dynamic problem. 
Even with a language like Pascal (as representing the calass of 
strongly typed languages), it is not possible to deal with subprogram 
call like I/0 routines or easy arra.vs handling. For example, if we 
want to write a program for matrix inversion, we want of course to 
write one module to doit for different sized arrays. In Pascal, 
it is not possible because variables are to be declared before they 
are used and this involves that the arreys boundary are fixed. 
It should be very interesting if parametric typed arreys will be avai-
lable (what is lesser than the dynamic interface problem) with a high 
degree of confidence. As standard Pascal does not permit the use 
of separated compiled programs and that is too restrictive, most Pascal 
compilers available permit it but at price that the interfaces are 
no more checked and than we can no more speak about strongly typed 
languages • 
The response to this is to find a wey for handling dynamic inter-
face but wi thout loosing t': e checking of paramet ers • 
II. 5. 4. Evolution nroblem. 
Whenever you want to test a new version of some modules, it should 
1::e an easier task if we would be able to put it in previsions version 
of the software and see how it runs (when we pass from on release to 
another there are no so many things that ar 0 changing and at least 
the basic function remain to be handled even if it is not handled 
the same wey) • Of course, if for doing it, you must deal with the 
necessity of recompiling a~d relinking the whole software, it is not 
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possible to doit • Now, because of the problem of the lack of testing 
mechanism, there is no other safe way to doit • When the problem here 
under the study is overcome, i t should permist ta test ·a new module 
in two steps. 
First step, the checking of the way the new module handle the common 
functions of the new and the old softwar~. This should permit to 
check more or less 80% of the coding of the new module. 
Second step, as it is done now, to check only the new functions 
but that is only testing 20% of the coding what is much more easy. 
II. 5. 5. Integration problem. 
Whenever a great software has to b~ changed, several people are 
working each one on one module or set of module. As said above, one 
should test its module in putting it in the old software, but it 
remains th.n the last part w~ich is to put ali modified modules 
t ogether • Whenever a mistake is found in the interface i t should 
b~ changed without having to recompile all other modules. Even when 
u ~ing Ada it is the case now. 
As response, the solution wil l provide means to inforce interface 
security and interface flexibility. 
II. 5. 6. 
In order ta test some module or set of modules, one must often 
write a lot of short programs to verify if the module ( s ) under test 
is (are) rmming correctly. Indeed, i n order to simul ate the diffe-
rent calls, we put a few ty-pical input and compare when returning 
with the expected result • But often,the errors seens are done in this 
caller program and not in the tested one. If we were able to handle 
variable interface, it_ should be easier to handle this because these 
errors would be seen before running them and not at runtime. 
II. 5. 7. Sorne concluding remarks. 
As end of this chapter, I hope that I was able to convince the 
reader that testing is a mandatory activity and as it is needed and 
thus, realized, all solution that facilitate this activity should be 
encouraged. 
As explained in this chapter, the most difficult bugs to find are 
bugs presence in the interfaces. And that is precisely the aims of 




III. 1 • Introduction. 
- - - - - - - - - -
Once a program (or a set of programs) is in testing phase and once 
some errors have been found, we have to locate them and afterwards 
to correct them. The problem of localizing bugs is nota trivial 
task. Indeed, once some mistakes are seen, the origin of the mista-
kes can be situated long before the error is signalized. When we 
have some luck, we have a crash ( and a dump) • It i s a lucky case 
because we can, see the value of the variables and so on. In the 
case, where the results are incorrect • This is a more subtil situa-
tion because you have no traces of when is this incorrection corne 
from you have no more values in the variables. Once the faulty sta-
tement(s) are detected they must be corrected. But doing this correc-
tion, we must be sure that we are not i ntroducing new f aulty situati~ns. 
This is not easy because, most of the time, the "corrector" is not th-" 
developper and often any of the members of the development team is no 
more available and than if the documentation is not up to date (which 
is quite always the case}some decisions were taken without explaining 
why. As results from this fact, sometimes the debugging process 
has no termination • This fact was due to the "fantom" .bugs that are 
bugs which appair from time to time. Another situation is when the 
bugs are localized but as their correction is so costly and as they 
do not appair too often,no correcti ~n is done. 
After completion of the debugging process (with some correcti ons 
done), the software is once again given to t he test team. Normally 
at the same time all documents and comments were also updated so that 
they are ready for eventually further use • Finally, the correct ':' d 
software is given to the user (or only th~ correction to be done). 
III. 2. Definition. 
In order to 4efine what debugging consist in, I will first begin 
to give two ways of seeing the debugging process. For being sure 
that we agree wi th what I consider when spea.ldng of debugging, I will 
give what actions constitute the different parts of the debugging 
process. 
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III. 2. 1. Theoretical definition. 
The first way of seeing the debugging process is to see debugging 
as 
Debugging is a process of creating models of actual behaviour from 
the activity of a system and comparing these models of expected 
behaviour hold by implementers a~d users of the system. 
This wa:y of seeing involves a~ least that users'models was correct-
ly understand by the implementers and also was correctly implemented 
(that is not easy when the system does not handle fully functions) • 
In practice, the users have no model and also tao often their mode~ 
are not understand and as consequences the implementers have not the 
same model and sometimes they implement another one. This is what 
often occurs because there is no tool to handle this. For explaining 
this, I will give only one point. When a user defines a model, to 
define it in his own technical jargon and the implementations are doing 
the sa.me ùsing compile jargon and this can lead as some words can used 
in several sense, to ambiguites. 
These facts have convinced me that I should try to find an alter-
native definition. The following definition seems tome to have a more 
practical issue. 
Debugging a program is performing queries and updates on a data base 
the contains program source informations as well as the state of the 
executing program. 
As stated in this definition, this involves the fact that the 
debuggers need to a data base where all progra~ informations are. 
This has as effect that debugging is nota~ activity without dat~ base. 
What of course is not the case. Debugging proc ess is always present 
whenever a bug is. 
As none definition seems to be complete or precise enough, I will 
give all activities that the debugging process must perform. And in 
the following part, I will always threat debugging in term of these 
activities. 
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III. 2. 2. Activities invoived by t he debugging process. 
There are three subtasks involved by the debugging process 
fault detection, localization and repair. 
1) Fault detection: before testing, refers to the discovery of 
discrepancies between expected and observed 
program behavior. Indeed, when we write a 
program, we try to execute it. And there is 
only when it seems to run correctly that the 
program is passed to test team in order to · 
test it widely and intensively. 
2) Fault localization: Th~t is the process of identifying when in 
t ::e software ( at which stat ement of which 
module) is the cause of the anormal .eous 
behaviour of the software. This process is 
often the most difficult one in case of large 
software or in case of intensively used module. 
3) Fault repair That involves the editing of the stat ~ments to 
eliminate discrepancies. That seems to be 
the easiest part, but in case of a bug in a 
very often used module, it is not so easy 
because the correction involves consequences 
in very different software. This has as 
consequences the birth of new bugs • Fault 
repair has to be done very caref'ully with full 
explainati~n of what was the origin _ of the bugs 
and how the repairing was done ( even may be 
the name of the corrector) • All t~ese infor-
mations will be of interest when maintaining 
or debugging again the software. 
As behavioral research has shown, fault localization is the most 
difficult of these subtasks, painding imputers for researching rn ethods 
to increase the tools efficiency. 
As it will be shown further, it is also the place where dynamical 
interface with type checking will have a great influence in facilitate 
fault localization. 
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III. 3. 1 • Debugging environment • 
Actually, debugging environment is often too poor. One reason 
of this is the fact that when anyone is starting to write some soft-
ware, he has a great confidence in its ability to write it without 
bugs. For instance, during my practice, one has told me this story 
"Wb.en all things seem to run wi thout probl em, there is al ways no reason 
for giving some money to people who are writing debugging aids for 
users as well as for developpers. But once there is a great problem 
then the team should be a.l>le to provide debugging tools in a very 
short time because of the deadline to be respect ed. What would be 
are seen done? Something very easy, at the beginning of software design 
the necessity of debugging tools have to be inserted in the design. 
In summary, when constructing the original larg e software (moreover 
when operating systems or compilers),one needs to think about provi-
ding ~acilities that will enable anyone to provide debugging aids more 
easely. For more details, see in the annexe, the part reserv 0 d for 
(AID/AIDSYS) software. That software provides debugging aids but 
were net included in the design of the operating system in which these 
aids have hat to be included and the problems coming from this fact • 
Another challenge of debugging systems is that they should be so simple 
that their features should be learned in a few minutes, especially 
when these few minutes occur when the usBr is under stress and also 
should debugging tools be invoked more selectively (because, by instance, 
an expert does net need so many details as a"novice" ) • One should 
note that too often extra code is added for debugging aims but removed 
when running under common conditions. That will sa.y that the debugged 
code is not the same as the running one what should be avoid. Once 
more, the manner in which parameters are passed needs to be considered • 
And also look at the interfaces if, by instance, there are modules 
written in different languages. 
III. 3. 2. When is it complete. 
Debugging process is complete because of two facts. The first one 
is the good case when fault was discovered and corrected and software 
seems to run none as it has to. The software needs now to return to 
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the test team. The other one is the bad case when fault was not 
localized (one tentative is to try and let see what happens,that is 
nota solution!). And therefore no repairing action was understak. 
The unlocalization will corne from the fact that there is no time 
enough for doing it or because there is no information enough about how 
did the bug appear. The other part of this bad case is when the bug 
was localized but that the rewritten of part of software is so great 
that it is too costly. During my practice, I have heared of such well 
known bugs (infinite loop) but they knuw that the bug appeard not fre-
quently and if one wants to correct it, all thP kernel of the operating 
system should be rewritten ••• 
All these are the cornmon environment of debugging process; even with 
new environment as ADA, LISP or so, these seems to be no impr: vement 
or so costly ! 
III. 4. 1. Handlin~ one module written in low level languages. 
This level is not often used todeys because there are not ma..'11Y 
programs written in Assembler like language • For debugging purpose, 
you must deal only with dumps, traces or e-rors code. Ica~ consider 
that it is not so difficult because when you are working at Assembler 
level, it has as consequence that you know quite very well the machine 
and also you are not concerned with default. It is also may be easy 
because as you are concerned with dumps and traces, you can see directly 
the statements assembled bath at t~e screem in the dump and also in 
your listing. This of course is not t~e reality when writing in 
higher level languages. Normally, a module is not doing many tasks 
and there are no interactions with other program at this level, i+ is 
not so difficult • 
III. 4. 2. Handling one module written in high level language. 
This level is a little harder t ,~ handlP, because if it is easier 
to write it and understand what it is supposed to do, it is more 
difficùlt to deal with dumps, defaults, ••• Indeed, tao often thA 
dumps and traces do not handle symbols. This will say that whe~ 
dealing with dumps, you are dealing with the Assembler expension o~ 
what was the statement · in a high level language. It is of course 
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not easy for people without assembler lalowledge, to deal with this 
kind of tools. Many efforts h~ve been done in finding adapted t~ols 
for handling this. Another way for handling this, is to do much 
efforts for preventing more bugs presence. 
III. 4 • 3 . Handling a set of modules. 
Here the •difficul ti .es added on the handling of interfaces and 
the handling of tirne • 
III • 4 • 3 • l • S.et of modules in high level language • 
The possibility of cutting a large software is one way of having 
more facilities in solving a problem. At debugging level, as only 
one module is concerned, it is easy to handle because a module is 
quite short and the fault localization is easier. In order to see 
if we can only search in one module, one is concerned with verifying 
that all things were correct at beginning of the module. This needs 
the ability to be sure that the call was wright ( system call or user 
call, I take for this the IBM CMS/VM vision which treats always a 
program as subprogram of at least the system if it is a main one) • 
But now how can we sure that it is the situation is which we are? 
Indeed, most of the language~even some recent (and presented as wonder-
f'ull!) one as C does not check anything at run time and worse, they 
they are notable to handle it at compile time. In other words, 
there are no checks done at · any moment (behalve a:t design · or specifica--
tion time), in order to prove or to be sure that the call is correct. 
That will say that even if there is no problem found in the calling 
sequence, as it is never checked, the problem wi l l only be found 
during the execution of the body of the program (by instance, the 
fact that there is some division by zero can be the result of not 
passing the erpected parameter at the place where . the module thought 
to find them, in this case the error discovered is the division by 
zero but the problem has as origin the fact of wrong parameter passing). 
When the problem stated in this work will be solved, check will be 
done at least at compiling level as it is in strongly typed languages. 
Then even if checks are done, the problem is not totaly suppressed. 
Indeed, if one gives a correct val ue but wrong in the sense that no~ 
erpected. But if this value has to be seen as error at check time, 
the error will be discovered at interface location and not after. 
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In this sense, if you will have, guarding t he same example, a divide by 
zero value, you can be sure that at passing parameters time, it was 
corDectly done and you have only to consider one module and not the 
module and its interaction with the other. 
III. 4. 3. 2. Complex module. 
When dealing with a very complex module (ei ther because realizing 
difficult functians either because it is very often used and in a lot 
of situations) • Traditionnaly, t '.~ e debugging process is to analyse 
the module and once something that looks strange is seen one corrects 
it and try to see if that was realy the symptoms of the problem seen 
when saying that an errer was discovered. The more useful sentence 
in order to illustrate this is TRY and let see. What is of course 
often worse than analysing it _in some systematic way. But the complexi-
ty with one has to deal is sometimes so great that no one sees a formal 
wa;y to solve it .(Keeping on mind that there is alwccy-s a deadline process) 
Now what difficulties are added ? I think that this kind of difficul-
ties is the most difficult to handle because interfaces problem o-
interaction problems are not state problem. That will say that you 
have to deal with dynamic problem which can be far from the discovered 
bug. At crash time, you can see the problem,(by instance, dividing 
by zero) but wby is this variable containing this value? That is 
an other question very more difficult to establish. Than,at this 
time we must deal with interactions, here dumps a:re not very help~·ll, 
traces are more valuable, but traces are slow and once mor~, we are 
dealing with machine code and registers. If you will write it in 
a high level language and must deal with traces at this level, I t~ink 
that we will not be able to solve anything. Therefore, was established 
symbolic traces but there are no tools in tracing directly high level 
language staternent (that should involved a trace for every language!) • 
And then, finally, we corne into the higher level debugging process. 
It is of course the worse handlAd level • We should write a large 
s-ftware using different language by instance, part in a high level 
language, part in Assembler and worse pA.rt in one high level language 
and other part in another ( even another one is a third one, ••• ) 
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III. 4. 4. Concluding remarks. 
These reflexions lead me to this conclusion: Nobody really knows 
what to do with bugs in complex system even if there is a number o~ 
ideas of systematic testing and by careful program structuring associated 
with some systematic view of the segmentation of a composite system into 
subparts and of the degree to which these subparts interact. Such 
segmentation would be interesting, we have none. It seems tome that 
they are the reasons why the idea of the theoretical ELDORADO of 
debugging (the idea of proving program correctness by formal mathema-
tics methods) is still alive. Why is this only a dream? First the 
general problem of proving algorithms equivallent. This problem 
is in the technical, mathematical sense unsolvablè. This is bad 
1enough, but still worse, the algorithm equi vallence problem is unsol-
vable in a very strong sense. There does not exist any finite set 
of axioms from which proofs can be elaborated ta caver all possible 
cases of algorithm equivallence. And worse in order for such asserti -n 
to be relatively decisive, the proofs to Which one refers · must be checked 
by a formal algorithmic mechanism and has to enter in an infinite loop. 
But in order to be not so pessimist, I have ta say that allthese research 
has lead ta a number of valuable suggestions as structured programming, 
module and data designideas and the concurrent processing and synchro-
nization idea (see references for more details) • All these suggestions 
have lead to increase software quality but nore has been done in order 
to eliminate the software crisis (if possible) • 
Ee!a!i~n~ !i!h_t~i~ ~t~dz. 
It seems tome that the most difficult part of a debugging process, 
as said before, is to handle the debugging process with large and 
complex software. As often, these software are written with different 
languages, each la.nguage haing its own convention of representation 
of variable, and of the interface communicat i on. 
1 
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III. 5. 1 • Interface enforcement • 
When the problem will be solved, you should be able first to see 
if all calls were done correctly. That i~ the fact that if any 
caller executs a call in a wrong way this call will be flagged before 
execution. That is quite easier to handle than the today situation 
where value are interpreted as correct without check. This, of course, 
gives you a easier way in deteeting errors instead of having to deal 
with erroneous results. 
III. 5. 2. Handling complex software. 
If we want to replace a complex module (not complexity because 
of the environment but the coding complexity) with a lower complex 
module, for example, if we have found another algoritm for doing the 
same and suppose that the new algorithm does not require so many 
parameters. Now, how would ynu doit? If it is replaced in an exis-
ting software, what will be the result at the interface and when called? 
Thus, you are loosir.g many advantages of finding a new solution. 
What I propose to dois to find a way of both checking the parameter 
list in order to verify the correspondance between parameters and 
giving a way of handling different number of parameters. Than, 
solving this kind of problem. 
III • 5 • 3 . Handling large software • 
If we want to realize a large software, it is a good idea to eut 
it in pieces (ealled module) • But the problem is that there is no 
means in order to see how to eut it correctly. Wb.enever a module is 
designed, there is a interface between it and the others. Then there 
are many interfaces and as seen, the interfaces are now not handle by 
computers (not enough nor easily) • This study should provide useful 
rnechanism in bath assuring that the interfaces are correctly handle 
by both part (caller and callee) • But a software is always evolut;ng 
and what is often done is ta add new modules or add some new funeti~ns 
to existing one. This actually involves reeompiling and relinking 
of all the software eoncerned by- this module. Then, when the solution 
is found, it will be possible to deal with this situation without 
having to recompile the whole. 
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III. 5. 4. Integ:ration. 
If we are dealing with integrati ~n of a set of modules, now we 
us~ly are confronted with the fact that the parameters passing mecha-
nism is not safe enough in order to insure us that there i s no prnblem. 
I mean by that, that if in PL/I, I passa p?rameter declared as real 
in the caller and that the corresponding parameter is declared as 
integer in the callee. When executing the call the string of bits 
will be interpreted as integers representati~n, this will not lead 
to an errer but to erroneous result • The problem is how t o see that 
the erronenus results are comming f'rom this? 
Once the problem is solved, this could no more occur. Indeed, 
at the moment the checks. are done,this will have been flagged. Thus, 
whenever an errer occurs, we are sure that this is not at interfac 0 
level • This can help a lot because you can actas all modules are 
independant because all interfaces are correct or are flagged. 
It is quite easier to handle module one after t he other than having 
to handle the whole system and the interacti ons between modules. 
III. 5. 5. Sorne concluding remarks. 
1) As debugging process is not easy, it should be possible to 
add tools for helping the debugger whenever it is a debugging process. 
As these tools are very time and space consuming , it is not possibl e 
tolet it always present in the system. It should be possible to 
convert the production environment into debugging environment. 
This should be easier if the flexibility of i nterfaces are great • 
Indeed, for having more debugging functions, we can have as solution 
to have different module (f'rom the level of help given) • This of 
course should needs add~tionnal parameters for handling the n ew functions. 
At this time, it is only a dream but••• 
2) The solution will than have as good eff ects to permit more 
security when we are using interfaces and also more flexibility. 
The only problem is to be sure that there exist an econornical solution. 
Indeed, if the solution involves bath time consumming and space consum-
ming and moreover, the rewriting of many things, i t is nota solut ' on 
even if computers are becomming each time more powerfull • 
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IT. Maintainance. 
IT. 1 • Introduction. 
- - - - - - - - -
Maintainance is a part that always exist when some software has 
a working life of few month or more. Whenever one write some software 
and of course it is the fact for large and complex software, one 
has to think of the maintainance problem. Maintainance is the most , 
costly activity in the all informatic activities. It is not easy 
to see what is exactly maintainance. In t~is introduction let say 
that maintainance consist in all activities that a software needs 
in order to be usable. This is presented at third position because 
some of the maintainance activities are constituated by debugging 
process and sometimes also by testing some extension of an existing 
software. That is also strange that all these three kinds of most 
software engineering activities are so interrelated. But each is 
situated in a different context, maintaining is more a managerial 
process which involves much knowledge of the all software and also 
knowledge of how dealing with the process of software extension or 
evaluà.tion.But. t-here is no formal or theor -:; tical view of what should 
be done in order to improve further facilities for developping or 
extend the software • Maintainanè.e have to deal wi th so different 
kind of knowledge as hardware knowledge because during the life cycle 
of a prograro especially when dealing with operating system the evolution 
of the hardware will also involve changes of software. Then, some 
people responsable of maintainance· ·should have· a 'mul.tidisciplina.:ry 
knowledge (economy - gestion- planning - informatic) And there is 
no such kind of study. Then often the maintainance wil l lead for 
a long time (as seeing from now) into problems because there is noboçl.y 
really educated in order to accomplist this function. Moreover, 
maintainance is not often (if sometimes) considered at design time 
when the software is created. Indeed, as for debugging purposes, 
maintainance has to work on software which are very diffi cult because 
of some practice (as patching) • These practices are very bad both 
at debugging and at maintaining step and that is very strange because 
both debugging and maintaining are mandatary activities which corne 
from· the fact that a software exist and is not coming from any artifi-
cial need • 
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rT. 2. Definition. 
The definition of maintainance is qu~te simple but this definiti~n 
implies many different kind of activities. Maintainance i~ the set 
o~ all activities needed in order to assur 0 the viability of a soft-
ware • 
In order to have a more precise idea of in what consist the acti-
vities of maintainance I will define th 0 most usual part o~ m~intainance 
activities, I will divide maintainance activities in two par+s. These 
p~rt constituing all activities needed in order to adept the software 
of an evolued environment. The part required by extending the soft-
ware in order to meet some new user's requirements. 
In the first part, we will be cqncerned with debugging all not 
yet discoverèd errors so that the software will be corrected and 
then runnable • .Another part, is adapting the software in the new 
environment. That is either the hardware has changect and this change 
needs to be adapted to software because without changing, the old 
software is no more able to run either the tools have changed (tools 
as compiler, operating systems, •••• ) • These changes have as conse-
quences the modification of some interfaces or, sometimes, the modifi-
cation of some module. 
In the other part, we will be concerned with adding some new 
functions that were only useful at some priviliged user. By instance, 
for AIDSYS, I was confronted with offering some functions that were 
not available for "normal" users but which were disponible for system 
developpers. This is also seen as a maintainance activity because 
otherwise., users would not like to one or even worse will not use the 
software anymore. In the same kind of activities, there are some 
additional tools or some additional functions that should be added 
to a software because of debugging aid or an.y other tools l ike that • 
This is not the same kind of activities that are implied for develop-
ping new software because when you are writing some new software, 
we can start from nothing that yet exist but here we are restricted in 
his choice because what is added has to be compatible with the older 
use of this software • It is somE!t·imes more difficul t because some 







handle. If it not the case if the software was well written, that 
is easier to add a new part without having to write all parts but 
only some extra coding. 
As pointed before, whenever we are concerned with maintaining 
some software, we are confronted with very many different kind of 
activities. First, any maintainer should kn ow what was the aim 
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when this software was designed. It is quite important beca~se this 
kind of information can help in understanding some reason of unexpec-
t <:> d coding • Indeed, sometimes after a more or less long time things 
have changed but the code still remains • After knowing the beginning 
point of the study of the software, it i : very i mportant to have a 
good documentation in order to see all chang es in the aim of the soft-
ware and wby thege chang es occured. This i s i mportant to understand 
why the software does what it actually does and also why the software 
takes this form. By instance, why it is cutted in the way it is. 
Tfuen all this can be obtained, what is often not possible because 
at some times no traces of changes are guarded for any reason (no 
space enough, not used, •••• ), we can see what was and is the global 
context of the software and can decide wether there is s omething to 
change in order to adapt it for futur use ( sometimes code was done 
for small machines) • More many times space probl em was a very heavy 
constrain~ This constrain can have a very important effect on the 
style of the software. It seerns a good practice to remove it when 
adapting it to some new environment. Once this history has been 
established, we have to understand very careful l y the whole software 
and more important the interactions between all parts of the softwar~. 
This is very important because that will enable any one to do any 
change with all the knowledge of what are th ~ effects of this change. 
Indeed, in practice too oft en changes are mR.de wi thout knowing all 
these interactions. The r ~sult is that once the chang e is made, 
wrong comportement of the software is its consequences • And as I 
think, it is the maintainance team responsabi lity t o ma i ntain coding 
when all changes are made at source 1~vel instead of doing it at 
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object level (Patch) • Also all old code would be removed by the 
team in order to maintain all software parts proper and understandable. 
It is the reason why all side effects of programmer activity should 
be verified, at maintainance l ~vel, by the team in order to be sur 0 
that documentation was updated at the same time as sources was and 
also as object was if there is no way in practice to avoid patches. 
I should mention that if maintainance is so difficult to do, it is 
because all steps before from designing to coding was not d~ne with 
the goal on mind to doit with all precauti ~ns and all featur~s that 
will be needed further. Too often, maintainance has to be done 
upon misconceptionnal software at any level this misconcepti~n occured. 
Maintainance should be a easier but very easier if all steps before 
we~e done carefuly. These step starts with specifying and ends with coding 
through documenting. If specificati~ns (and their evol ut 4 on), coding 
style, comments and the environment ( operat i ng system, machine, ••• ) 
are clear and understandable, maintainance i s no more a software 
lack. 
IV. 4. Different level of maintainance and their consequences. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
There are several levels of maintainance. The lowest is the 
level of module maintainance. The middle one is the maintainance of 
one part of the software (by instance, AID - AIDSYS) • The highest 
is the level of a product maintainance. The lowest level is of course 
the easiest but it is notas trivial as one should think. In fact, 
if one needs to maintain a module or few modules, one needs to have 
somebody from which he can have all informations needed in order to 
doits work. Of cours, if it is only a repairing act i on, one can 
do his work without having to communicate with someone else but 
often one is not sure that the cause of the error is in its module 
or in the module of other maintainer. That is not an easy situati~n. 
If he needs to implement some more functions or to modify an existing 
one, of course, he must have a clear paper which descri bes what are 
the users's requirements. But as any one knows, even the clearest 
paper must be explained because there are always some obscur point. 
For doing it, he must communicate with other people, mostly the user 
who has asked this change and the responsable of the mai ntainance 
of the product • As the easiest level it is not so easy to handle. 
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The next level deals with maintaining part of the softwar ~ . 
As a software is large or very large, it is cutted in several parts 
each one has its own responsable. At this level, the complexity 
of the work has increased a lot. Indeed, now a large part of a 
software has to be known and also the interaction of the modules 
that constitue part of this piece of software. Then, we have to 
deal with the interaction of this part and the others but al s o with 
the parts of his piece. Many time, also one has to deal his piece 
with others "under" him. We have then to work with computer but 
also with men. That is alwa.ys a difficult thing. One dealing 
with that work, is confronted with the fact that his men changed 
and then he has to forme another one. We have also to be sure 
that the work of the level spoken user is done correctly in such a 
way thàt it becomes not heavier to maintain in the futur • That 
is an incredible more difficult work and as it is at a higher level 
it is often a level where quite no coding is d-ne by him but much 
more administrative work. Sometimes also we have to see with the 
users if they agree with this part of software or if some changes 
are needed. If some changes are needed it is a responsability to 
give this work to one of an crew. 
The highest level is nothing more than the one described just 
above but dealing with a larger software and dealing with all users 
of the product • It is the reason why I will not enter in mor~ details 
for this level • 
In conclusion of this, I will say that at any level, work should be 
easier if software and its environment is clearly known and easy 
to modif'y in the sense that tools exist which are flexible but also 
are strict at use point of view. 
!V_._5_._~a! are the ~o~t_d~f!i~u!t~e~ ~n~o~!eEe~ !h~n_m~i~t~i~i~g _? 
~'~ !~? 
As part of rnaintainance activities deals with debugging and testing , 
these difficulties were treated above in the correspondant section. 
The only activit±es treated here are th~ activities proper to m~intain-







IV. 5 • 1. Forward compatibility. 
One must sey start f:rom the fact that the lack of forward compati-
bility is troublesome • This problem seems to be currently about 
the worst compared releases of packaged software generally. Here 
one insists on the fact that more flexibility is needed in order to 
be able to ha.ndle further releases of a software. One reason o~ 
this lack of flexibility is the fact that there is no easy meano. 
in order to change only one part of a module without having to consi-
der all interactions with others (and if it is an operating system 
and that the module to be changed i s called or should be called direct-
ly by instance, by SVC, t~ere•is no means in handling this module 
because it is not possible to see where it is called nor when. 
Wb.en the problem is solved even with this kind of call, flexibility 
will be increased without loosing pr~cision. Indeed, at this time, 
there is no means of insuring that call are done in a right wa:y. 
Only for this reason, if it i~ possible to find a mechanism to enforce 
the checks during calling time it should yP-t bA valuable. An~ here 
it is tried to find easy mechanism not only to insure this checking 
but also to insure flexible ways of grouping modules in order to have 
nota rigid construction. 
IV. 5. 2. High level language. 
With high level language and especially language of the fourth 
g eneration, module interfaces will become both explicitly and 
implicitly complex and extensives in such source code. This is a real 
point because as anyone who has programmed a lot knows it is quite 
always in the interfaces that problems ofien occur. This , problem: 
which I try to solve is at this i nterface level • Of course, the way 
it is handled here is not at a high theoretical level but at imple-
mentation level • It is not because theoriJ is not important, but 
simple solution, even not complete, but usable in practice seems to 
be better than doing a good theoretical soluti~n but to heavy in the 
sense that the means to be used in order to put this theory into prac-
tice too expensive. For this r 0 ason, the solution should be found, 
at compiled ti~e or/and at link time or/and at operating system time 
(run time) • 
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IV. 5 • 3 • Tacit assumptions. 
Default and tacit assumpti~n are troubles ome in maintai nance and 
especially when this occurs with the interface. The searched solution 
will not accept default during calling handling . The solution is to 
check wether there is a correspondance between what is g iven by the 
caller and what is expected by the caller. These checks do not permit 
to have default but should ask for explicit informat i on and if it 
is not the case, this will lead to flag the software. Then what it 
is looked for is a mechanism which gives more flexibility in the wa;y 
modules can interact but also enforcing the links between the modules 
or it is decided which one has to be used with others. This flexibility 
will also enforce the use of short program because it enforces the 
maniability of their interfaces. 
IV. 5. 4. Concluding remarks. 
In conclusion of the whole chaptar, I can say that whenever problems 
are situated at interface or interaction or information passing between 
module, the solution of the problem stated here will increase a lot 
both flexibility and precision. That is the reason why even if not 
all cases are handled these which are handled are valuable enough to 
justify all the time what were spint during this work. 
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Part 3 : Theoretical Pur-poses. 
I. Introduction. 
Once the problem is seen and established (as it is !), we have to -
see what are the different parts that constitues the problem. I will 
divide it in two main parts. The type checking problem and the 
handling of variable parameter list • 
I. ! ~ '.!7Ee_c~e~k~~ tr~b!e~. 
At present, indeed, no many languages are ha.ndling this check. 
I will deal with ADA and Pascal as representing the languages that are 
doing the type checking. They are not alone but, for example PL/I, 
the checking is done only if there are internal procedure. If there 
are external procedure, then, no checks are done. If we take another 
language, like GLU, the solut·on taken by GLU is quite the same t ~an 
the solution ta.ken by ADA. Indeed, CLU takes a library of description 
units and a compiler environment • With these tools, it is possible 
in a certain measure to modify the interfaces because this is handled 
by the compiler environment. For more details, see the CLU Reference 
Manual by B. Liskov and all, edited by Springer Verl ag (1981 ) • 
What I mean by type checking, is the check of the correspondance 
between the parameters list defined in the caller program and the 
called program. This correspondance must be veriflyed to be biunivocal. 
I ~ ~ ~ ya~i~b!e_p~r~m~t~r_l~s!. 
Once the check is handled and there are no more problem with it, 
it remains to find a wa:y of handle the same problem with l 0 ss contraints. 
This is the fact that we must find a solution of handling parameter 
lists that have no more a so strict correspondance without leasing the 
advantages of doing the check. 
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II. Analysis of the possibilities of when doing the checks. 
In the litterature, there are mainly two periods during which 
this can be done. Personaly, I will suggest another possibility 
which seems tome a more interessant time to doit • As I will show 
the problem will alwa.ys be constituted by the description of types 
and the handling of these descriptinns. There are then three possi-
bilities: At compile time, at run-time and at link time. 
II ._l_._A! ~o~p~l~ time. 
Duting compilation, the compiler has to handle all variables 
and their types. It is quite alwa.ys done in a table. The problem 
is that we can not use this table because this table contains too 
much informations. It is then qu;te an normal thing that the first 
idea in solving the problem is to doit during compilation. 
What that means is that we must find a way of putting t he only 
useful part of these table somewere in order to use it after. Thi~ 
will, then, resolved great part of problem but it still remain~ that 
if we have the informations, how will we use these? Indeed, when 
we encounter a call, we put all informatinn about the call somewhere 
but how will. we be able to decide if the call is correct or not? 
For dealing with that, I will divide this in three part : ordered 
c-mpiling, semi-ordered compiling and unordered compiling • . 
II. 1. 1. Ordered compiling. 
In these case, the compiler will look at the data base in order 
to see if there exista solution in the data base, with as k ey the 
name of the call • If there exist nothing (no modes) in the data 
base that meets the call under examination then the compiler can decides 
that the call is not correct • Illiat actions the compiler takes after-
wards is not an aim and is the responsability of the compiler design. 
If the compiler finds a mode which handle the description of the 
type of each parameter of the call, he can decide that the call is 
resolved. Of course, this means that there is no p~oblem if it is 
compiled with the same compiler version or same compiler. If it is 
not the case, we must find a wa.y in which the types descriptions 
should take a standard forrn. This form should then be defined as 
possibily handled by all different compilers. This, of course, 
does not mean that they are dea.ling the sarne implementations of the types 
but only that they deal thP. same repr~sentati~n of the type. 
It is called ordered compiling because we must start with compiling 
program that do not have any call in it but what are called. This 
fo ~ce you to work in a bathone up wa:y what is not actually what i ~ 
usually done. Indeed, toda:ys methods are mor e top-down. Thi~ of 
course is nota ·good wa:y of salving the problem to force to realize 
the software at logical level in a top-down wa:y and then to be forced 
to realize it in a bathone up manner. 
II. 1 • 2. Semi-ordered compiling. 
In response of this critic, we can mention another wa:y of solving 
the ordering problem. This is the solution taken by ADA. Indeed, 
in ADA,. you must declared and defines all the interfaces • Once these 
interfaces are compiled, you can use abstractions what are de.fined 
at the inte~face level and the wa:y they are implemented has no impor-
tance nor the in order. In fact, when the compiler must compile 
a body (implementation), it can refer for solving the call, to the 
definition of the call which is defined in the interface. 
For example, in ADA, it is done as follow: 
There are three kind of things: 1) the utilisation 
happens when compiling 
' , I 
2) the description , what 
3) the implementation 
~~ 
LJ 
Data base o~ the 
description and 
with mor~ details. 
As all interfaces must be know, before that something else can be 
compiled, whenever it encounters a call, it takes the nam o of the 
call and as this name serves also as identifyer, it tries to find 
the description of this object. Two things can happen. If the 
description match what it is used in the call, then it is correct 
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a~d we can continue the compilation. If the description does not 
match, it looks further in order to be able to handle the ove~loading. 
If none matches, then we can sure tha~ an errer is detected. The 
reaction of the compiler is not own purpose. 
This has, as effect, that we must not write the modules in a 
bathon up way. This solved than the type checking problem but with 
a price, the obligation of having a data base. This data base must 
be used very often, as we know, it is not easy to manage such kind 
of data base when many changes are done. There is also, as consequen-
ces, a time consuming as a space consumming quite big with this solution. 
II. 1 • 3. Unordered comniling. 
If we do not want to have such restriction of ordering the way 
in which module have to be compiled nor having to writ al l interfaces 
(it is may be nota good p~actice but you do not deal onl y with 
system that contain a way of handling a data base so easil y) • 
But, if you want to do the checks, you can only work with fils but 
this involves the following problems: 
Whenever the compiler has to compile a call, it can not see wether 
it is a wrong call or a right call • Indeed, if there is nothing 
that meet the call definition, this can not involve that i t is a WTong 
call. In reality, may be, the called module is only not compiled. 
We see directly what this means, how or when is it possibl e to decide 
wether it is a wrong call or a right call. 
One solution to selve that is whenever a program is compiled, 
to look at it and see if this program under compilation is giving 
a solution to a call not yet resolved. This has as conseque: ces 
that all unsolved call sequence must be guarded totally in memory. 
Suppose that these descriptions of interface not yet resolved are 
put in a library. 
Once a program is compiled, its description must be put in t~e 
library and it must be search through the whole library in order 
to see if this description are meeting an unresolved externa1 o~ 
another program. Its description must be guarded because no one 
knows if afterwards then will not be other program to be compiled 
a_~d which calls this one. 
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Once a call seems to meet both description and name of the call, 
then and only then the check can be done. But, hwo to decide what 
actions must be taken. Because, if we accept the fact that the 
verifications can be done after compilation, the error will be known 
only when the caller is compiled. The error is then from caller part 
of the all calls. And now, which one must be advised that the error 
is in its coding? 
It seems tome, that as showned, in all cases if we want to execute 
the checking at compilation time, we must force the users to conforme 
them selves to an ordering of compiling (ordered or semi-ordered) • 
The unordered solution needs to exploit to much informations and not 
useful in practice (see fig 1) • 
II. 2. At run time. 
Here, we must handle the type description but without having 
any possibilities to refer to symbolic definition. Indeed, at run 
time we must only interested in strings of bits (o or 1) • This 
forces the compilers to find a way of âescribing the types expressed 
only with O's or l's. And also in a way such that there are no more 
ambiguities otherwise it is easier to do no check ing at all . 
As type definition can be very complex and can be combined in a 
"infinite" way, we can not have such a description. For example, 
if the parameter type is an array or a record we can have 
Type 
end 
T2 = (DO, RE, MI, FA, SOL ) 
Tl set of T2 
A : array [1 • • • 30] of Tl 
The array can be represented as: 
because array do not permit different 
kind of elements 
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C4/f ~ ( 
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) :> ) 
P' , 
.1. ~. 
We must talk about the problem of consistancies of the library. 
Indeed, if Plis compiled, its description is set in the l i brary. 
If we have a call from P2 that meets this description and a call 
from P3 that does not meet it. If we s a:y that Pl description 
(Pl, Dl) is the normal way of calling it. Then we ca.n decide 
that the call of P3 is wrong . If we have not yet compiled Pl, 
we don't have its description. Thus we can not deci de wether 
P2 or P3 call is wrong • - When we compile Pl, we ca.n check through 
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whole library the descriptions. In doing it we can see that 
Pl description described by P2 is meeted by the Pl description 
handling now. But, when can we decide that P3 is wrong? It 
is also possible that Pl has no correct interface, than P3 can 
be right and P2 wrong and Pl also. Once one solution i~ found, 
for example, P3 call is wrong we must taken a decision, we must 
handle different description of the same thing. 
If we accept (and for large system we must accept ±t!) that sorne 
modules have the same name (same entry point name). We can see 
to what problem we arrive. During the check, we can sa:y that 
the first encountered is the good one, or if it does not meet 
the descriptions for the first, we must pass to the secon~, and so 
on. And after all, we can not decide the wrong case because 
may be afterwards, the correct Pl will be compiled. This leads 
to unmaintainable solution. 
When deleting a module or r~placing an old one by a new one, 
what must be done? How can we sure that all programs referencing 
this module are advised? 
For records we can have such description 
Type 
Tl = record 









The record can be represented as 
we can directly see how difficult it is to define, in a manner 
such that this leads never the ambiguities, all possible types onl y 
with string of bytes. 
In order to show the difference of complexit' between compile 
time and run time, let us see it, with an example ( fig 2 & fig 3). 
In fig 2, we can see that we must not handle the description 
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of the parameter. Indeed, during thP. compilation, the compilers 
must handle the declarations and for doing it, they put th 0 variabl~s 
declaration in tables. The real wa:y of doing it, is not an purpose 
but, let sa:y, that the compiler put all variables af the same type 
in one table ( it is not the case, but it simplifies the explaination 
without changing the nature of the mechanism) • Thus when cornpiling 
the subprogram, it checks wether the parameter definition is well 
of the same type (integer in the example of fig 2) • It can doit 
because i t has the description wi thin a table of one type and ca~-
see if it finds the same symbol in the table or not • If not an error 
is found • 
In fig 3, we must not only handle one table of parameter, but 
two table of parameters and their corresponding type descripti ' n. 
Indeed, one was constructed during the compilation of the caller 
program and the other one was constructed during the compilati ~n 
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of its s-ubprogram. What must be done here is to prove that the descri-
ption of the tY})e of each pPrameter are equat. If we use some formal 
way of saying it using the notati0n of fig 3, we can say that what we 
must prove is 
D. 
l. 
Y i , i ~ lj. , nJ and 
n = 
= D! J. 
n' 
when n is the number of 
parameter of the caller 
parameter list and n' ic:i 
the number of paramete-
of the called parameter 
list. 
Saying it by this wey, shows the real problem which is to what 
point we must have a descripti~n D. such that we must be able to prove 
l. 
and at the same time we must be sure that it is not pos-that D. = D! 
l. J. 
sible to prove that D. = D1•1 when D! f D'.' • This means that we mu~t 
l. l. J. l. 
have an unambigues representatinn of tY})e declaration. 
Of course, if, for doing. it, we mu~t copy the whole description, 
as it is in the so~rce text, and put it in the parameter list descri-
ption table, we will have a serious problem of response tirne. Indeed, 
let try to see how much overhead this cost • Whenever a call must 
be performed (calling a system function, a standard module, or other 
module) what is very often done, if not alwa.ys, we must check the 
corespondance of the tY})e. This involves the fact that we must com-
pare pieces to pieces the description of the formal parameter and 
the actual one. This creates the need of may be lot of space for 
putting this table in central memory and a lot of tirne for doing 
the checks. As the tY})e declaration, for example in Pascal, can 
be very complexas records of records, this can consume so much time 
that whenever you want to execute a pràgram, before having a response 
you can go away to drink some cup of coffee ( or tea if wished) • 
This is a price that none of concepter will accept to pay. 
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An other exarnple to show that even if the problem state before 
















call ee· program 
Type 
T2 = Integer 
end 
var 
B array [1 ... 10) of T2 
• 
B (5] := A [5] 
• 
• 
I have taken integer in order to simplify the example. It should 
be user defined type declaration instead of integer. That would 
complicate even more this example. 
How can we find a way of describing the type of A in such a way 
that we can decide wether the type of Ais the sarne then t he type 
of B? Of course, as we can see normally, the decision should be yes 
they are equivallent • We must think that we are at compile time, 
and we have only descriptions and their descriptions are not the same 
because A is an array of type Tl and B an array of t yp e T2 • 
This short and quite simple example shows that the problem of 
doing the type checking during the routines involves a so costly and 
complex solution that I will not further continue to speak of it • 
Because if we are notable (or not in economical way) to handle th 0 
type checking, how can we salve the problem much more complex of · 
handling the dynamic interface. 
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II. 3. At link time. 
- - - - - - - . -
Before trying to explain what happens at link time, I will first 
show whax a link edit actually do. , This is the IBM implementation, 
but, all link edi t perform the same functions even if they d,:, not 
accomplish these the sa.me way. 
II • 3 • 1 • What is a link edi tor • 
The linkage edi tor ta.lces the output of the compiler and preparP. 
y~ur prograrn for execution. The output of the linkage editor is 
executabl:e by the computer. The link-:?ge editor can combin~ your 
program with other object and load modules to produce a single load 
module • It stores your program in a loa.d module library • Thes 
load modules can be read into the computer and given control • 
The output of the compiler contains these kind of "cards" : the 
ESD (external symbol dictionary), the TXT ( text = statements compiled 
or Assembled) and the RLD ( relocation dictionary) • 
In this study, we are only concerned by the external symbol dictio-
nary when all information of the calls and external variable are put. 
(It describes the control sections and external symbols defined in the 
module, it helps you fing references between modules in a multi modules 
program • ) 
For seeing an example of an ESD see fig 10 
For seeing an example of a link editor, seefig 11. 
II. 3. 2. Introduction. 
I have thought that this will be a possible place for doing checks 
(even if it is never talk about) • Why has this corne to my mind? 
Well, after link time normally, you do no more compilation. This 
leads me to the idea that it will simplify the problem of ordering 
the compilation. Also you do not so often a link operation as a 
compilation of a prograrn ( in theory, this can be discussed but in 
practice not) • Than if the cost of doipg the check at link tirue 
is more or less the same than doing it at compilation, it will better 
to doit at link xime. Let us then see what involves the fact that 
we will do the type checking at link time. 
li ~ .4 1 ' A ·t • • 
f 
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During the link editor, the linkage editor tries to resolve 
all unresolved symbol that are in the ESD card(s) • If it can not do 
it, it gives an error message. But it must also try to resolve all 
relocatable problem (calculation of adresses, put the lenght of first 
module to the start adress of th: following one, •••• ) • After link 
editing, you have an executable module when all things are defined 
and adressed. 
II. 3. 3. Needs for tyye checking at link time. 
II. 3. 3. 1. What is expected from the compiler? 
Of course, as the link time never see what are the TXT cards, 
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it can net see what are the call or when they occur. This involves 
the fact that the compiler has to give some additional information 
that it does not yet give toda.y. 
The compiler is expected to put the type description of the vari-
able (as it does put it in a table for its own purposes) somewhere. 
This is the compiler will put the type description both in a table 
as it does it yet and in a file of unresolved external references. 
That means that whenever the compilers finds a call, it put the_ 
call description in this place. The call description can be sure as 
narne (program name or entry point), ~~d as attribute (parameter list 
with their type description) • These informations~are the only ones 
to be kept • Once the compiler has done its work, the compiler store 
this table in a file whioh will be used by the linkage editor when 
all patrs of necessary information for type checking purposes and for 
number of parameter checking purposes are. This way of working 
can permit overloading as the compiler does ( of course, if it does 
not, it is net possible) • 
II. 3. 3. 2. How to use these informations? 
When the linkage editor is invoked, it look for the ESD of thA 
main program and try to search th:rough the file in order to see if 
there is an entry with the name of the ESD under execution. There 
are now th:ree situations. First one and easiest one, it can not 
find any matching description within the file with its entry point 
name. Then the result is sa.ying t~at an error has occured (we will 
see in part III, how this can be done in practice but also what 
precision can the errer message have) • Second one, it find in the 
file the description associated to this ent~y point narne and the 
problern is now to see if its associat ,2 d description match the des-
cription of the ESD under checking. (This is to see if all pararne-
ters have the same type and if their nurnber are equal) • If the cor-
respondance between the description can be established then we ca-
ge further to see if another call has to be resolved. The third 
is the sarne of the previous one but here we ca- not establish the 
correspondance between the descripti~ns. If we permit overloading 
we go further in order to see if we find any that match and we are 
in the situation described before or we can not finG a:rzy and we have 
an errer. Of course, if we do not permit overloading, if we find 
a distinct description associated with the same entry poin~ name, 
we can yet decide that we have found an error. 
Of course, as we are only dealing with theoretical purposes, I 
do not g ive any solution because this will lead me to give implemen-
tation detail. 
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!I_._4_._c~mEa~i~-t~e_d~f!e~e~t_a~c=p!a~l= ~o!u!i~n_:_a! ~e~i:o~d=r=d 
~r_o~d=r=d_c~mEi!e_t~m= ~~ ~t_l~~ !i~e_. 
II. 4. 1. Modifications involved. 
II. 4. 1. 1. At compile time. 
We must modify the compiler but we must not change any thing 
from logical point of view. I can say that the only thing to be 
change is the fact that the compiler can not delete the table of 
description of the vatiable type, but it must put the externals one 
somewhere in a file. This shoul d not require to modify too much 
the existing coding. 
We must of course add the check ability ta the compiler. This 
involves ta chang e the ha.ndling of calls, when we must check what 
is found and what is expected to found. This mea.ns that the compiler 
knows when these interfaces descriptions are and that it can access th 0 m 
this ability is the most heavy modification. 
We must also have a possibility of defining the interfaces in 
such a way that the compiler is able to use it • 
II. 4. 1. 2. At link time. 
We must modify the compiler in such a way that the information, 
the compiler put in a table must be put in a file in such a way that 
the checking can be done. This does not involve to modify th? logic 
of compiler. 
We must modify the linkage editor in such a way that it can do 
the type checking • This does also not involve the modification 
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of the logic of the linkage editor but only to add a new module which 
will accomplish these functions. 
And we will, may be, have to do other changes ( see implementation) 
at the operating system level • 
II. 4. 2. Constraints involved by the type checking. 
II. 4. 2. 1. At compile time. 
As said before, for doing it at compile time we must introduce 
an order in which the module must be compiled. For example, ADA 
forces the user to compile all interfaces before to begin to compile 
a body. Worse, it is not said precisely, at least in the ADA refe-
r~nce book, what a modification of an interface involves. In fact, 
it seems that for handling it for packages we are in a semi-ordered 
solution and if not we must recompile the whole. This is because 
whenever we modify the interface we will not be able to determine 
precisely what was their interfaces on the whole software. 
II. 4. 2. 2. At link time. 
It seems that here we have no constraints at user point of view. 
Only the system must handle file for access and consistancy but it is 
done yet now. 
II. 4. 3. Advantages of each method. 
II. 4. 3. 1. At compile time. 
We must say that this solution involves no too much modification 
and this modification is situated only in the compilers. 
We can see the obligation of defining the interfaces first as 
art advantage. Indeed, this will forces the designers to begin with 
defining the interfaces so precisely that they would not evoluce. 
We can see that the ha~dling of the solution is simple. Indeed, 
the interfaces are defined, when a call is encounter, it takes this 
description and look to the corresponding interface definiti~n to see 
if the definition of the inte~face and its instanciation is the same. 
II. 4 • 3 • 2. At link time. 
We must say that doing it at link time involves only the cost 
of the check only when the programmers have no more errer at compile 
time. This means that the cost of the check is only to be paid 
once during the link and neither when compiling nor when executing 
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t~_: e software • 
We can see that there is no obligation of when cornpiling the ' 
different part of the software. This inYolves a greater flexibility. 
We can see that the error message here will be very precise because 
the linkage editor does not yet handle so many error message and 
because we know what type of error we can deal with. 
This will not force the system to have a great management of fils 
(or, as ADA, the handling of a data base with all problem of consis-
tancy • ) 
II. 4. 4 Conclusion. 
I prefer the link soluti cn because it is not the practice, in most 
cases today, to define precisely all th~ interfaces before going 
to begin to code. Indeed, whenever some modules are defined, we 
can begin to design them. At compile time, this will no more 
be possible, because it is expected to have all the interfaces defined. 
MorP-over, whenever an interface have to change we must recompile 
a lot of modules. 
Another advantage is the ability of having a more flexiblë ·.reaction • 
Indeed, if the checking a.x compile time can be sure as g ood when 
using the modern methodologies of programming development, it is no 
good if these methodologies are not used what is often the case tod~y 
leading to loose the practical interest of this solution. 
As compiling is done more often than lin.king, the cost of doing 
the check at compile time is more costly from time consuming point 
of view. Moreover, if the type checking must be done for different 
languages we must modify all compilers for the whole modification 
when there often exist only a linkage editor. 
The precision of the error message can be greater at link time 
because there are not so much possibility of different kind of errors 
comparing with the great number of possibilities when compiling. 
This should have a major advantage for maintainance and debugging. 
}lhen seeing the implementation, we will that the modificati~ns 
involved by doing the type checking at link time instead of doing it at 
compile time, are not great and often can reused what is yet used 
without modification. 
III • How to handle variable parameter list • 
III. 1. Introduction. 
As for type checking, these are three moment during which this 
can be handled. The problem here is to find a good way for doing 
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it without having to use switches or other means like that • In the 
same time, this handling should net be visible by the users. From 
logical point of view, this can be handle at the same time when dealing 
with type checking. It seems obviüus that in production environment 
this can not use often, but in development environment well • I will 
nu more consider the run time nor the unordered compile time for 
handling this because yet for handling type checking they are not 
useful • 
III. 2. 1. Ordered and semi-ordered. 
We must doit in such a way that the type checking can be done 
and such a way that it would be possible to handle variable paramete~ 
list • We must then find an "extended type" such that D. = D! V i 
J. J. 
but when some D. have a special type. 
J. 
On logical mean of doing this is to say somewhere that the . old 
interface is no more valid but that the new one has to be used. 
This means that the compiler can do the checks with the old interface 
definition and description but will execute the program with the new 
one • 
This of course can not assure the user of the module that tha old 
call and the new one is compatible. Indeed, there is no way nor 
mechanism for doing it without man responsability. Thus, I have 
to recognize that no full automated solution is found. I will let 
to the conceptor of the module that he (she) replaces responsability 
of the compatibility between the old and the new call • It is not 
possible tolet to the compile or to the system the responsability 
of checking all possible changes that have to be done in order to 
insure this compatibility, there are too many possibilities. But, 
the compiler or the system have to provide him (her) with a mechanism 
that will give hime (her) the possibility of checking which call 
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it is confronted to. 
I will treat this as a special case of overloading but in a trans-
parent ma.nner. I mean that the user must not see any of this kind 
of changes. 
The problem is how to do for maintaining the consistance of the 
data base. Indeed, how can we deal with such situations that some 
records in the data base are flagged but can not be deleted. Moreover, 
the logical description will not cover what is actually done • Whenever 
an error is discovered at run time, for example, how can the user deal 
with such a situation where the code executed is not the code that 
the user knows. What at debugging time? 
Personnaly I do not like this solution, because this involves 
the introduction of such illogicalit y. This is not safe and will 
perhaps conduce to a worst situati~n then not handling this. 
Of course, it is possible to check only the corresponding parameters 
and not checking the other types. 
if n ~ m 
if n > m 
for the i ~ n 
i ~ m 
then V i, 1 ~ i ~ n 







= D! l 
in the first case J 
the other descriptions are in the second case 
not check ed • 
III. 2. 2. Partial conclusion. 
There is no mean of handling thi s without giving some responsa-
bility to the conception of the repl acing module. 
There is also a problem of preserving the data base integrity. 
III 
III. 3. 1 • Introduction. 
As mentioned at the formal definition of the problem, we have 
restricted us with the situation where all common part between fo rmal 
and actual parameter must have the sarne description. 
The reason why I have taken such restriction is because ·we must 
first have to accomplish the type checking ( and it is yet no easy) 
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and after we must relax the constraints. This means that if we want 
to introduce fully the ability of dynamic interfaces, we must have 
to do no more checking. Indeed, how cana system decide in next 
s; tuation : 
call P(A, B, c) Proc P (A", B") 
• 
call P(A', D', E') 
If we say that we can link the modules together, how can we decide 
that the first call is correct and t he second one contains an errer. 
The only way, of knowing it, is when the programn1èr have inter change 
the old module with the new one • ·he ( she) is responsable of the 
compatibility between the interfaces. 
After all, what I have done is to force the interfaces to bP 
checked precisely and if we want to relax too much constraints, we 
must no more be able to perform the checks. 
III. 3. 2. Trouble of handling full dynamic interface ability. 
For debugging purposes, it is also not so g ood that one can be 
able to replace an old module with0ut advise. Indeed, if there is 
a dump, how can the user manage such situation. 
There is also problem f .or preventing the use of parameter that 
does not exist when performing the old call • For example, 
l)if the new program module is such that it needs give parameters, 
and if we must deal with such program: 
Y= f ( a,b) + ( ••••• ) ~ P5 
end. 
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If we must.perform the old call, what can happen? The P
5 
h~s 
not receive any value. It will then have the value contained by 
the following bits of P
4
• This of course can lead to many trouble. 
We must remember that the old call performed does not know that thP 
module have changed. He can thus have st-ings effect due to the 
change. I do not see any solution for t his if we want the system 
to take account of this. 
. Proc 
2) if the ~ew ~rogram is only adding one function in a case, 
we have no problem in fact we will never perform th 0 case 
of the new function. 
old new 
P(P1 , ••• P4) Pr"c P (P1 , ••• P5) 
case of P1 case of P1 
case of P2 case of P2 
case of P3 case of P3 
case of P4 
case of P 
4 
case of P5 
end case; end case; 
end P; end P; 
This of course is the good case but one reflexion cornes directly 
to mu mind: Wh.Y adding this new functi"n to the module instead o~ 
doing a new module with this functi"n? 
I have decide that such situati"n can not fully be accomplish 
by the system at least not eaRily nor economically . For instance, 
the PLIOPT which in the PL/I compi l er optimiser which can handle a 
part of such situation but at cost of 64 passes (not the whole program 
is examined but some part of coding ). 
But, I must provide at least some mechanism for helping the desi-
gners or progra~mers for handling such situation. This mechanism 
should provide a way of testing wether the parameter is present or not • 
If it is present, it is tested • But, it is the. responsability of 
the programmer to use it or to write his (her) coding k eeping in mind 
the fact that it can be called with an old interface. 
This will lead to such situation 
l)I use once again the example 1 in the previous section. 
Proc P(P1 , •••• P5) Proc P(P1 , •••• P5) 
Y= f(a,b) + ( ••• ) ~ P5 becomes 
end; 
2) Another kind of solution is 
Proc P (P1 , •••• P5) 
else 
end; 
Y P5 then z = ( ••• ) ~ P5 
else z = 0 
Y= f(a,b) + z 
end; 
The practical way of doing this will be mentioned brievelly in 
the next part • But we can see that we are able to provide some 
help but we do not have a full practical mean to solve the d,ynamic 
interface fully. 
III. 5 • Conclusion_. 
After many readings, after many meetings with people who are 
working in different society, I become to doubt of the necessity 
or the interest of solving such problem. In all cases, the p~oblem 
of testing the interfaces is solved. We are now able to verify the 
correspondance of the definition between formal and actual parameters. 
Another thing is that, if we permit the use of such ability, who 
are the people that canuse such facility. If we do not force only 
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the people who needs it to use it, we have loose our aim. We must 
then once again give the responsability of doing this to some one. 
Indeed, if untrained people use this, th: s will involve a worse s itua~ 
tion than it is today where no checking is done for external procedure. 
On advantage of not solving the whole is the fact that when a ·software 
i~ designed the coherence between modules will be enforced without 
human intervention. 
I will then sa.y that the partial solution we give is the best 
"compromis" between having a reliable system, a system usefull in 
practice (not too slow nor too space consumming) and a flexible system. 
' 
Part 4 s Implementation of a solution. 
I. Ty-pe-checking implementation. 
I ~ 1 ~ ~e~c~iEt~o~ ~f_tV,!. 
I. 1. 1. First possibility. 
We can decide that we do not off ErT the handling of predefined 
type. This will say that we are only confronted with types like 
Int eger, cea J ,a:rray and so on. 
This solution is too restrictive because most languages offer 
more ability for typ6 handling. We will not want to res trict the 
type definition ability. 
Moreover, this will not solve the problem of handling records 
within which different name occuT. 
For instance, 
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tl = array (1 ••• 10) of' integer t2 = array (1 ••• 10] o-f' 
t2 = integer t3 integ er = 
integer 
rl = record { i 1 , t 1 r3 record rnfo 1 it2 = 
. i2:t2 info 2 :t3 
end ; end ; 
Are these record types equal? 
I. 1. 2. Second possibility. 
We will now offer full ability for user type definition but the 
idea here is to expend the description f'ully until, we arrive to 
a predefined type. This do not solve the problem of the records 
as defined in I. 1 • 1. and also do not solve the problem of the 
recursive type. 
e:xample 1 
Pl : proc P2 . proc(y) . 
tl = integer t3 = integ er 
t 2= array (1 ••• 10] of t 1 t4 = array [1 ••• 1o]of t3 
XI t 2 y : t 4 
call P2 (x) 
end; end; 
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Here, x type description will become 
( expanding the ty-pe) 
y type description will become 
(expanding the type) 
x = array (1 ••• 10) of integer y= arreyfj~ •• 10] of intege,... 
We can now do the check and see that they have the same ty-pe. 
example 2 . When we deal with recursivity as it is defined in CLU . 
and Pascal 
CLU . List (T) = record (cl t T . 
rem list (T)] 
Pascal tl = record [cl t : T 
nPxt : t tl] 
This is called typed pointer. Here we can of course not do 
the expension because we enter in a infinite loop. How can we handle 
the next situation? 
box record{info :-tl 
next 1 box 
I. 1. 3. Third alternative. 
and box 1 = record finfo 1 =tl 
ln ,,xt 1 f bo.x 1 
We can impose a global definition of ty-pes. This involves that 
the types are described, first, and then have to be used. This is 
may be too restrictive but this will may be have good effects on 
software engineering point of view. This lead to define a common 
description. for all parts of a software • 
For e:x:ample . for an array, al l people has to define them as . . . 
. Tl array (1. .. m] of integer m defined as used 
. T2 array (1. .. mJ of r ""al 
and so on. 
This means that all possible types that may be used by the software 
has to have the same description. 
I. 1. 4. My solution. 
I would like to offer the ful l ability of user defined type definition . 
For showing what it means, I will give a complete example. 
We test to see if we have a constructor we have a structure 
type, if not we have a simple type. 
. ti : -. .,., ~'-)V<. 
X~~ t~ 
_/ 
' : ;.., i,)-Clc. 
•~ : -..'t.u., r~ =, , . -J oj -r 
y s '" fLF 
After defining this, I will show a complex example and how we 
can deal with it • 
const m =2 proc P(y) 
type tl = array (1 ••• m) of t2 const n = 2 
t2 = real type t3 = real 
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rl "" recordrl . tl t4 = array I}. ••• n] of t3 . 
i2 : frl r2 = recordrl l t3 
i2 : tr2 




SI H PI..E 
REAL 
As shown, I have defined a type description which can accept 
recursion a~d all other features of user defined type. 
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The flag will serve when checking the correspondance for avoiding 
to detect the entering into an infinite loop. 
1 
1.2 Handling the check at link ti me. 
1.2.l What is expected the compilers do? 
First.as I mentioned in 11.4.l.2,compilers and linkage 
e ditors should be modified to handle typ e checking at 
link time. 
T~e compiler ha s to save informations a bout each 
external procedure call. 
In this implementation,two files wi l l be used: 
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File I contains informations for each entry point 
File 2 ~ contains informations for associated 
interface d~scription 
( for de tail Ed · layout,see fig 12.page 72) 
Second,luill show what are the changes i nvolved by the 
type che~king ~t ~SD cards generated by the compilers. 
(There is no other changes for all other kin d of cards, 
the old format is given in figI3 a.page 73 and the new 
one in fig 13 b.page 73) 
Before going further.I would like to give some remarks 
about the next figures. 
In the figu~es,there uill be two kin~s of things : 
the existing situation what will be written in a quite 
thin way,the modifications will be written in a thick 
way. 
In the figures,there wil1 be se veral s t aps s houn, 
each of them will have a number assiociated with each. 
These numbers will be used within the schema s . 
Fig 12. 72 
Keyed file: · Direct access file 
0 
kcy 
File OEF-REF file OESCRIPT 
key: access-key = entryname 
PTRD: pointer to definition(s) 
of caller and callee 
PTRR : pointer to references 
ta interfaces 
Typedesc : descriptor 
of types 
OP . overflo1r.1 pointer . 
NP . n.ext pointer . 
II . interface . 
indentifier 
MN . module name . 
or 
pointer to module code 
Record Ois the pointer 
to the next free space 
Remark : ~he OP field wil l never be ~sed here~because it 
does not add anything for explaining the impl ~ementation 
but it 1r.1ould keep away the clarity of the sc.hemas. 
The OP field will be useci if the inte~face 
description is too big for the place useful in the 














fig 13 b. New ESD ~ards. 







. . . . . . 
ADOR 
The symbols used here will be used in the next figures. 
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• • • • • • • I 
Third,I will show what are the actions performed by the 
compilers when encountering a procedure dEfinition and 
when encountering a call.The associated algorithms are 
described in I.2.2.(see figure 14,page 75). 
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Fourth~I will show what are the actions performed by the 
compilers when encountering a procedure defin~tion which 
is used in an other module as a subroutine.This will show 
how procedure definition are handled.The associated 
algorithms ar e described in I.2.2.(see figure 15,page 76). 
Fifth,I will show what are the actions performed by the 
compilers when encoLntering more then one proce6ure with 
the same name(this is known as overloading).This will 
show how different procedures with the same name caA be 
described without confusion.The associated algorithms 





Proc A (B,C,O) [50 . l A CM 0001 0 00 0 0028 . 
• 2 p I ER 0002 5 
• 
• 3 p 2 ER 0003 12 
Line 5 Call p (E,F,G) TXT . .. • 
• 0 
• 
• Line 12 Call p (E',F') • 
L 14,=V(PI) 
• 
• BALR 14, l 5 • 
End A; • 
0 
• 
Where A,,B,C,D~E,F,G,P L 14,=V(P2) 
E 1 , F 1 are sup posed BALR 14,15 
correctly defined., • 
• 
• 
RLD . 0001 .. . ... 
0002 .... 
0003 •••• 
File DEfREf rile OESCRIPT 
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Fig 14.Explanation. 
I.When_encountering_Proc_A_: © The compiler looksin DEFREf 
file in order te see wether an entry exist with as key 
the entry name.Here,as it is supposed that we hegin wi1th 
a ne situation,the compiler does not ha~e such entry, 
then it creates one and store into the DEFREF file a record 
~ith the needed informations.After that,it stores the 
interface description into DESCRIPT file(after getting 
an entry in thie file). 
2.When_encountering_a_first_call_as_in_line_S_: 
® The compiler looks in DEFREF file,using the entry 
name as key,in order to see if the entry yet exist. 
Here of course,it does not exist.The compiler stores 
the needed informations into DEFREf file and gets an 
entry in DESCRIPT file and stores the informations in 
this file.The compiler updates the interf~ce identifier 
and put it into the ESD card. 
~.When_encountering_a_call_as_in_line_I2_: 
œ The compiler looks in DEFREF file,using the entry 
name as key,in order ta s e e if the entry yet exist.Her~ 
of course ,the ent~y exists~ecause it was yet created 
when compiling li~e 5.It takes the PTRR pointer to have 
the corresponding entry in DESCRIPT file.The compiler 
compares the interface description.If the descriptions 
are the same,the only thing to dois ta put the interface 
number into the ESD card.If the descriptions are net equal 
the compiler gets a new entry in OESCRIPT file,updates -
the interface identifier number,stoF e s the informations 









fig 1 S. 
SOURCE OUTPUT OF THE COMPILER 
------
---------------------
( A ,.B) [50 . p CM 0001 0001 . 
TXT . . 
• • • • • 
• • • • . 





file OEfREf File DESCRIPT 
When the compiler compiles the procedure P,it looks in 
DEfREf file,using the entry name Pas key.It finds then 
that the PTRD in this file is not used.The compiler gets 
004C 
an entry in DESCRIPT file and store in it the informations. 










SOURCE OUTPUT OF THE COMPILER 
------
----------------------
(A, B, C) [5D . p CM 0001 0000 . 
TXT 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
RLD 0001 
file DEFREF File DESCRIPT 
When the compiler compiles the procedure P,it looks in 
DEfREF file,using the entry name Pas key.It finds that 
the PTRD is yet in use.It gets then the corresponding 
entry in DESCRIPT file and compare the descriptions of . 
the file and thE descriptions under examination.lf the 
descriptions are equal,~hen there is no special actions 
must be · undertaken by the compiler.If the descriptions 
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are not equal,the description under compilation i s add~d 
in OESCRIPT file and the NP pointer of tt-E existing record 
is updated. 
0148 
In the next figures ( Fig 17 a,b,c),I will show the 
general algorithms for handling a call. 
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There are three algorithms because the compilers have 
to handle tbree kinds of things.The first one is the 
management of the two files,the second is the generatian 
of the ESD card and the third is the generation of the 
RLD card.The figures are in page 79. 
The following figures ( Fig 18 a,b),I wil l show the 
general algorithrns for handling procedure he a de~. 
There are two figur e s because I will describe what 
happen at files level,that will say the consultation of 
bath files,and what happen at ESD card level.Th e figures 
are in page 80. 
!.:_2.3_What_is_exeected_the_linkage_editor_do_?_ 
I will de scribe shortely how the linkage ed i tor uses 
the informations given bv the compilers.For doing it, 
I will use the files described in fig 16 and show with 
it the actions taken by the linkage editor in order to 
provide the type checking.The figure and its explainations 
can be found in page l::IJ& s.2. ( se e fig I9 ) 
I.2.4_General_algorithms_of_the_ne~_functions_of_the 
linkage_editDr 
In the next figure (Fig 20) 9 1 will give th e general 
algorithm for handling the type checking by the linkage 
editor.I will sh~w how the informations given by the 
compilers are used by the linkage editor for doing it. 
the figure will be given in page 83. 
1 
fIG.l7a 
1s the entryname within the reference list? 
Y -- - - - ~ W OR i<. • I 1H I [J : = [J l S L R I PT • I NT l D 
N - - - - - -> I s the li s t e m p t y? 
Y ---:> WU RK. I I\JT ID ; : 1 ; 
DESCRIPT.INTID :-::1; 
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til ---> IJlJRK . lNTlu : : LAST. INTID + 1.; 
DE.SCRIPT. l NT ID : :WORK. INTID; 
Add the reference into the reference list; 
end; 
FIG.I7b 
GENERATION OF ESD CARDS. 
ESD.SYMBOL := ENTRYNAME; 
ESD.INTID : = WORli.INTID; 
ESD. CSECT : = MODULENAME; 
ESD.STMTNBR :-:: SOURCELINENUMBER; 
Nothing else have changed. 
FIG.l7c 
GENERATION OF RLD CARDS. 
if ref does not exist into Eeferencelist, 





Is the entryname within the DEFREF f ile? 
end; 
Y-----• DESCRIPT.TYPE.P is within type-desciptor-list~ 
Y ---11>- RETURN 
N --~ Add the reference ta th e referencE 
list; 
N -----+ Add the key entryname and set the PTRD; 
Add the definition in the definition list 
of DESCRIPT file; 
FIG.IBb 
GENERATE ESD CARDS. 
Do nothing else then actually done. 
1 
Fig 19. 
A link A instruction is given. 
The linkage editor takes the ESD cards of type ER 
of the compiled module A. 
Fur the other kinds of cards,nothing have changed. 
When it encounters the first ESD card P,it takes its 
II number and its entry name as key for ac~essing 
DEFREF file ~here it finds bath pointers,one for the 
references and the other for the definitions.(1A) 
- With the PTRR pointer,it goes through the reference 
list and uhen it finds the corresponding II,it stops 
the search through the list.(d) 
BI 
- With the PTRD pointer,it goes through the definitirin 
list and it test ta see uether a II number is yet setted 
If it is the case,it compares the definition Il and 
the reference II,if there are equal,no problem continue 
the 1 in k , i f no t go th r ou g h the l i s t • (-t c:. > 
- When the linkage editor encountersthe corresponding 
description and uhen it is not yet encountered(no II 
value),it puts the II value of the reference in the 
corresponding field of definition record.~~) 
- I f no c o r r e s p o n d i n g de s c r i p t i on c an be ·fou n d , an e r ra r 
is flagged. 
- This pro~ess must be also done,if the module P has some 
external references.for P. 
1 
Fig 19. 
LINK Ais the instruction given. 
ESD . A CM 0001 0000 . 
p I ER A 0002 5 
p 2 ER A 0003 12 
p I ER A 0004 18 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 





(line added for expla nations 
purposes) 
The symbols used here are the same that have been used 
in figure 14,IS & 16,page 75,76,77. 
The correspondi~g general algorithm can be found in 
figure 20 page 83. 
FIG 20 
For eac h ESD cards of type "ER" 
do 
f in.ci cor:iresponding entry iri reference list; 
if does nut exist then do 
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else find same interface in definition lis 










The figul'es sho1.1ing these algorithms are in the follo1.1in~ 
pages.The detailed algorithm corresponding to figure I 7 a,, 
is shown in figure 21 page 85. 
The detailed algorithm corre5+lpnding to figure I?b, 
(page 79) is shown in figure 22 page _ 86. 
The detailed algorithm corresponding ta figure I?c, 
(page 79) is shown in figure 23 page 87. 
The detailed algorithm corresponding ta figure I8a, 
(page 80) is shown in figure 24 ~age BB. 
The detailed algorithm corresponding to figure 20, 
(page 83) is shown in figure 25 pa ç:: e 89. 
I.4_Handling_the_dtnamic_interface. 
As mentionned before,we are only concerned by the fa~t 
that the only dynamism,that we accept,handles a different 
number of parameters in a parameter list but we assume 
that there is no difference,at parameter type point of 
vie1.1,between the two lists. 
The most easiest way for implementing it,is to modify 
the type checking algorithrn for stopping the checks once 
a parameter list is completely examined.This modification 
will not change much of the algorithrns described here,so 
I will not give a detailed way for implementing such 
thing. 
I will mention that there is another way ta doit.The 
alternative way of doing it,is to ask th E linkage editor 
ta continue the checks until all elements of the shortest 
parameter list 1.1ere seen as correct.This has as consequences 
that the system will no more detect the cohesion of the 
actual parameter list and the forma! one.It can only offer 
or guaranty that the common part of bath parameter list 
haue the same type. 
It is left to the programmer the responsability of tthe 
validity of the old call(comparing it with the new ones). 
This is may be not what is 1.1ished by the people who are 
concerned by the maintenance or by the r e liability of a 
software. 
Oefref_type record [ Entryname : Char(s); 
Defptr 
Refptr 
: f Oescript_type; 
: f Descript_type] 
Descript type record [ Typedesc . Interface; . 
Refbuf : Oefref_type; 
Descrbuf : Oescript_type; 
Gut: Oescript_type; 
















getfile OEFREF (entryname) into Refbuf; 
if record not found then create an empty record with entryname; 
endif 
if Refptr = NIL then do 
getfile OESCRIPT (0) into Oescrbuf; 
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Refbuf.Refptr : =oescrbuf.Nextfree; / Nextfree is 
a field only 
in:zrecord O / 
O e s c r tiu f • N e x t f Ji' e e : = De s cr bu f • N e x t f r e e + ,t ; 
putfile 0ESCRIPT (0) from Oescrbuf; 
putfile DEFREF (entryname) from Refbuf; 
/, We have just updated the pminter ta the nf::: xt fJfee recor d in OESCRIPT 
file and also updated the pointer ta the references in OEFREF file/ 
/ The next feu lines create the new Descript record and w~itt.en iit 
in the DEICRIPT file/ 
Descrbuf.Typedesc := convert (interface); 
Oescrbuf.NP : = NIL; 
Workintid : = 1 ;. 
Oescrbuf. Intid : = 1; 
Oecrbuf .Modname : :: t; 
putfile DESCRIPT (Refbuf.Refptr) from Oescrbuf; 
/ 
enddo 
/ convertis a primitive of the _system for tnansforming the source 
description of the interface in the interna! one. / 
else do 
getfile DESCRIPT (0) into Descrbuf; 
Refbuf .Refptr : = Oescrb~.f .Nextfree; 
est 
Oescrbuf .Nex.tfree : : Descrbuf. Nextfree I; 
putfile DESCRIPT (0) from Oescrbuf; 
0 u t • f'( P : = Re f bu f • Re f p t r ; 
putfile OESCRIPT (Outptr) f~om Out; 
/ We have just updated the pointer to the next free record in 
DESCRIPT file and also updated the pointer ta the next reference 
of the Feference list in DESCR~PT file./ 
/ The next few lines create the ne~ Oescript record and written 
it in the DESCRIPT file./ 
endif 
Oescrbuf. Typedesc : -= convert (interface); 
Descrbuf.NP :-:NIL; 
Workintid : = Out. Intid + 1; 
Oescrbuf. Intid : = Worltintid; 
Oescrbuf .Modname : = Ji; 




[SD_type record r Symbol . Char(B); . 
Intid . Integer; . 
Csectname . Cha:r(B); . 
Nb r stmt . Integer; . 
Type Char(B); 
Id . In tegeœ-; . 
Addr Integer; 
• • • • • 
• • • • . . 
. • • . • . ] 
/ The rest of the ESD_type has not changed 9 this is the reas on w~y 
it is not deacribed here nor will he descri~ed the existin g 
code for managing it . The only thibgs that are described are those 
which are not yet handled. / 
ESD: ESD_type; 
ESD. Symbol : : Entryname; 
ESD. Intid : : Workintid; 
ESD.Csectname : =source.Modulename; 
ESD.Nbrstmt : ::: Source.Linenumber; 
ESD. Type :::"ER"; 
• 
• • • • 
• • • • 
/ There is no ot~er changes,so I will ruit g.ive .more _det.ails. / 
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if is in list (interface,Refbuf.Refptr,Out,Outptr) then do noop 
endif 
else do 
create a RLD card 
enddo 
/ As there are no changes in the treatement of the RLD cards,I will 
n~t give any a oditional details. / 
/ Tme is in list is a primitive of the system which provid~s two 
things.first,if the first parameter is in the list of the Oescript 
record list pointed by the Refbuf.Refptr,the primitive returns 
in the Butptr · parameter,the poin~er to the reco~d where the match 
was found,in the - Out parametar,the . c~ntains of the record where 
the match was found. 
Second,if the first parameter is not in the list of the 
Oescript record list pointed by the Refbuf.Refptr,the primitive 
returns in the Out parameter,the value of the highest Intid 
used until now.There is no more information needed because we 
canuse the Nextfree pointer of record O./ 
1 
Oefref_type : record [ Entryname 
Oefptr 
Refptr 





Refbuf : Defref_type; 
Oescrbuf: Descript_type; 
Out : Oescript_type; 
Outptr: f Descript_type; 
Workintid : Integer; 
[!g_~~ 








getfile DEFREF (entryname) into Refbuf; 
if record not found then create an empty record withentryname; 
endif 
if Defptr = NIL then do 
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getfile DESCRIPT (0) into Descrbuf; 
Refbuf.Oefptr := Oescrbuf.Nextfree; 
/Nextfree is a field that exists only in record O and is a pointer 
to the next fre e record in the DESffi IPT file./ 
Descrbuf.Nextfree : = Oescrbuf .Nextfree + 1; 
putfile OEœCRIPT (0) from Descrbuf; 
putfile DEfREF (entryname) from Refbu f ; 
/ We have just updated the pointer to the next free record in DESCRIPT 
file and also updated the pointer to the definit i on~ in DEfREF file./ 
/ The next few lines create the n e w Descript record and written it 
in the DESCRIPT file. / 
Oescrbuf.Typedes c : = c onvert (in t erface); 
Descrbuf. Typenp : = NIL; 
Workintid : = -t; 
Oescrbuf. Intid : = Workintid; 
Desccbuf .Modname : : Catalogued _ name; 
putfile DESCRIPT {Refbuf ~Oefptr) from Descrbuf; 
enddo 
/ convertis a primiti~e of the system for translating the source 
interface description in an other one more useful an d easier 
to handle. / 
else do 
getfile DESCRIPT (0) into Descrbuf; 
Re f bu f • We f pt r : :: Des cr bu f • Ne x t fr e e ; ; 
88b 
IJ1e s cr b u f • Ne x t f li e e : -: De s c :r b-u f • Ne x t fr e e l ; 
putf i le DESCRIPT (0) from Descrbuf; 
Out. Typenp : : Refbuf .Oefptr; 
putfile DESCRIPT (Outptr) fro m Out; 
/ Wehave just updated the pointer to the next free record in 
DESCRIPT file and also updated the poi~ter ta the next de f i nition 
o.f the definifion list in DESCRIPT file./ 
/ The next feu lines create the new ID escript record an d writ t en 
it in the OESCRIPT file./ 
endif 
Descrouf.Typedesc : = convert ( interfa ce); 
Clescibuf.Typenp ::: NIL; 
w·o r k in t i d : = Ou t • I n t i d + 1 ;· 
Oescrbuf. Intid : : Workintid; 
Oescrbuf .Modname : = Catala,gued_name;; 




ESD_ type - record [ Symbol : Char (8); 







: Char (8); 
Integer; 
Integer; 
. • • . 
. . . . 
. • . 
Oefref type record f Entryname 
Defptr 
Refptr 
Descript_type record [ Typedesc 
Out: Descript_type; 
Out1 : ~escript_type; 
Refbuf: Defref_type~ 






Outptr : t Oescript_type; 
Out1ptr : f Oescript_type; 
for each ESD. Type;:: "ER" do 
• • 
. . 
. • ] 
. Char(B); . 
. f Descript_type; . 
. t Oesc~ipt_type] . 
. Interface; . 
t Oescript_type; 
. f Oescript_type; . 
. Integer; . 
. Char(B)] . 
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getfile DEFREF (ESD.Symbol) into . Refbuf; 








if is in list (ESD.Intid,Refbuf.Refptr,Out,Outptr) 
then do 
if is in list (out.Typed esc,Refbuf.Defptr,Out1,out1ptr) 
then do 
Out1.Intid : : Out.Intid; 
putfile OESCRIPT (8ut1 ptr) from Out1; 
load OutI.Modname; 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
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"CORRESPDNOING DEFINITION FOR THE REFERENCE ESO.Symb-ol 
CALLED IN LI~E ESO.Nbrstmt IN ESD.Csectname ODES NOT 
NOT EXIST 1 " 
"REFERENCES Of ESO.Sym~jl CALLED IN LINE ESO.Nbrstmt 
HAVE BEEN DELETEO SINCE LAST RUN !". / 
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2.Conclusions of part~-
As described within the algorithms and the file description 
I ha~e taken most of the practical details as ESD cards from IBM 
machines.This is not hecause they are netter but only because I 
have many manuals from IBM and that it was easy to find informations 
about their systems.Here most of the deteils were take n from their 
VM370 system.In all cases,the functions of such parts of the opera~ing 
system like linkers,compilers ane loaders are the same even ~ith 
other systems,even they differ in the way of dming it. 
These are the reasons why I have taken such decision. 
As it can be shown ,the solution adopted here can also be done 
even with fetches.The only modification that must be done is the 
fact that the compilers must no more address tne library of load module~ 
but the library of executable module for naving the coding. 
There are also two possibilities for accessing the load modules. 
The first one,is to introdu~e no changes ta the operating system 
for handling the code of the load module.This involves that the 
name of the module catalogued must be directly put into the record 
that descrines the interfaces. 
The secnnd one,is to put directly an access to the module code ta the 
same record.The first possibility will perhaps see as better because 
there are no changes and then,the old ways are compatible with it. 
9I 
Part 5: Conclusion. 
At this point, I have to mention that as it is the evolution today, 
to write in high level language and to separate a software into pieces, 
the interface description is important. 
Wben designing a software, the first part of the job is to define 
precisely what are the requirement~ of the software. The second 
partis to establish all the interfaces in order to be able to give 
some module to all people working on the project. The third one, 
is to implement the functions. While implementing them, the program 
only refer them selves to the interfaces as defined earlier. If 
some interfaces are changed, may be a lot of module should also change. 
Wb.at this thesis solve in two things: 
l)Type checking s We are now able to const-uct systems that can 
check the correspondance between the type definition as done in the 
caller and the callee program. This inforce the reliability of the 
system because no misconception nor ambiguities at interface .level 
can be passed without be flagged. 
This is done at a low· price and at quite no execu-
tion price what is the most important. It has no difficult or special 
handling of fils. It does not mean to change any logic o~ the opera-
ting system. I have only add for the compilers the duty of copying 
some part of the table they handle and for the linkage edi tor the type 
checking. 
These modificatLns are easy to implement and 
will involve very strong assurance of having fully coherent interfaces 
of the software • 
2)Variable interfaces We can now use different interfaces. 
Not all cases are handled, but the most common flexibility wanted. 
This ability is adding a f'ànction to the module and replacing the old 
by the new or suppress a function to ' the modul and replacing the old 
by the new. 
As interfaces can be seen as specificati ~ns 
of modules or as the functionality of the modules, if we permit t~ 
change them in any wa;r, this will increase the software criais what 
is not our aira. 
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Indeed, if the interfaces have to change 
too o:ften or too completely, is it not the symptom that the softwar~ 
vas not understand (requirements point of view) • This also will not 
better to reconstruct logically th2 whole software first. I think 
that if this happen, it is the symptom that it is better to stop, 
to reconstruct logically the whole, to r edefine the interfaces in a 
convenient way and after that to redist-ibute the work. 
As this work have been done with the idea 
of no changing the .whole existent software such operating systems, 
this involves that the solution found will ma_y be not be theoretically 
elegant or that there is no other solution. In fact, it shoul~ be 
possible to construct operating system that lead to totaly different 
considerations and which oa~ handle the checking directly as a r ~qu·-
rement, but for doing this I would need a few years and not only a 
few month. 
My hope i~ that this thesis will serve as 
means for helping in solving the softwar~ crisis just a little. 
If this is the case or if this will se--ve anyone in its work, than 
I think that this thesis vas fruitfull. 
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GLOSSARY 
Actual pararneter :parameter which definition is done in the caller 
program. It is not seen here as th~ value of the parameter 
at execution · . 
Compiler: Software that translates a program from a high level lan-
guage into machine ianguage • 
Completeness: the degree to which a prograrn can handle input variants. 
Correctness: the degree to which a program matches its specificati~n. 
]atabase: a set of structured data used for a variety of purposes. 
]ebugging: location and fixing an error in a program. 
E:x:ternal urocedure: is a procedure ( subroutine or function) defined 
"after" another procedure but which can be involved by the others 
Here, when dealing with it, we mean procedure that are compiled 
separetely from the caller. These p~ocedures are then concerned 
by this thesis. 
Formal pararneter: parameter which definiti~n is done in the caller 
program. It is not seen here as the value of the parameter 
at execution time. 
High level language: programation language near the logical informati ~n 
or mathematical one. Must be translated into a machine code 
by a prograrn called compiler. 
Internal procedure: can be subroutine or function. It is called 
internal because these programs will be compiled together. 
Module : the basic functional unit of a p rogram. Modules are designed 
added and tested separetely. 
Overloading: is using two times or more a same symbol. This symbol 
can represent a function call, an operator defini tion as "+" • 
These symbols can be distinguish by the objects type or the 
number of objects they can manipulate. 
Specification: of software is a way of hiding information and post -
passing implementation decision. Here, I use specificati~n 
as a mean of defining precisely the software such that both 
user and designer can discuss each other in an unambiguous 
way. 
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AID/ AIDSYS 
This is o~ten what is given to the users, in order to propose to them 
the new functions and their interfaces. 
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This should alwa.ys be provided,in order to see what are the modules 
that can call this one and that are called by this one. 
FLAG lffCTH ffBJECT CffDE ADDRl 
000000 
\ 
.. ·. · I ' 
. · I' . 
































































DPACCESS START 00004000 
TITLE 'INTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS' 00009000 
*********************************************************************** 00019000 
* * 00029000 
* M C1 DU LE FU H C TI CJ HAL * 0003900Q 
* * 00049000 
* D E S C R I P T I ff H * 00059000 
* * 00069000 
*********************************************************************** 00079000 
*********************************************************************** 
* ******************************************************************* * 


















THE PURPCJSE CJF ~HIS MODULE IS TCJ PROVIDE FCJR ~l 
PRCJGRAi-iS, ACCESS ' TCJ DUi'iP FILE . 
THE FOUR fUHCTICJHS PRCJVIDED BY THIS PRffGRAM ARE 
l.CMFCT I GET IHF&RMATION ABOUT CSECT MAP 
2.GAFCT GET 'IHFORMATIOH AB!1UT THE CSECT CCJHTA!HIHG 
THE ADDRESS GIVEH EY THE CALLER 
3.PEFCT : PROVIDE THE USER THE IHFŒP.MATiffH ABCJUT 
THE PR~GRAM UHITCPE) 
4.CRIAFCT : PROV!DE THE USER THE IHFORMATICJH 



















* ******************************************************************* * 
* * 
* * 
* ******************************************************************* * 
* * . * * 





FOR MOST PRECISE !HFORMATICJH ABOUT THE FUHCTIOH 




* ******************************************************************* * 
* * 
* * 











. THE USER ~S . EXPECTED TO GIVE 
Il.THE REGISTER l HAS TCJ POIHT TCJ THE CALLER 
PARAMETER LIST 
l!2. THE CALL HAS TO BE DO'HE VIA A BAUR) 14, 15(= . .' ) .· 























































TER BI 12-l't 
FLAG LffCTH ffBJECT CffDE ADDRl ADDR2 STMHT M SOURCE STATEMEHT 
54 * * DUMPFILE RffUTIHE AHD THE ITH ffF HIS ACCESSED TASK * * 00539000 
.- . - 55 * * OR HO ADDRESS OF A READ ROUTIHE BUT A VALID LIHK * * 00549000 
·/ . 56 
57 
* * HUMBER OF HIS DUMPFILE. * * 00554000 
* * * * 00559000 
sa * * 14.FOR THE OTHER FUHCTIOH THEH GAFCT,HE HAS TO * * 00569000 
59 * * GIVE A BUFFE~ ADDRPSS AHD THE LEHGTH OF THE * * 00579000 
60 * * LEHGTH OF THE BUFFER. * * 00569000 
61 * * * * 00599000 
62 * * 15 -.!!!!!! Ii'iPG'RTANT !!!!!!!! * *' 00609000 
63 * * * * 00619000 
64 * * THE USER CAH HOT GIVE AH HULL VALUE * * 00629000 
65 * * ========= • =========L=============== * * 00639000 
66 * * * * 00649000 
67 * * TO A MAHDATcrRY PARAMETER,IT WILL BE UHDERSTAHDED * * 00651000 
68 * * ========~================~====================== * * 00~54000 
!) 9 * * * * 00656000 
70 * * AS IF HO PARAMET=R !•!AS G!VEH! ! ! * * 00656700 
71 * * ================= ============= * * 00657500 








* * • * oo659ooQ -~
1 * ******************************************************************* * 00669000 
* * 00679000 
* * 00669000 .· 1 
* ******************************************************************* * 00699000 
* * * * 00709000 
79 * * * * 00719000 
80 * * THE MODULE ALWAYS GIVE THE RETURH CODE IHTff THE * * 00729000 
n 1 
C, - * * SPECIAL F!ElD OF THE PARAMETER LIST. * * 00739000 
ê2 , * * * * 00749000 
ê-3 * * TH= RETURHIHG PARAMETER ARE SET IHTO THE USER * * 00759000 
ô~ • ·* BUFFER.OF CCTURSE HCTT THE GAFCT,WHERE THERE IS * * 00769000 
85 * * HG ?UFFER, IH THIS CASE THE RETURHIHG lHFGRMATiffHS * * 00779000 
ô6 * * ARE AFTER THE CALLER ARGUMENTS * * 00769000 
ô7 * * * * 00799000 
85 * * * * 0Ôô09000 
69 * * TH~ RETURH CCTDE FRCTM ' THIS MCTDULE ARE * * 00819000 -
9/J * * * * 00329000 
91 * * $1.X'OO' HO PRŒBLEMS. * * 00839000 
Q~ 
. ,:, * * * * 00849000 
Q ~ 
. .) * * $2.X'04' FORMAL ERROR * * 00859000 
94 * * -BUFFER HCTT WCTRD ALIGHED * * 00869000 
95 * * -HG' BUFFER G!IJEH * * 00879000 
~6 * * -NŒ BUFFER LEHGTH GIVEH * * 00889000 
9? * * -HO TCB ADDRES5 GIVEN * * OOê-90000 Q n 
. o * * -HG XVT ADDRESS GIVEH * * 00892000 
99 * * -Hff SYS!ASE ADDRESS GIVEH * * 00593000 
100 * * -HEITHER ACREAD) HGR LIHKI GIVEN * * 00395000 
1D l * * -IHV1\LID ITH G!IJEH * * Oü9i9000 . 
102 * * -IHVAL!D SUBFUHCTiOH CODE * * 00929000 
103 * * * * 00939000 104 * * $3.X'OB' MODULE ERROR,TH!S !S WHEN AN UNEXPECTEO * * 00941000 
1C5 * * ERRGR HAS ffCCURED IN A GTHER MCTDULE CALL. * * 00944000 
1 () 5 * * * * 00946000 
l D 7 * * $4.X'OC' ACTCB) OR ACXVT) 1R ACSYSBASEJ ARE NOT * * 00946200 
Hô * * WORD ALIGHED. * * 00946400 
1 · 
' ; 
1!5 ~· 23 .... ·12· , .. p.a n c 00('"-
FLAG LffCTH ffBJECT CffDE ADDRl ADDR2 STMHT M SCTURCE STATÊMEHT 
109 * * * * 00946600 
-- . ... 110 * * * * 00946900 $5.X'lO' FILE IS NOT OPEH. 
111 * * * * 00947100 
112 * * * * 00947300 $6. X.' 14' ~PECIFIED TASK HOT FOUHD. 
113 * * * * 00947600 
' · 114 * * * * 00947600 $7.X 1 18' TASK QUALIFICATIG'H HECES5ARY. 
115 * * * * 00948000 
116 * * * * 00948300 $8.X'lC' IHVAlID LIHK HUMBER. 
117 
116 
* * * * 00948500 
* * * * 00948700 $9.X'20' IHVALID INDICATffR OF DUMPFILE TYPE. 
119 * * * * 00945800 




* * * * 00948900 
* * $11.X'2a' BUFFER FULLF!LED WITH !HFCTRMAtI~H BUT * * 00949000 
* * · FURTHER CALL ARÈ -HEEDED IF ALL !HFCTRMAT!~H ARE HEEDED * * 00959000 
,. 124 * * · IF GETADDRESS FUHCTICTH,THEH THAT WILL SAY ADDRESS HOT * * 00962000 
125 * * ALLGCATED. ·• * 00965000 
125 * * * * ~0969000 
127 * * · Jl2.X!2C' BUFFER WRITE UNACCESSIBLE IN FULL LEH~TH * * 00979000 
128 * * IF GETADDRESS FUHCT!GH,THEH THAT WILL SAY IHPUT * * 00982000 
129 · * * ADDRESS IH CUNFLICT l•!ITH FLAG. . * * 009ô5000 
1:: 0 * * * * 00989000 . 
131 * * $13.X'30' PE NG'T FO'UHD BUFfER IS EMPTY * * 01039000 
132 * * !F GETADDRES FUHCTidH,THEH THAT WILL SAY THAT * * 01042000 
1 - -
- .) .) * * HG PAGE IS DUMPED. * * 01045000 
134 * * * * 01049000 
l - -
- .; ::, * * $14.X'34' SUFFEP. . LEHGTH TO'G SHORT rcr CG'HTAIH * * 01059000 
136 * * CTHLY CTH E AHSWER . * * 01069000 
13 7 * * IF GETADDRESS FUHtTiffH,THEH THAT WILL SAY THAT * * 01069700 
l - ~ 
- .)O * * ERRGR IH SYSTEM. . * * 01070500 
1 - Q 
- .) . * * * * 01071300 
140 * * $15.X'3B' HG' PROGRAM !S LC,ADED. * * 01072000 
ll:l * * * * 01072ô00 
142 * * $16.X'3C' HG' CSECT _MAP FG'UHD,BUFFER IS EMPTY. * * 01073600 
143 * * . * * 01074300 
144 * * $17.X'40' PAGE HOT DUMPED. * * 01075100 
145 * * * * 01075900 
l 4' 
- .o * * $18 . X'44' ERRO'R IH SYSTEM. * * ~1076600 
147 * * * * 01077400 
F:ô * * $19.X~48' OLD FCTR~AT OF LffAD-IHFffRMATIOH * * 01078260 
149 * * * * 01110000 
150 * * . $20.X'4C' !HFORMATICTHS ARE M!SSIHG IH DUMPFILE . * * 01150000 
151 * * * * 01189000 
152 * * * * 01199000 
153 * ******************************************************************* * 01209000 1 r , 
:''t * * 01219000 
155 * * 01229000 
156 * ******************************************************************* * 01239000 l - ~ 
- ".) / * * * * 01249000 158 * * * * 01259000 159 * * THE MffDULE CALL : AIDSYS45.MffD AHD A MffDIFIED RffUTIHE * * 01269000 
160 
161 
* * AS4ITHDP AHD AS4RDPGE. * * 01274000 
* * ERROR IH SYSTEM. * * 01279000 
1S2 * * * * 01239000 
, t.. -
- - .) * * $15 .X '38' HO PRCTGRAM !S LOADED. * * 01299000 
--~~ .. 4~.,..,. -- ~·-, .,,~~~-....-;,;-- - ; 7"'' .... , ~---·:- .. ·--- - • . ......... ·----- .......  :-i-·- · ·----·t··-·-··- · , ~- -- -·-···. ·--
·-:- - - . 
INTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 15:36:23 8~-12-13 PAGE 0005 



























































* * * * "01309000 
* * $16.X'3C' HG CSECT MAP FIYUHD,BUFFER IS EMPTY. * * 01319000 
* * * * 01329000 
* ·* $17 .X'40' PAGE HOT DUMPED.' * * 01339000 
* * * * 01349000 
* * $18.X'44' ERROR IH SYSTEM. * * 01359000 
* * * * 01369000 
* * $19.X'48' OLD FIJRMAT OF LIJAD-IHFO'RMATIIYH * * 01379000 
* * * * 01389000 
* * $20.X'4C' IHFO'RMATiuHS ARE MISS!HG IH DUMPFILE. * * 01399000 . · 
* * * * 01409000 
* * * * 01419000 
* *********************************•************************~******** * 01429000 -
* * 01429600 
* * 01449000 
* ******************************************************************* * 01459(100 
* * * * 01469000 
* * * * 01479000 
* * THE MODULE CALL : A!D5Y545.MffD AHD A MŒDIFIED R~UTIHE * * 01489000 
* * A54ITHDP AHD AS4RDPGE. * * 01499000 
* * 01509000 
*********************************************************************** 01519000 
RIIO 0 EQU 0 01539000 
Rl!O 1 !:QU 1 01549000 
R!!02 EQU 2 01559000 
R!!03 EQU 3 01569000 _ 
Rliü4 i:QU 4 01579000 
RiH!5 EQU 5 01539000 
RH06 EQU 6 01599000 
Rl!07 EQU 7 01609000 
Rl!!l5 EQIJ 8 01619000 
P.!!() 9 EQU 9 01629000 
P. f l 0 EQU 10 01639000 
Rllll EQU 11 01649000 
R l;l2 EQU 12 (!1659000 
R!ll 3 EQU 13 01669000 
R !!14 EQU - 14 01579000 
R!ll5 EQU 15 01689000 
.· , 1 , ;.,.,,, 
•, \ 
· . ·:• ·~ .. .... ,.~~.r ~··;-:-~- -~ ... ~~-; -.:~Pf.:r,':-:"'ft-r,<1 "",-:-<1 - ""t"T~--•-~-,-..- ·- - -~-~-, 
,.\ ' ; 1 ' . , . .. ~ - - -
. ' .. ' ., . é-
-~--,,,~ .• t - T"-,..- ~ • 1 · ~ - .•.• - -v•• .. -. •
>: ~:--
" ~ ., 
'f ··. ·, • .. ·, . 
~ . l,. ·, 
. . r.. - ..!.. - 1 , • • - • • _.!.. ' 
. ~HTERFAC~ BEfWEEH USER AND AIDSYS 15136:~3 84-12-13 PAGE 0006 
. . -
··. ' ! , . 
; .. ;, ' .. : t .' . ' .' 

















































* * 01719000 
* * 01729000 
* MOST ~F THE REGISTERS HAVE ALWAYS THE SAME MEAHIHG * 01739000 
• * WHICH ARE DEStRIBE HERE: * 01749000 
* * 01759000 
* REGISTER 01 COVER PARAMETER LIST TO CALL * 01769000 
* * 01779000 
* REGISTER 02 WILL SERVE TG PASS THE VALUE GF CERTAIN PARAM * 01789000 
* * 01799000 
* REGISTER 03 WORK REGISTER T~ TEST THE USER IHPUT * 01809000 
* * 01819000 
* . REG!STER 04 BAS~ CDYHDATA> * 01629000 
* * 01839000 
* ~EGISTER 05 1 BASE CSTATDATA) * 01849000 
* * 01859000 
* REGISTER 06 UNUSED ' * 01869000 
* * 01879000 
* REGISTER 07 1 WORK REGISTER ra TEST THE USER INPUT * 01869000 
* * 01899000 
* REGISTER 08 BASE CPARAML!ST BF USER) * 01909000 
* * 01919000 
* REGISTER. 09 UNUSED * 01929000 
* * 0!93900~ 
* REGI~TER 10 BASE (USER BUFFER) * 01949000 
* * 01959000 
* P.EG!STER 11 UHUSED * 01969000 
* * 01979000 
* RÉGISTER 12 BASE REGISTER OF THE PRGGRAM * 01989000 
* * 01999000 
* REG!STER 13 ADDRESS . OF SAVE AREA * 02009000 
* * 02019000 
* REGISTER 14 RETURH ADDRESS * 02029000 
* * 02039000 
* REG!STER 15 FORWARD BRAHCH REGISTER * 02049000 
* - * 02059000 
*********************************************************************** 02069000 PRIHT GEHiXREF 02079000 
The DSECT MA.LIE, defines the modifications done by adding the 
new functions to AIDSYS. This modificati~ns refer to the DSECT 
SERVE. This DSECT SERVE i~ used by all functions. If someone 
i~ interested in seeing what is a flexibl 0 interface he (she) can 
look for more details in this DSECT. What should be ~nteresting 
is how to doit in a high level language. 
· In all cases, I will sa:y : "Good luck ! " 
This kind of interfaces is,pe~haps, one reason of the problem 
of dealing with the understanding of the interfaces. For me, it 
took a lot of time to understand it and to be able to modify it. 
This also will show what can be d.ifficult in dealing with a so 
complex and so used interfaces. Indeed, how can be suxe that ihe 
modification you are doing has no influence on the rest of the inter-
faces? 
~~--~~,·~ .~ -... '.i•1-• ,4,-r:-:•-,, .- - - - ---1-n,., -.,,..,--cv ~• ,.·-------r- ----:r·'t' -~- • -- . •r·--·- ···~-----· --· - - ·- •. ·-·-·· ·-··•·- ··---~-·----T~·------~-·--··-- -•-· .. ·- -· ... ~ . 
.. ' 
·' IHTERfACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 
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MALIB · DSDPA 
1 
****************************************************·****************** 1 
* * l 
* 
T H E & I D D l'1 E 5 H E V E R H A V E 
* l 
* * 1 
* 
f·1 cr R E T H E H 3 C H A R A C T E R s 
* 1 '* * 
l ********************************************************************** 
. ..... \ 
1 MAL!B DSECT 
l *r********************************~************************************ 
1 * * 1 * THE FIRST rART OF THE MACRO DESCRIBES THE COMMOH * 
1 * PARAMETERS USED BY ALL FOUR SUBFUHCT!l'1HS: , * 
l * -CMFCT:FUHCTiû'H USED Tcr GET . THE CSECT MAP IHFORMATIO'H * 
l * * 
1 * -GAFCT:FUHCTIG'H USED rcr G.ET !HFCT!\MATICTH ABOUT THE CSECT * 
1 * CDHTA!HIHG THE GIVEH ADDRESS. * 
1 * * l * -PEFCT:FUHCTICTH USED TO GET THE Pû!HTER TO THE PRO'GRAM UHIT * 
l * SR ALSû CALLED PROGRAMM E!HHEIT GIVEH * 
l * * 1 * FOLLCTWIHG THE COMMcrH IHPUT PARAMETERS,THERE ARE THE FUHCTil'1H * 
1 * ·sPEC!FIC RETURH PARAMETERS. * 
1 * * l **t******************************************************************** 
l DPAFCT DC X'OO' HUMBER (1f FUHCTIOH ra BE CALLED 
l ùPACMSFT •EQU X'OO' HUMBER OF CSECT MAP FUHCTIOH 
l DPAGASfT EQU X'04' ·/ HUMBER ûf GET ADDRESS FUHCTIOH 
l DPAPUSFT E0U · X' 08' HUMBER !JF PU FUHCT!!!H 
l DPA!·iAXH F EOI' ~U X'Oô' MAXIM . .\L HUMEER AD:·lITTED FCJR A FUHCTll'1H 
l DFARTH ne X' 0 0' RETURH CûDE, SEE EQIJ'S G!'/EH AT THE 
1 
* 
SPEC!FI C FUHCT!GH 
l D?ALIH~ DC F' 0' DUMP FiLE-LIHKHUM3ER.HAVE rcr BE GIVEH IF 
l 
* 
Hff ACREAD?.CTUTIHE) 'READ' l-lAS G!I/EH. 
l D?AREAD DC A(!l) A<DUi·iPFILE'S P.ÈAD RSUTHŒ (Jf CAL LER) 
l 
* 
IF GI\JEl'!,TH!:H 'DPACCES' .DOES HOT HEED 
l 
* 
HAVE IT'S (füH DUMPFILE-ACCESS RG'UTIHE 
l !:OPAATCB DC ACQ) ACTCB) T cr SE PRCT 1J IDED BY THE CALLER 
l 
* l .DPASYSBS DC ACO) /\CSYSB.4SE> TO' BE PRO'\llDED BY THE C.ti.ll ER 
l 
* 1 D?AAXVT DC ACO) ACXVT) T cr BE PRûVID::D BY THE C!ULER 
l 
* l D~ .ll.IHD L'C F'O' !HDICH0'R OF THE DUMPFILE TYPE . 
l 
* l DPA!TH DC F'O; THE !TH HUM3!:R (JU SÎ!FIED R!GHT> C'JF THE 
l 
* 





iHTERFAèE BETWEEH USER AND AIDSY5 15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0008 
~-·~·-· 
FLAG L«CTH ~BJECT C~DE ADDRl ADDR2 STMNT M S~URCE STATEMEHT 
"' . 
,· 
· oo~oio 00~00000 
000024 00000000 ' 









. 000029 . 4040404040404U40 










~ (; ~ t:. • .) 
l * l * 
1 * 1 DPABUFAD DC 
l DPABUrLE DC 
l DPAFLAG DC 






THIS rs HEEDED OHLY F~R SLED-FILES,IF 
A TASK SPECIFIC IHF~RMATIOH SHOULD BE 
ACCESSED. 
ACCALLER BUFFER);WORD-ALIGHED 
LEHGTH OF CALLE~ BUFFER 
FLAG BYï E 













l DPASYST EQU 




ffNLY HCTT PRIVILEGED TO BE ACCESSED 
aHLY PP.IVILEGED TO,BE ACCESSED 
IF HEITH~R IS SET THEH ACCESS OF 
PRIVILEGED FUIS ASSUMED,IF BOTH 
ARE S?ECIFIED,T~E FIRST PU THAT 
WILL BE FcrUND W!TH THE G!VEH HAME 
~\ ·--J 
l * 
l ·* l * 
l DPAALL EQU 
1 D?ASUCC EQU 




W!L BE TAKEH,REGA~DLESS OF PRIVILEGE 
STATE.SEARCH WIL STARTED WITH NON-
PR!VILEGED PU'S. 
IF BCTTH ARE DESIRED 
SUCCESSIVE C.û.LL 
MAXIMAL VALUE OF THE FLAG 
306 l DPADIV2 EQU 
* 
3 0 7 l ***************************.******************************************** 
308 l * * 
309 1 * ADDITIOHAL IHPUT PARAMETERS HEEDED TO CALL THE CSECT MAP * 
310 1 * FUHCTIGH. * 
311 1 * * 

















CL41' ' NAMÈ OF PROGRAM UNIT.IF HO HAME IS 
GIVEH,THE DEFAULT IS 
USER PRüGRAM IF &ID.FLAG = &ID.USER 
SYSTEM NUCLEUS IF &ID.FLAG = &ID.SYST 
l *********************************************************************** 
1 * * l * OUTPUT PARAMETERS FOR THE ' CMFCT SUBFUNCT!OH : * 
l * * 
l *********************************************************************** 
323 1 DPACMRTH EQU 
3~4 l DPACMCTK EQU 




RETURH CCTDE HAME FOR CMFCT 
ff.K . HO' PR!JBLEM. 
FORMAL ERR!H 
. \ 
1 • ~TE~rft~E B~,R~EH ---l .Anu ftIDS 15 - -- - 23 -· 12·--.. 
FLAG LffCTH ffBJECT CffPE ADDRl ADDR2 STMHT M SO'URCE STATEMEHT 




, .... .. .. 



















000000 4040404040404040 . 


























































- 3 7 6 
377 
1 * 






1 * l DPAMO'DE EQU 
1 DP Aei'1NWA EQU 
1 * l DPACMO'F EQU 
1 D?ACi-i5 EQU 
1 DPACViTQH EQU 
l DPACMILH EQU 
l DPACMirlD EQU . . 
1 DPAC!-1?.HI !:QU 





1 * 1 DPACMIA EQU 
· l DPACMPRE EQU 
1 DPACMTS EQU 
l * 1 DPACi-iHG'C EQU 
1 DPACl·:HPL EQU 
l DP ACt·lPHD EQU 
l DPACMERS EQU 
1 DPACi-iG'FL EQU 
1 DPACMHID EQU 
1 DP ACf-!IH EQU 
l DPACMriRT DC 
. 1 DPACMLGT EQU 
X'08' 
X'0C' 



















-BUFFER HOT WORD-ALIGHED 
-HO BUFFER G!VEH 
-HO' LEHGTH crF THE BUFFER GIVEH 
-HO TC3 ADDRESS GIVEH 
-HG' XVT ADDRESS GIVEH 
-HCT SYSBASE ADD~ESS GIVEH 
-HEITH=R ACREAD> HGR LIHKI GIVEN 
-IHVALID SUBFUHCTIGH CCTDE 
-!HVALID ITH GIVEH 
Ml'YDULE E?.irn'R 
ACTCB) CTP. ACXVT) O'R ACSYSBASE) HO'T 
. L-H3'RD AL! GHED 
FILE IS HGT GPEH. 
SPECIFIED TASK HCTT FOUHD 
TASK SPECIFICAT!CTH HECESSARY 
IHVAL!D LIHK HUMBER 
IHVALID IHDICATGR OF DUMPFILE TYPE 
ACREAD) G!VEH BUT Hff ITH GIYEH 
O.K. BUFFE~ F!LLED WITH IHFORMATIOK 
BUT IHFGRMAT!GH IS HBT CCTMPLETE, 
BECAUSE BUFFER IS TGB SMALL : SUCCESSIVE 
CALL IS HECE6ARY,HHICH WILL RETURH THE 
HEXT PAP.T, GF THE IHFGRMATIO'IHCALL WITH 
SAME PARAMETERS PLUS FLAG CMSUCC SET) 
BUFFER HGT ACCESSA3LE IH FULL LEHGTH 
ERRCTR !H PAGE READ . RG'UT!HE 
BUFFER TGCT SMALL,CAH HOT EVEN HGLD 
GNE SIHGLE RECGRD 
HG' PRGGRAM LGADED 
HO CSECT MAP FGUHD,BUFFER 15 EMPTY 
PAGE HOT DUM?ED' 
. EP.RŒR IH SYSTEM 
GLD FGP.HAT OF LOAD-IHFGRMATI~H 
!HFCTRMATIGH NOT IH OUM? 
PU HG'T FGUHD 
HUMBER GF RETURHEO RECORDS 
1 *********************************************************************** 
1 * * 1 * DESCRIPTIOH l'YF BUFFER LAYOUT * 
1 * * 
l *********************************************************************** 1 DPACM~UT DSECT USE TH~ CALLER BUFFER . 
1 DFACMCSH DC CL8' ' CSECT HAME 
1 DFACMCSA DC A(O) CSECT START ADDRESS 
l DPACMCSL DC F'O' LEHGTH GF THE CSECT 
l D?ACMETD DC XL16'0' ETPHD IHFORMATICTH 
l O'RG DPACMETb TG FULLFILLED WITH DETAI(LED INFa 
l D CMMVH DC XL3'0' VERS!1H HUMBER CTF THE MGDUL 
' D CMLVH DC i•oo' MACRCT L!BRAR~ VERSION HUMBER 
l D CMASD DC CL6' ' DATE OF ASSEMBLY 
1 D CMJUD DC CL6 '. ' Jl)LIAN DATUM 
p ____ OOQ • 
-"' -r·--~r-·· •-r-.-:---.. -:--,.,,""'.•-"":'• ...... ... .. _ .. : . .. , ~ . . . , • . . .. . .. ,- •• ···-; ·-·- ···- - - .-- . . . - ·-· . . 
1 INTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 
15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0010 
FLAG LffCTH ffBJECT CffDE ADDRl ADDR2 STMHT M SOURCE STATEMEHT 
OOb020 378 1 DPACMRCL EQU· •-DPACMCSH LEHGTH OF OHE RECffRD 
000058 379 1 MAL!B DSECT 
' 
-. ·-
t . ~"' ' 
TER B~ H DS' 15: __ _ 3 2-~-




























38 O l **********.*******************************.****************************** 
381 1 * * 
362 1 * IH?UT PARAMETERS HEEDED BY THE GET ADDRESS FUHCTIOH. * 
38 3 1 * , * 
354 1 ****T****************************************************************** 
385 l G'RG DPADIV2 
386 l DPAGAVA DC . ACQ) 
387 !. * 
CONTINUE PARAMETER INPUT 
AÔDRESS FŒR WHICH THE IHFŒRMATicrH 
SHCTULD BE FETCHED CMAHDATCTRY) 
388 l *********************************************************************** 
389 l * * 
390 l * OUTPUT PARAMETERS FŒR GAFCT * 
391 1 * * 










': 0 2 
l. n ~ 





















1 DPAGARTH EQU 
1 D?AGACJK EQU 






1 * 1 DPAGAME EQU 
1 DPAGAH1·1A EQU 
1 * 
1 DPAGAG'F EQU 
1 DPAGAS EQU 
1 D?AGATQI{ EQU 
1 D?AGAILH EQU 
1 DPAG.AIHD EQU 
1 DPAGA~HI EQU 
1 DPAGAHA E~U 
1 D?AGAIA F EQU 
1 DPAGAPRE EC'U 
1 DPAGA:: .~5 EC'U 
1 DPAGAH?L EQU 
1 !:·P.0.G .û.HID ::C'U 
· 1 DP AG.l..PHD EC'U 
l DPAGi.SEC DC 
1 DP.û.G.~. SiA DC 
1 DPAGA:-:::L DC 
1 * 
l DPAG1~.CSL DC 
1 DPAG.û.LE!-1 EQU 
DPARTH 
x•·co' 





















O'.K . HO' PRO'BLEM . 
FO'RMAL ERRûR 
-HG TCB ADDRESS GIVEH 
-Hû XVT ADDRESS GIVEH 
-HG SYSBASE ADDRES G!VEH 
-HEITr.ER A<READ) HO'R LIHKI GIVEH 
-IHVALID SUBFUHCTIUH HUMBER 
-IHVALID IiN GIVEN 
MŒDL!LE EP.?.GR 
ACTCB) GR. ACXVT) GR ACSYSBASE) HO'T 
. ~JG'RD ALIGHED 
FILE !5 Hûi ŒPEH 
SPECIF!ED TASK HOT FO'l.!Hb 
TASK QUALIFICATIG'H HECESSARY 
IHVALID LIHK HUMBER GIVEH 
IHVALID I HD ICATŒR GF DUMPFILE TYPE 
ACREAD) GIVEH Bl.!T HG 1TH GIVEH 
ADDRESS NCTT ALLCTCATED 
IHPUT ADDRESS IH CCTHFLICT WITH FLAG 
È?.RCTR !H PAGE ?.EAD RGUTINE 
E?.?.ŒR IH SYSTEM 
HCT PRGGRAM LûADED 
IHF G?.MAiIGH HGi IH DUMP 
PAGE HCTT DU1·iPED 
HAME GF THE CSECT . 
SiA?.T ADO~ESS GF THE CSECT 
~EL.û.TIVE ADDRESSCGIVEH ADDRESS 
MINUS ST AR T ADDRESS) 
LEHGTH r5F CSECT 
LE HGTH GF THE PARAMETER LIST 
PL __ 011 
[ INTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 15:36:23 !4-12-13 
FLAG LffCTH ffBJECT CffDE ADDRl ADDR2 STMHT M SffURCE STATEMEHT 
·- . -
, ·-: 
: i . 
: : ~ ... 
' 1 . 
' ' 
















424 1 *********************************************************************** 
425 l * * 
426 1 * ADDITIO'HAL INPUT PARAMETERS HEEDED FCTR PU SUBFUHCTIOH. * 
427 l * * 
428 l *********************************************************************** 
429 l * H O' H E 
430 1 ******************************~*************************************** 
431 l * * 
432 1 * OUTPUT PARAMETERS OF THE PU SUBFUHCTIOH. * 
433 1 * * 


























. _ o 
4 59 







1 DPAPURTH EQU 
1 DPAPUCJK EQU 










1 DPAPUHWA EQU 
l * 1 DPAPUCff EQU 
1 DPAPUSTH EQU 
1 DPAPUTQH EQU 





1 DPAPUILH EQU 
1 DPAPUIHD EQU 
1 DP APU:(HI EQU 
1 DPAPIJIA EQU 
1 -;, 
1 DPA?UtH5P EQU 
1 D?APUTS EQU 
l * 
l DP .t..PUH~T DC 
1 I)P APUL GT EQU 
DPARTH 















lL K. HO' PROBL EM 
FORMAL ERRCJR 
-BUFFEP. ADDRESS HOT WORD-ALIGHED 
-HG BUFFER ADORES~ GIVEH 
-Hff BUFFER LEHGTH GIVEH 
-ILLEGAL SUBFUHCT!ffH HUMBER 
-H(J TCB ADDRESS GIVEH 
-H~ XVT ADDRESS GIVEH 
-H(J SYSBASE ADDRESS GIVEH 
-H=ITHER ACREAD) HûR LIHKI GIVEH 
-IHVALID ITH GIVEH 
ACTCB) GR ACXVT) ŒR .ACSYSBASE) NOT 
WCTRD ALIGHED 
FILE IS HGT 5FEN 
SPECIFIED TASK HCTT FffUHD 
TASK QUALIFICATIGH HECESSARY 
· O.K. EUT BÜFFER FILLEb WITH 
IH~GRMATIGH AHD IHFGRMATICTH IS HOT 
CCJMPLETE,SUCCESS!VE CALL HECESSARY 
WITH SAME PARAMETERS,BUT PUSUCÇ FLAG 
SEL 
, IHV AL!D LIHK HUMBER GIVEH 
IHV AL!D IHDICATGR !JF DUMPF!LE TYPE 
ACREAD) GIVEH BUT HO ITH GIVEH 
BU FFE :( HOT WRITÉ ACCESS!BLE IH FULL 
LE i:i GTii. 
HG PU FOUND,BUFFER IS EMPTY 
BUFFER LEHGTH TGO SHGRT TO COHTAIH 
GHLY ONE AHSWER . . 
HUMBER !Jf RETURHED RECORDS 
PAGE 0012 
. . '""".. ·--.. - . . ~ . 
INTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 15:36:23 84-12-13 
FLAG LffCTH ffBJECT CffDE ___ . ADDRl ADDR2 STMNT M SOURCE STATEMEHT 
.. 467 1 *********************************************************************** 
468 1 * * 
469 1 * DESCRIPTION OF BUFFER LAYO'UT * 
470 1 * * 471 1 *********************************************************************** 
000000 472 1 DPAO'UTPU DSECT 
000000 00000000 473 1 DPAPUCRI DC ACO> PD'!HTER TD' CRIA 
000004 4040404040404040 474 1 DPAPUHAM DC . · CL41' ' NAME !ff PRO-GRAM UNIT 00002D 404040 475 1 DPAPUST DC CL3' ' PU STATE 000004 476 1 DPAPUPRI EQU DPAUSER PUIS IH PRIVILEGED STATE 
., 
000008 477 1 DPAP!JHPR EQU DPASYST PU IS IH HCTH PRIVILIGED STATE 






































1 * * 1 * THE FD'LLD'WIHG. EQUATES ARE DO'HE IH D'RDER TIJ BE ABLE * 
1 * TO' VALIDATE SOME IHPUT PARAMETERS * 
1 * * 
1 ********'************""************************************************* 
1 DPABOTH EQU 
1 * 
1 * 1 DPARESET EQU 
1 * 
1 * 
1 * l DPALNKL EQU 
l * 
1 * 
1 * 1 DPA!THL EQU 
1 * 











FLAG USEO Tff SEE IF BOTH PRIVILEGED AND 
HOH PRÏVILEGED IHFORMATIOH ARE HEEDED 
B'llllllOl' IT IS USED FOR RESETTIHG THE 
SYSTEM BIT SET IF BGTH WAS SPECIFIED 
Hûlv THE FIRS T CAL L D0'HE IS 1'1I TH HOH PRIVILEGE 
3 HUMBER GF BYTES WHICH MUST BE T~STED IH OROER 
TG VALIDATE THE CALLER GIVEH !HD AHD ALSO THE 
HUMBER BF BYTES ra BE TRAHSFE RED FRBM A FW Tff 
THE ASE~P CGR~ESPGHD!HG ZGHE> 
3 NU MB E~ GF BYTES WH ICH MUST BE TESTED IN 
CTRDE~ ra VAL!DATE THE CAL LER GIVEH ,ITH 
X'FF'-DPAGASFT-D?APUSFT 
THIS FIELD IS USED AS A BIHARY MASK dF 
B'lillODll' T~ VALIDATE THE fUijCTICTH 
. HUMBER WHICH GHLY CAH BE . 
B'OGODDODO' cr~ B'O üOD OOlOO' ffR B'OOOOlOOO' 
CTR B'ODOOllOO' ALL BITS SETS ARE NCTT TESTED! 
X'03' THE CGRR~ SPŒHD!HG BIHARY MASK !5 B'OOODOOll' 
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FLAG LOCTH OBJECT CODE ADDRl ADDR2 STMHT M 
7 
0 0 (! QDF 8 
9 
Q 

























* 1 DP~.FLAGT 
l 
* l 
* l D? AI!·E)L 
l 
* l DPAU55ET 
' * l 
* l 




















THAT MEANS D!V!DABLE EY 4 
X'FF'-DPASUCC 
5'11101111' !T IS USED !5 TO TEST IF A 
IT !5 THE F!RST CALL GR A SUCCESSIVE OHE 
3 THIS !5 THE HUMBER ŒF 3YTES TŒ EE BYPASSED 
3ECAUSE G!VE H IS FW AHD RECEVED !SA BYTE 
DPAFLAGT B'llOlllll' !T !S USED ra TEST IF THE FLAG 
!S SET !H THE MEAH!HG GF USER GR SYSTEM 
DUM?FILE ACCESS !S WAHTED.WHY HGT USE THE 
FGLL0~!N G M~SK 5'111!1111'? 3ECAU5E THE 
FLAG !5 ALSCT USED FŒR SETT!HG IF FIRST CALL 
X'FF'-DPASUCC-D?AS YS T-D~ ALlSER 
E ! l lOlC· 011 ! IH G'~D=~ Tc:! \.'ALID .t..TE THE \/ .~.LUE 
GF THE FLAG 5ECfUSE THE ŒHLY PERMITTED 
EITS TCT 3E SET A2E 5'00*G**OO'.IF GTHERS 
1\~E S~T . .. THE~E !S .~.H E~?.G'R 
EQU X'FF' B'll ll llll' THES E FIELD IS LlSED TG SEE 
WETHER THERE !5 A NULL R~TURH CCTDE FRGM 
AID SYS 5 0R A!D SYS02 GR A!DSYSIJ4 IF 
!T !S GT HULL,T~~H GGTCT TRAHSLATICTH CTF 
RE Ll~NED CGDE TG THE CALLER EX?ECTED 
EQU X'0?' THIS FIEL 15 USED FRO HAHDLIHG THE MAXIMUM O'F 
GIJL TIG L HK HUMBER. !T !S USED TCJ SEE l•!ETHER 
THE C/i.LL R H.6. S G!\JEH /l. \J LI D LIHK HIJMBER TO 
us FG'R H ... DU:·ff rI LE. THES NUMEER CAH \/ARY 
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5 (, 3 

























r , ~ 
... ... ~ 
SE~\JE ASERP DSECTAID 
1 SERVE DSECT 
l !DL~G VER=022 
2 *,VERSION 022 
2 CH1P 0,4 
2 DS OF 
l ******************************************************** 
l * . * 1 * SERP !5 THE ffNLY INTERFACE BETWEEH AID AHD AIDSYS. * 
l * HÉ PAR AM-LIST CGHSISTS CTF TWCT PARTS: A CCTM~CTH * 
1 * EADER FG~ ALL FUHCTIBHS AND THE PARAMETERS FCTR * 
l * ACH FU HCT !BH. rcr CALL A!DSYS FCTR A SER\J!CE-REQUEST,* 
l * HE CALLER JUST HAS TB SET SŒME HEADER-PARAMS AND * 
l * LL HECESSARY PARAMS FCTR THAT SPEC!F!C FUHCT!GH. * 
1 * LL PARAMS GF AHY GTHER FUHCTICTH MUST HŒT BE SET, * 
l * ECAUSE DG HG SG WŒULD GVERWRITE THE GTHE~ PARAMS. * 
1 * S~ECIAL ŒTE TG THE HEADER: * 
l * SACAIDS ! ALWAYS SET BY AIDSYS AHD MUS HCTT BE * 
1 * LTERED B CAUSE TH!S FIELD HCTLDS THE AD RESS GF * 
l * ~E EHT Y H AIDSYS F1R ALL SERVI E-REQU STS. * 
l * SAFC ! 5 T BY A!DSYS, rrrcr, FGR VERY R TURN TO * 

















PrR ,\1·!5: I = PREFIX; A MAXIMUM GF 3 CHARACTERS 
I 5 .û. L L CT~·l = ~ ï DE f AU L T I S ' AS A ' 
FCT = SP CIFIES T~E FUHCTIGN(S) Tu BE 
SE ECTED (W!TH CCTMPLETE HEADER). 
DE AULT !5 'ALL' 
= ALL CGM?LETE ASER? WITH All 
= SETTP 
= DEL TP 
= OUTPUT 
= GETADDR 
FUHCT!GHS; THIS IS 


















* 570 l * = GP::HD:_:j-jp G?EH DLlH~ED TASK 
RE QUEST HEH0RY 
RELEASE HEHŒRY 
CALL SYSTEM 
CLGSE DUM?F L 
* 
::; "7 1 
~ ! :!. 
573 
5 74 




5 2 0 
5 ê- l 
532 
~=-:) 
-, A r, 






















= F:E Q!·i 
- ,... .... , ... 
- ~- CLt'l 
= ULLSYST 
= CL GSEDMP 
= CLQ'SEGUT 
= 5 TS!·! 
= 5 S 
= ! i=CTRM 
= !·:Q'\_1 E 
= H ELP 
= T:-:GDE 





= HI l\ 
CLGSE GUTPU - ILE & 
A!D-HEHGRY- Œ LS 
S S~!TCHES 
L D/Ll~LGAD STS-MBDULE 
! G~H 










* A ESS HL -F LE * 
G TERH N L- NFCTRMATIGH * 
GET L~ADER-!HFŒRMA T!CTH * 
C~AHGE AC T!CTHL! STPG!HTER * 
~YSTE:H - EDIT 
G~T Ü!'i. T * 
* HA~DWARE-!HFCTRMA T!ffH * 
HARDWA EE-!HFGRMATICTH F.A ,* 
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* DESCRIPTIITH ffF ASERP WILL * 
BE PRIHTED ITUT CDEFAULT). * 
Hff P~IHT-CTUT ûF D~SCRIPTicrH * 
* l ******************************************************** 





GENERAL EQUATES FGR AIDSYS-IHTERNAL USE ffHLY ** 
** 
********************************************************************** 
ASADU MP EQU X'lO' ZUGRIFF AUF DUM?DATE! 
ASAF E EQU X'04' AHZE!GE FUER F~RMALER FEHLER 
AS!\!TH EQU X'OO' H!CHT VER!-!EHDET 
.,:~ s :\T~H E~U X'GO' HICHT \.'E2!·J=HDET 
ASAUQUAL EQLl X'D4' EINGAEE !ST UE3ERQUALIFIZIERT 
.~.S.û.:,1:=:J ::,J:_1 X!ôO' t•~ RITE IHTCT :0:/ê'-f.~GE 
ASAVERS~ EQU X'G22' ACTUAL MACRG-VER~IGH! 
********************************************************************** 
** ** STANDARD - HEAD ER FCTR ALL FUHCTIOHS ** 
** 
********************************************************************** 
ASACAIDS DC A(DJ ACLIHK-C~D!HG AID--> AIDSYSJ 
ASACALLl DC ACQ) FREE FŒR CALLER 
A3ACALL2 DC ACO) F~EE FŒR CALLER 
_;,_: /~ p C 
. - . ~,... _. 
U .... I l rr 1 




















PC 0F IHTER~U?TED PRCTGRAM 
FALLS 'AS/•.P C! =X'DDOOGOOl', DANH IST 
KE!H ?R0 GRAMH GEL.ù.DEH 
;-: .û. C 7: fJ - V :: ;: S I G ~ ~ 
FUHKT!0H ; DIE E!NZELNEH FUHKTIOHS-
CU • ES STEHE~ JEW EILS AM AHFAHG DER 
F~~ KT!Œ HSBESCHRE!BUHG 
S~EFU~~T!Œ~ ; S!EHE BE! DEH EIHZELNEH 
Hf U?TFUN~TI~HEH BZGL. DES CCTDES 
?.UE'2K~·.EH~-C:J'DE 
L !:H'2TH G'F ~~-a"J.I::,=R 
********************************************************************** 
** ** 
S E T T E 5 T P cr I H T 
DIESER SERVICE D!EHT ZUM SETZEH VGN AID-TESTPUNKTEN CSVC 129), 
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0 0 0 () 0 () 
000004 










































































l ** HEADER - PARAMETER . ** 
l ********************************************************************** 
l .t..Si!ST :=n:: X' 00' FUHCTIG'N=SET TESTPûH!T 
l ASAST L EQU X'C!O' ~U9FUHCT!G'H=EXPLICIT LOCAT!ŒH 
l f..Si>.S TE E•:)U X'04' SUEFUHCTIGH=E\/EHTS CAHY,SVC, . .. ) -- ·i 
1 * i MACH!HE-TRACE 
l f..SASTFT EQU 
1 .t.S.•·.5T'·1.4X EQU 
X' OS' 
X' 08' 
SUBFUHCTIGH=ST AT EMEHT-TRACE 
MAX. H ŒF SUBFUHCTIG'H 
l ********************************************************************** 
l ** AUFRUF - PARAMETER ** 
l ********************************************************************** 
l ASAST~GC DS OF L: LGC GF EXFL TEST?GIHT 
l ASASTEVT DS OC E: EVENT CLASS 
l fo.SASTCLO EQU X'40' MACHINE-TRACE 
l ASA3TCL1 EQU X'20' AIDSYS-CLASSl~ SVC-INTERRUPTS 
1 * E~RŒR-C6DE X'50' 
1 ASASTCL2 EQU X'!O' AID5YS-CLA552: TERMINATICTH 
l * - EV~ HT-CGDES X'OO' - X'02' 
1 ASASTCL3 EQU X'08' A!DSY5-CLASS3: ERRGR-FLAG 
1 * - EVEHT-CGDES: X'48' 
l *' l .li.S.ô.STCL4 EQU 
l 
* l 
* l A5.~STCL5 EQIJ 
' * l 
* l 
* l .û.S/1.STCL5 
l 
* l .~.5.~.STCL7 
EQU 
EQU 
l ASASP.LM DC 
l -.-
! .!•. SAS TT~S DC 
1 P.S .~.3TTLH ùC 
l * 1 r 
1 * 
l * 
l * l .••.SASTITH DC 
1 * 
l .û. SASTTSN DC 
l * 1 A 
1 " 
l f. l 
l " 
l 1) 
T -~ ro 
T FS~ 
TFTH 


























- EUEHT-CGDES: X'03' - X'OS' 
X'QC' 
AID5~5-CLA555: STXIT 
- EVE~T-CGDES: X'G6' 
X'44' 
AIDSYS-CLAS56: L?ŒV/LINK 
- EUEHT-CŒ~ES: X'G7' 
AIDSYS-KLASSE 7 : AUDIT 
ACLMIRJ; KANH AUS AIDSYS-DESCRIPTaR 
ENTHGHMEH ~ERDEH 
ACTRACE-PUH~T-FUFFER) . 
AHZ AHL DER SAETZE IM TRACEPUNKT-
PLlFFER ! NC LLlSIVE ALLER FGLGEAUFRUFE. 
FA LLS E!H FGRTSETZUHGSAUFRUF VGRGE-
SEHEH IST, MUSS DIE ANZE!GE 'STLNK' 
GESETZT WE~DEH. BEI FGLGEALlFRUFEN 
~·J!?D 'ST!LH! HICf:T M~HR ~ET?..~CHTET. 
ALL: (G?ïIUN.~.L) !TN . ;.:'eODG! 5ED::IJTET 
ZUGRIFF AUF DEH DEFAUL -TASK. 
ALL: (GPTIŒ~.û.L) TS~ .. ~_(D) ~ D~U~ET 
ZUGR!FF AUF DEH DEFAUL -TAS K. 
ALL: F !... :\ G :3 ':' T E 
.':.LL TASK 
EXCLUDE 
l•!E!--! [' T 
t·1 E:H !:· T 
i·!U S R E.t.. CT 
ASK PECIFIED BY STTSK 
INTERFACE BETWEEH USER 























































- , 1 































M SO'URCE 5 TATEMEHT 
1 ASAS TLNK EQU X'lO' 
1 ASASTG1,JH EQU X' 08' 
1 ASAST?H EQU X'02' 




* 1 _.;_SASTTSK DC Xll'OO' 
1 ..... S.û.STLL [15 OCL3 
l ASASiTYP DC X'DO' 
1 
* l 
* 1 .u.S1\STF32 !:C X' 0 0' 
l .ô. 51\ 5 T!•J~G' EQU A SJ>.!..JRO' 







TRACE-POINT-LIST WILL BE C~NTINUED 
TASK THAT SETS TP MUST ALSû REACT 
STLGC IST REALE ADRESSE 
SET : EVENT IS FŒR STATE=P2 
RESET: EVEHT !5 FCT~ STATE=Pl 
CW!RD V0RLAEUF!G HUR FUER EREIGHIS-
KLASSE 'SVC' AUSGEWERTET) 
TASK THAT HAS TCT REACT CTH TP 
NQ'T USED 
TR ACE-KLASSE; .!EDE KLASSE !ST DURCH 
E!N EIT GEKEHHZE!C~HET . M!HDESTEHS 
E!H E!T MUSS GESETZT SEIH. 




1 ** RUECKKEHR - PARAMETE~ . ** 
1 ********************************************************************** l ASASTRTN EQU ASARETRH ALL: RETUEN CGDE 
1 ASASTGK EQU X'D' ALL: ALL GK 
l ASASTFE ~QU X'4' ALL: FG2MALER FEHLER. 
1 * - AU~RUFER DARF DIESE FUHKTIO'H 
1 * N!CHT AIJFRUFEH CHUR AID> 
l * UHEE~AHHTE SUBFUHKTI5H 
l * UH~EFIN!E2TE EREIGH!SKLASSE 
1 * - KE!H REAG!EREHDER TASK AHGEGEBEH 
1 * IT ~ GRùESSER ALS 255 
1 * KE!HE AKT!GHSL!STE AHGEGEBEH 
1 ASASTTTS ALL: TEST PR!V!LEGIERUHG !ST ZU KLEIN. EQU X'B' 
1 * DIE i•i.l,.X. USERèERECHTIGIJHG !,,!lJEiWE 
l * ABER AUSREIC~EH 
l ASASTTAS ALL: TEST PR!V!LEG!ERUNG !ST ZU KLEIN. EQU X'C' 
l * AUCH DI E HAX. 3E2ECHTIGUHG REICHT 
l * HICHT AU S 
1 .''.SASTADE 
1 ,t,.SAS.TEHfa. 
l * l .ô.S.l\STHF! 




_ 1\ 5 .û. 5 T !·! ~ F 
l . .-.  5 /•. 3 Ti-F-:A 
1 * 




! * l .•\SASPE.! 























X' 33 ' 
X'3C' 
L: TESTPUH~T-ADRESSE H!CHT ALLŒKIERT 
E: ERE!GN!S HICHT E?LAUBT, DA 'IDA' 
SC HŒH E!H ERE!GN!S GESETZT HAT. 
ALL: !TH H! CH T AKT!" 
L: TE STPUHK T- ADRESSE H!CHT AUF HALB-
L: TESTFCT!HT EX!STS ALRE ArY,AClST Al) 
I S I H .:~ 5 .4 S T ~ ·J F. !: 
l/FT:HGDU L HICHT GEFUHDEH 
ALL: KE!H S?E!CHER VERFUEGBAR. 
/>.LL: Ti, SK t·ET / . :~•3 EGE3EHER TSH !ST 
tJ!,:HT A~TI :J 
L: E! ~ AHDERER TASK ELûCK!ERT ZUGRIFF 
AUF TESTPUNKT-VERWALTUHG. 
ALL: A~FŒRDE~UNG N!C~T ERFUELLT. 
L: AID-TE TPUHKT KAHH HICHT GESETZT 
PAGE 0019 
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0 Q Q fi 0~ 
00000:)ô 
000 (:08 
ADDR2 STMNT M 
742 1 7G~ 




-c. -/ . / ' 
7 4 3 l 





--~ l /:, ~ 
75~ l 
7::, 5 l 
I • ~ r. 
' 





- , 1 
I ~ - l 
752 l 









* fa. SAS TlCL 
* 
.4SASTTHA 
• - • C. ~1 •~ ~ 
.". ~!'. - 1 ., :""~!'\ 
.ô.3f.S T;:ny 
* 
.•\S !~. STI~CT 
./J..SASD'.XX 








.û. S.û.S TQ'..!L 
.û. 5 ,:.,. 3 T :•1?. D 
* 
* 


































WERDEH, DA SCHOH 'IDA'-TESTPUHKT 
AH AHGEGEBEHER ADRESSE 
FT: ERSE?.. /..UFRIJF DER SUEFKT. 'TFT' 
U~D 'STTLH' IST HICHT GESETZT. 
L/FT:TPLIST NCTT ALLGCATED 
ALL: VAL IDATIŒH-ERRŒR 
ALL: ZUGRIFç MIT REALER ADRESSE H!CHT 
i·E7EGL I C!-i 
L/FT:ILLEGAL WRITE-ACCESS CTF READ-CTHLY PAGE 
ALL: FLAG BYT!: 
ALL: REACTIHG TASKCS)-!HD!CATCTR IS 
!H CCTHFL!CT WITH IHDICATGR GF TP 
L: T? EX!STS ALREADY AHD WAS SET BY 
.~.rH.Hr.ER TAS!<. 
E: ALL EUE~TS REJECTED, BECAUSE 
THEF.E !S HrJ PRGGRAM LITADED 
E: MACHINE-T~ACE REJECTED, BECAUSE 
THERE !SA ?ARALLEL IDA-TRACE 
ALL: UE3ERQUALIF!Z!ERTE EIHGABE 
HL: AUCTIGHLISTS). IF E\/EHTS ARE Tl1 BE 
SET, THEH 1ST WGRD REFERS ra CLASSl, 
THE H-TH W5RD TG CL.û.55 H. GTHERWISE 
B'~~LY 1ST H5'~D l·J! LL BE SET. 
FT: FO'F. . TP.ACE G'HLYï li(T:V.PCCTDES), THAT 
C1~~D HGT GET S~T 
LE HGTHC RET . PARAMS) 
.- ( 
769 l ********************************************************************** 
770 l ** ** 




77 3 __ , 
I .' ~ 
775 
/ , ~ 
777 
7 7 ê, 
~-c / .' . 
7 =· 0 
731 
7 è-2 
.' C. / 
7 ê ê, 
l ** 
l ** l +.;,-
MIT D!ESEM SERVICE KAHH E!H AID-TESTPUH~T CSVC 129), EIH ffDER 
MEHRERE STATEHEHTT RACE-KLASSE H, DER MASCH!HEHTRACE ODER E!H 
0DER MEHRERE E2E!GHISKLASSEH GEL0ESCHT WERDEH. ** ** 
** 
' ..;..********************************************************************* 
l GRG ASALA3EL 
l ***********·*********************************************************** 
l ** HEADER - PARAMETER ** 
l ~***********+********************************************************* 
• A5ADT EQU X'D4' ALL: FU HCT!GS = DELETE TESTPG!HT 
• h5A ~T~ t: ~ ~ X'DD' L: SUBFUHCTIGH = EXPLICIT LCTCATIŒH 
• A5 A~Ti E0U X'G4 ' ~: SUBFUNCT IGH = EVENTS CAHY,SVC, .. ) 
! !~. S :·~ ::, ! r T 
l :'.: 5.•·.!.) :· ;.:hX =·~L' 
:c 03 ' 
X' 08 ' 
F":: SUEFU~CT!GH = FULLTRACE 
l +++++***************************************************************** 
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SCT\..1RCE ST ATEMEH T 
*r******************************************************************** 
ASAD TLGC DC A(IJ) L: LCTC CTF EXPL TESTPOIHT 
ASADTEV T OC X'OO' E: EVENT-CLASS 
.
0
.s :·.C'TCTH ~c X'OO' FT: TR.û. CE-TYPE 
AS ADTITH rc H'0' ALL: (Q'PT!GN AL) ITH. X'OOOO' BEDEUTET 
* ZUGR!FF AUF DEH DEFAULT-TASK. 
f.. S:,.DJTSN DC ACQ) ALL: CG'PT!ŒN.:.. u TSH. !..CO) 3EDEUTET ZUGRIFF 
* AUF DEH DEFAULT-TASK 
.i\5.ü.~ TF3 DC X'OO' ALL : FL AG '"'T-~ f • !: 
/•. 3!'. !!T PT~ E•~ U A SAI TH HIC~T \/ ::;;,i.1::1,1r,r=T 
A 5 !\ DT ~Sri EQU ASATSH NICP.T V ER!·!ëHDET 
.i\: .. ,\ !:T.t\L L E0U X '40 ' N GT USED 
• r • -. ~ ~• • i::J)U X'ZIJ ' ALL ·"· ~ .-~ :..• 1 : !"'! : !DTLGC! !ST REALE ADRESSE 
• r • --~ ..._,,., A~.u.u1r::. E·~U X'Ql ' E: SET : El! EHT IS FCJR STATE=P2 
* 
F~ES=:T : -1•-"~ :::. .' !:N 1 IS FGR STATE=Pl 
.J.SAD:ALM r,c ACO) FT: A(LMIR) FCT?.. T?. ACE-FCT 
' ********************************************************************** 
l ** RUECKKEHR - PARAHETER ** 
, ********************************************************************** 
l AS ADT~TH EQLl ASARETRH ALL: RETURH C1DE 
l ASAD T1~ EQU X'OO' ALL: ALL CT.K., USER WCTRD IH DTWRD 
l ASADTFE EQU x•o~• ALL: FGRMALER FEHLER. 
l * AUF?.UF ER IST NICHT AID. 
l * UNEEK AHHTER SU5FKT-C6DE 
1 * I TH G~GESSE~ ALS 255 
l * FREMDTASKZLlGRIFF 
l * SLlEF~T = 'E' U~D KEIHE EREIGN!S 
l * KLASSE AHGEGEEEH 
l ASADTTPE EQU X'08' L/FT:LCTC /TRACE DGES HCTT EXIST 
l ASADT~A EQU X'OC' L: TASK IS NGT ALLŒWED TG DELETE TP 
l ASADTSHR EQU X'lO' L: · TP DELETED, BUT SCTURCE CCTULD HOT 
l * 
l /-. SADTHF I EQU 
l ,\S .t'd)TTT S E0 U 
1 ?.S :\DT T.û.5 =0~1 





SE RESTGRED CHCT TRA? SET) 
ALL: Ii H/ TSN ~CTT FGU ~G 
ALL : TE STPR!VILEGE 1 •• SM ALL 
ALL: TE ST?R!V!L=.G :: TGŒ SMALL !H ANY CASE 
L: REA LE AD~ESSE !ST ~!CHT ERLAUBT 
ô ~ l ASADTXXX DS 
3 6 l A3ADTHEX DC 
ox 
X' 0 0' E: FL AGEYTE H!TH SA ~ E LAYGUT AS DTEVT. 
THE FLAGGED EVEHTS WERE HGT SET. 
FLfGE YTE HIT H SAME LAYffUT AS DTEVT; 
TH E FLAGGED =. VE~TS C0ULD HOT eE 
ê l * 
B 8 l fSAD TRF3 DC 

















T B !:'C 




X' IJO' E: 
,:::!·,~·.- ::D. 
T:-=E FL .~.G GED 
7ACO) ALL: AD DRESS GF 
IF EVENTS GOT rE~GVED T 
THE ADDRESSCACTI GH L!S ) 
X'OO' .L.LL : .ê.HZE IGE!-i YT 
ASAUQUAL ALL: UE~::~QUA •~ 
*-AS ADTXXX L=.~G TH! R • 
!:V EHTS 
ST .û. CT 
/-.R.•~i·!S) 
i•!ERE HG'T SET. 
GN-LIST 
L BE RETURSED 
E\JEHT. 
EIHGASE 
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D A T A rJ U T P U T ** 
** 
** MIT DIESEM SERVICE ~AHH EIH LGGISCHER SATZ AUF EIHES ODER ** 
** MEH~ERE AUSGABEMEDIEH GLEICHZEITIG AUSGEGEBEH WERDEH. AUSSERDEM ** 
** K0EHNEH MESSAGES AUS DEM MSG-FILE AUF 'SYSŒUT' GDER DIE HAUPT- ** 
* * KŒNSCTLE ALlSGEGEBEH WERDEH. ** 
** FALLS CGHSCTL-!/G EINGESTELLT IST (SERVICE 'SET SWITCH'), ERFrJLGT** 
** JEDE FIJE~ SYSCTUT BESTIMMTE AUSGABE AUF DIE HAUPT-~GHSOLE. ** 
** ** 
********************************************************************** 
CT?.G P. SAU.B EL 
********************************************************************** 
** HEADER - PARAMETER ** 
*****************************************************************~**** 
ASADCT EQU X'Oô' ALL: FUHCTIGH = DATA ûUTPUT 
ASAD•MAX EQIJ X'OO' MAX. # OF SIJ3FUHCT!OH 
********************************************************************** 
** AUFRUF - PARAMETER ** 
*****************************r**************************************** 
ASADCTMED DC X'OO' MEDIUM, IHTG WHICH THE OUTPUT 15 DffHE 
A.S .b. !:'C:'HC EQU X' 01 1 HC: HA?.DCCT:"Y 
AS ADCT FIL EQU X'02' FIL: FILE, SEE DBFNR 
ASAD ŒM EM EQU x•o4• ' ME~ : MEM GRY-PGCTL, SEE DCTMH 
AS ADŒTER EQU X'Qô' TER : SY SGUT 
AS AD G~ P. T EQIJ X'lO' PRT: SYSLST 
ASADGMS~ EQU X'20' MSG: MSG, ~UMBER SEE DCTMGH, THIS 
* SIT 15 EXCLUSIVE 
ASADGFHR DC X'OO' FIL: HUMBER ŒF FILES: LEFTMCJST BIT 
* !S FILE ~O. A ~AX!MUM CTF 8 FILES 
* !S PG'S5!3LE. />.T LEAST l FILE 
* MUST EE G!VEH 
ASADGMH DC X'OO' MEM: H ŒF MEM'S 
ACO) /1.LL 
X' 0 0' ALL 
AT LEAST l MUST BE GiVEH. 
LEFTMCTST BIT !5 MEM HO 
BUT MSG : ADDR. GF V-FGRMATED OUTPUT 
ADRESSE MUSS HALBWG~TAUSGERICHTET SEIN 
BUT MSG=!HD!CATGR 5YTE 
l GRG ASADl'JADR 
A ( 0) , i>.S.û.DQW3H DC 
• .~S .t..!JGBC [, C 
1 ;-.Sl1.D5'~IL E0 1J 
1 P.S.~DŒ~?E E~U 
l ,ê. s .~. I:11JCŒ :: 0 u 
l .f. S .ü. DG'.~ ! H f, C 
X' 0 0' 
X' 0 0' 
X'SO' 
X'40' 
MG: i·iESSAGE ID 
I'! G : F L , ... G 3 Y T E 
MG: ~G' !HD!CATG'RS 
MG: EEPLY EX?ECTED 
MG: CTUTPUT TG CŒHSCTLE 
MG: hUM3ER GF IHSERTS 
DC 




X' 0 0' 
RE?LY 
AL3 ( 0) 
P.E PLY 
MG: HGT USED 
.. , G: S!ZE CTF EPLY CG?TICJNAL - ABER FALLS 
EXPECT D, MUS S LAE GE >o SEIN) 
1 .t.S .ti.D CTA~? !:C 
l * 
MG: ADD ~ESSC E?LY) (CT?T!CJHAL- ABER FALLS 
EXPECT D,MUS S ADRE ~E HALBWŒRTAUSGER!CHTET SEIN) 
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FLAG LOCTH OBJECT CODE 
000024 00000000 






























n Q 1 0. -
1 ASADG'PIS DC 
l * 
1 * 
15AC0) MSG: MAX. 15 INSERTS. COPTiffHAL) 
1ST BYTE HCTLDS SIZECIHSERT> 
HEXT 3 BYTES ACIHSERT) 
· 892 1 ********************************************************************** 
893 1 ** RUECKKEHR - PARAMETER ** 
ê94 
ê 95 
l ********************************************************************** l ASADGRTH EQU ASARETRH ALL : RETUR H CCTDE 
1 ASADŒG~ EQU X'O' ALL: AL L G.K. 
ê97 , ASADlFE EQU X'4' ALL: FGRMALER FEHLER 
l * STR!HGLAEHGE < 5 
ê99 
9 00 
l * AUSGA3E IH MEMffRY-POOLS 
l * ACAUSGASES TR!HG) NICHT HALBWORT-
901 1 · * 
902 l * 
903 l * 
904 l * 
905 1 * 
9 05 • * 
9Q7 l * 
9 ·J 3 1 * 
9'.!9 1 ASADOIMS 
910 1 ASA DŒBT 
911 
912 
C • ~ 
. ! ;) 









1 :\ S:\ DQEGM 
l -~~ S .i. !J0 ~ G!·i 
1 .û.5.'i. ~·J:·ir<~ 
l .ü.S.û.~0~'.:F 
l :~.: t·. ::+G:~r-: :·i 
1 .û. s .l-. 0 G' r.: ~,u3 













• AS.li.D0'~·1T EQ!.J 
1 !\ S -~ ~ 0' := I X E (: U 
'? 2 3 1 .,~_S.t1. :)·J:,::,:X :..1 ::, 




. - 0 
G ' ' 






• - ...... , • • .,. y- -
.U. ::-A :.11..J '.J 1 ~ 
E(:U 
l _û_ 3 .•\ ~• G' = .:. ~ !..." -













X' 0 0' 
X'OO' 
X' 0 0' 
X'ê-O' 
X' c,o' 
X' 2 0' 
X'lO ' 
:,: 1 Q ê' 
X' 0 4' 
.u.USGE?.ICHTET 
- ACALlS GAEES T?.!HG) H!CHT ALLOKIERT 
ACHSG-IHSERT) HICHT ALLOKIERT 
- ACMSG-AHTWGR T-PUFFER) H!CHT 
.:i. !..Lct:--:rE;::i 
FALLS EE~L Y EX?ECTED: 
ACREPLY) HICHT HALBWGRT-
.~.u: GE~ I CHT ET 
MSG: ERR.GR !H ME~SAGE-PARAMS . 
MSG: HŒ H-CŒHVERSAT!GHA L USER ASKED FaR 
REPLY 
MSG: AB HG ~HAL !/G TERM!HAT!CTH 
ALL BU T HSG: ERRGR GH MEDIUM, SEE DOMER 
ALL: HG MEDIUM DEF! HED 
MSG: MSG ;rT HGT SET EXCLUS!VELY 
FIL: ~G FIL~f GI~.'E~ 
FIL: FILE CŒIJ LD ~QT 9E CTPE~ED. 
SEE "[•5FMH" FG" R FILE!! .~.HD 'DOERR' 
pc;;=: r·!·! S-RETUR~CG'DE 
FIL: FCB-T ':'P E HG'T SUPPG"RTED C"D!JFMI-!") 
FIL: RECG?.0FŒRM !S HGT 'V' 
ALL: MEDIUM H!TH ERRGR, LAYGUT AS 
DG!·!E!J, FILE/i·! =:!·! ~ !H DCTFMN 
FIL/M E:·i : FIL=/MEt-1 ~. IF HiERE .A.HY ERROR 
TEK: IHDIC/:. TG?. FG'R T::KM!N .ü. L CTVERfLG't•! 
TER : TE2H!~AL GVERFLŒW 
TER: CŒHT!HUE ŒUTPUT 
TE?. : TERMIHATE G~E?.AHD; HEXT G?ERAHD 
TE~: TEP.!·!!~/1.T:: .':CTIQ'!~L !ST 
TE?.: IJP D:~. Té 
ACO) !~~ = ACSUFFE~ W!TH Ll?DATE ST~IHG) 
H'O' FIL: DHS-E RR~ ~-CŒDE, FALLS RTN='DOCNO' 
-r-ASADcrxxx LENGTHCRET .PARAM ) 
937 l ******;,-*************************************************************** r? 
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000 0 02 








































































, ŒRG ASALASEL 
l ********************************************************************** 
l ** HEADER - PARAMETER ** 
l y************k******************************************************** 
l ASAS E EQU ~'OC' . FUNKTICTH = SYSTEM-EDIT 
! AS ASE IHF EQU X'OO' SU3FUHKTIGH = HUR IHFCTRMIEREH 
l ASASEEDT ECU X'04' SUSFUHKTICTH = TABELLEH AUFBEREITEH UHD 
l * IH PUFFER UEBERTRAGEH 
MAX . H:JHMER E!NER SUBFUHKTICTH , .ti. :.,\s~r:?.X EQU X' 04' 
l **-;,******************************************************************* 
l • ~ AUF?.LlF - PARAMETER ** 
. ********************************************************************** 
• AS ASE KEY DC X'OO' ALL : AIDSYS-IHTERHE VERSCHLUESSELUHG DES 
! • KE YWŒRDS. WIRD VŒH A!DSYS BEI AUFRUF 





1 /j.s,.\ =ESTK EC· U 
1 .. ~.S!\: EPC5 E~ü 
l .û_:.,-,.s=P L E(~U 
l A:/•. 3!: .~.1_11 ::: n 1i 
l .1\ :- :\ S = .c~ U 2 E 0 ~I 
l /1.S :\~=T T E·~U 
l .û.S.~:::tSK E0i_l 
l -~~ S _,· .. : :: ·~ :J ::- r,: 1 
l .û.S :·•. 3E~ ~ D E0~ 
_ :'i. S :~. : E. \ ~ L E ·~ !J 
! _,~_ 3 _.·-. :~~TT E(:U 
l AS:\S::~!•!:•: E>} U 




* 1 _.\ 5 .1: S = ! HX r:ic 
l 3 DC 
' 
!T EC! U 
' ' ' 
E·~:J 
. ~( s =·~:J 
l 
l T EQ:J 
l ë·~:j 







X' l O' 
X'l4' 




X' 2ê- ' 
X' 2ô ' 
C!..8' STRIHG' 
X' 0 0 ' 
X'00 ' AS/\ ITH 
As,.qsN 
X'41} ' 
X' 20 ' AS :"-.DUMP 
X' (:2 ' 
KAH~ BEI AUF~UF MITTELS 'ASASEEDT' 
AHGEGE5EH WE~DEH . !ST BE! 'ASASEEDT' 
SŒW5HL 'AS ASEKEY' ALS AUCH 'ASASESTR' 
AHGEGEBEH, WI~D 'ASASESTR' !GHŒR!ERT. 
ALL: KE!HE KEYH GEGEBEH 
ALL: ST.i•.C~~ 
ALL: rcn 
ALL : FCB LST 
ALL : Pl A1..!D!T 
.ll.LL : P2 .:O. IJI:•IT 
HL: TT (TRACE TABLE) 
AL!..: T/•.SK 
AL L: n:: ::1 1:: 
faLL: PEH D 
ALL: f.L L 









%-LCTSES SCHLUESSELWORT. MUSS BEI 
!NFCTRH!ERE-FUHKT!GH GESETZT SEIN. 
~!RD BE! EDIT-FIJ~KT!ŒH IGHCTR!ERT, 
FALLS ' ASASEKEY' GESETZT IST. 
!:i•.HL!·! E!SE: IHDEX FUE?. D::H KEY 
~~ DIK .,'•. G?.. 
HIC HT IJSGEWE?.TET 
H! CHT LlSGEWE?.TET 
SCHLUE SELWG?.T SCTLL AUF SYSTEMADRESS-
R. !~. U:·! .~. G::t•!EHD =T t·!E~DEN .. 
F5LG EA F?.U:: ['E?. LETZTEH ED!T-FUHKTinH 
ZLlGR!F ALlF DUMPFILE 
HLlR CR GIH ALT A3 ELLE GEWUEHSCHT 
CN~R FE?. AUDIT U~TERSTUETZT) 
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00002 4 00000000 
000 028 00000000 
00(102C 00000 000 
0000 30 0000 0000 


















0 000 3ô 
00 00 3C 
ADDR2 STM!-!T M 
990 1 
9 1 l 
9 2 1 
9 3 l 
9 4 1 
9 5 l 
9 6 l 
9 , 1 






5 cru R CE STAT!:ME!H 
ASAS E!X\/ EQIJ X' 01' 
.h. 5/\SEr:'.' F DC X' 00' 
AS.ô.S:::L L . DC X'OO' 
* AS!\ SEI TN DC H' 0' 
* 
_.;_S.ô.SE TSN DC ACO) 
* 
.û.SA SEBIJ F DS A( 0) 
ASA3E~!...H Di: A ( 0) 
DC 4AC O) 
15:36:23 84-12-13 
EDT: INDEX !ST GUELTIG 
EDT : L!HKNAM!: EIHES DUMPFILES 
EDT : ZEILEHLAENGE . ES ~ERDEH NUR 80/132 
ZEICH EH PRO' ZEILE UHTERSTUETZT. 
EDT: !TH DES AHZUSPRECHEHDEN TASKS. 
X'DOQO' BE~EIJ TET ~EH DEFAULT-TASK • 
EDT: TS H DES AHZUS PRE CHEHDEH TASKS 
ACQ) EEDE UTET DEH D:: FAU LT-TASK 
EDT : ACFUF FE Rl . MU SS !H KLASSE5/6 LIEGEH 
EDT : Lf EHGE DE S PUFFE~ S. 
l O l 
10 2 
l 0 3 
l ': 4 
10 5 
1 0 5 
l O 7 
l *********~************************************************************ 
1 ** RUECKKEHR - ? ARAMETER ** 
l ****************~************ ***************************************** 
l AS .ô.5E2 TH EQU AS.ô.RETRH 
1 .ô.SAS EŒ~ EQU X'DO' ALL: ALLES ffK, ABER SIEHE 'ASASERFB' 
! 'J 8 
in '? 
10 0 






1 0 2 l * 
1 0 3 
l r. 4 
1 !) ::, 
10 6 
l O 7 
10 ô 
10 9 




l ASASEKHF EQU 
l * 
1 .û.5.~.SE~IA EQIJ 
l ASASEBH A EQU 
1 * 
l * 
l .ô. SASEFO'L EQ IJ 
llJ 2 l * 
1 0 , 1 ASASE~S A EQU 
l O 4 l * 
10 5 
l Q 6 
1 0 7 
1 0 5 
l() 9 
l O C! 
1 11 l 
1 0 2 
1 0 3 
l ,J 4 
l O ~ 
l G 6 
.!. '..! 7 
10 3 





• i\S AS EDFH EQU 
1 -~S.ô.SETH F EQU 
l .ü.S/a.SEN GT E"~ ü 
l * 
l Vi AS E:·1 :: i·i E QU 
l ... 




1 SS PT 
l ~ S YI 





















ALL : FCT RMA LE R FEHLER 
KEIHE ZEILENLAEHGE AHGEGEBEH 
UHEEKA HH TE SUEFUHKTiffHSHUMMER 
KEI HE ?UF ~!: RLAEHGE AHGEGEBEH 
- KE IH PIJF FER AHGEGEBEH 
- KEIH KE Y AHG EGE EEH 
PU~FER .~ . SŒ KL EIH, DASS KEIH 
~ .~7T ~ ~:; SA • • AUSG EG !:5 EH WI 2D 
ALL: UH EEKAH HTE S SCH LU ES SELW0RT/IH TERHER 
SC HLL:ES SEL 
EDT: IJH ERL AUET ER INDE X AHGEGEBEH 
EDT : PUFFE~ HICHT , N VGLLER LAEH GE 
SCH~EI5ZUGR EIF5A2 , CT DER H! CHT IH 
KLASSE-5/6- S? EIC HER 
EDT : FGLGEAUfR Uf AN~ ~ ~ ~ R ~N cr~HE vcr~AH-
GEGAHGEHEH G2!GIHALAU FRUF 
EDT: TAEELLE EX I STIERT HI CHT IM AH GEGEBEHEH 
ADRESSRAUM CTDER WU2DE HICHT GESA VED 
RE .~LE~ SLED: .l~'_1 r 1 .~.B::LL:: r~CTH~TE H!CHT 
ZUGEGR I FFEH WERDEH. 
CSE I TE H!C HT IH DF ) 
EDT: DUMPF!LE H!CH T ŒFFEH 
EDT: IT H/ TSH EXIS T! :::~ T HICHT 
EDT: KEI N TAS~ SFEZ !FI ZI ERT CHUR FU ER 
DU M?F !LEZ IJ G2IF~ E) 





û i 1-; ;:=1: :::~~ ~ \ ~ 
··- - · --····- ' ··--FRIVILEGI ERUHG ZU 
HGCH AUSRE!CHEND E 
PRIVILEG!ER UHG ZU 
MEHR AUSREICHEHD E 
HICH T !'!!:~!". VE:;_l•!EH D 
fLlHKTI0H HŒCH HI CH 
WEGEH S?~! CHE2MA HG 
L::rn, K.-l.H l'-I ,;.BER 
HCTEH T 1.,~;;,n F 1.J 
LE! N, KANH NICHT 
HGEH T !.JERD EN. 
T 
IM?L EM EHTIERT 
L HUR TEIL DER 
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10 l l 
10 2 1 
l 0 3 1 
l() 4 1 
10 ., l 
10 6 l 
10 7 l 
10 & l 
10 9 l 
l Q () l 
l ,J l l 
10 2 l 
10 3 l 
10 4 l 
10 5 l 
10 6 1 
10 7 l 
10 ê l 
10 9 l 
10 () l 
10 1 l 
0 2 1 
0 3 1 
0 4 l 
Q 5 l 
f} 6 l 
'} 7 l 
() C< l 
Q 9 l 
., f} ! 
Q l l 
(:' 2 l 
Q 3 l 
() ~ l 
G 5 l 
() 6 l 





' Q Q l 
Q l l 




" 5 l 
r. ... l 
0 7 l 
15:36:23 84-12-13 
SffURCE STATEMEHT 
* AUDIT-TABELLE GELIEFERT 
ASASELûP EQU X'40' EDT: PCB-SCHLE!FE EHTDECKT . PUFFER 
* 1-HJRDE MIT H!FûRMAT !GH GEFUELL T, 
* AôER ES IST KEIH FûRTSETZUHGSAUFRUF 
* MEHR i·iCTEGLICH ASASESER EQIJ X'44' EDT: Tf>.BELLE !·!EGEH FALSCHER Pff!NTER HICHT 
* AIJSGE53AR C SYS TEMFEHL ER) 
fa.SASEHP EQU X'4B' EDT: HU?. FU ER PCE - ZUG?.IFFE . OIE GEL! EFERTE 
* I H FCT~i·1AT I G~ IST 1/ERViUTL ICH KE!H PCB 
/..S ASETEY EQU X'4C' EDT: T !~ 5 ELLE LEER. E\JE !-! TUELLE~ H1HAL T 
* 
Ii-i AIJ SG .ü.3EBL:FF::~ IG~G~IE~.EN 
AS ASEXXX DS oc 
/•.SViERrB DC X' 0 0' ALL: IHDIKATl:R 
AS.i-~5EIHD EQU X'BO' IHF: SC r. LU ES S ELl•lûRT KAHH IHDEX H.t1BEH 
AS .,\Së~SU EQU X'40' !HF: TR.EHHUHG NACH USE1USYSTEM MOEGLICH 
ASi1.SC3F EQU X'20' EDT: PUFFE?. IST V G'L L; !·iEITERER AUFRUF MIT 
* CêHTIHU=-AHZEIGE IST 1-i(ETIG AS}.SE QIJL EQU ASAUQUAL .HL: UEBE~QU ALIFIZIERTE E!HG .b.BE 
ASA S::~X DC X'QO' INF: MAX I 1·1A L !·! EP. T DES IHDEX 
.l~S/i·.SE ~ E~ E() U *- .ASASEXXX Lfl.ENG E r,-~ 
- ~K RUECKKEHR-PAP.AMETER 
:1 c; ;_. ;;:: r..: N EQIJ *-ASASERVE GES.û.!"! TLP. =~ GE CE! H/AUSGA5E - PARAMS) 
********************************************~************************* 
*y ** 
** HARDWARE - I HF ff R MATI cr H FUER AH W EN O ER ** 
** - ------- - ------ - ------------------------------------------------ ** 
** DER AUFRUFER KAHH SICH MIT DIESEM SER\JICE AUSGEWAEHLTE SPE!CHER-** 
** BEREIC HE AUS SLEDFILES IN EIHEN VCTH I HM EEREITGESTELLTEH PUFFER ** 
-;..* ,·.;1c;r, ;: ;, ;: ;.i L.t.SSEN : ** 
-;..+ - SCRATCHPAD CB ZW. PSM) ** 
*~ SP EC I AL REGIST ER SEC T!ffH CH UR BEI X- AHLAGEH) ** 
** 
C?U-/!CTP - LŒGGUT- AREAS 
- HARDW ARE - TR ACE 
- AUD!T-AD RE 55- REG!5T Eq 
** BEMER KU~G: DE AU DIT AD~ESS REGISTER WERDEH HICHT - WIE ALLE 
*~ AH DEREH SPEI HER 3E~EICHE - IH E!HEH VGM AUFRUFER BEREITGESTELL-
** TEH PLJFFE~ U BER TR AGEH, SŒ HD ERH D!REKT IH DIE ASERP-RETURHPA-
** 
** 
..... .... ,- ... -- • 1 
:-':.!. !:~:::N . 
** DIESE ~ 5 ~V! E !S T UEBER TAM AU RU~B R. 
** ER SCTLL H Z KUHF T DEH SER VI CE ARDW RE- INFffRMATiffH CFUNKTiffH 
** X'3C ' ) W I TG HEHD E~S ETZEH, DA ~ DE SEH FUHKTIGHEH VûLL MIT 
ES WERDEH STETS HU ZUS MM HHA EHG NDE STUECKE AUS 
D:: H SPEI CHE RBER ~I C EH ! D H VCTM HWEHDER BEREIT-
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0 0 !l O (10 
00 0(104 













10 :· l 
10~2 









UEBERTRAGEN. VERSCHIEDENE SPEICHERBE~EICHE KCJENNEH ** 





l ** HEADER-PARAMETER ** 
1 ~~ 1 *******k************************************************************** 
l ~~ 1 ASAH! En~ X'lO' FUHKT!ffH= HARDWARE-!HFCTRMATICTH 
l .. , l * FUER DEH ANWEHDER 
l ~o l ASAH!~ P EQU X'O(I' 
X'0 4' 
X'Oê' 
SUBFUHKT !GH : AUSGABE SCRATCHPAD 
SUBFU ~~ T!CTH : AUSGABE L6GCTUT-AREA 
SUEFUH~TICTH: AUSG ABE SPECIAL REG!STER 
SECT!G!1 
• 0Q ! ASA~!S PR EQU 
• 02 1 ASAH!AAR EQU X' OC' 
X' 10' 
X' 1 (1' 
SUEFUHK TIŒH: AUSGABE ALLER AUDIT ADRESS 
REG!STE R !H AUSGABEPARAMETERC!J 
SUBFUHKTICT~: AUSGABE HA~~WARE-TRACE 
(N ûC H H!CHT UHTE~ STUETZTJ 
l 03 












l ASAl-'. EH-!T EQU 
l * 
H~ECH STE SUBFU ~K TICTHSHUMMER 
*~******************************************************************** 
** AUFRUF-PARAMETER ** 
********************************************************************** 
ASAHILH~ DC X'OO ' ALL: SLEDFILE-LIHKH UHM ER 
.,\S/i/-E:>:;c !:·C X'OO ' LA: TYP !:·ES PRCIZESSŒRS {C?U ŒDER !r5P), 
* DESSE N LGGCTUT UE5E RTR AGEH WERDEN S~LL 
. ,. .. .... - __.. ..... 
u ... ,. ,-, ' • ', ,-




.. -. .. . -- .. . 
* 
. ... ',, .... r- ... ' 
U ..._ U P'"1 1 w I U 












X' 40 ' 
X'GO' BUT fa. Î>.R: 
ACQ) BUT A:A.R: 
YCO) BUT AAR: 
Y(O) ôUT AAR: 
YCO> BUT /l.AR: 
P~GZESSG~ IST C?U 
P?.~ZESSG~ IST I ê ? 
N1..i!·:!·i~?. r:•=s p~_az=ss6'R5, DESS::N SPE!CHER-
3E~EICH E UE3ERTRAGEH WERDEN SGLLEN 
!ST ~IE PR~Z~ H!CHT AHGEGE3EH, WIRD 
ST . .::. N r,.,\ 2 L·i·iA = S 5 ! G P ~ G'Z H = D .ts. HG EN Gi·E·! =~ 
ACUEEERGE3E~EM PUFFER); PUFFER MUSS 
AUF W0RTGRENZE AUSGERICHTET SE!H. 
LA~HGE ~ES UE3ERG E3EHEH PUFFERS 
REL . AH FA~G SAGR. C 3ZGL . TA3EL-
LE~AHFAH~) DER GEH. IHFGRMATIŒH 
D!E TABELLENLAEHGE 
i--:- RUECKKEHR-PARAMETER ** 
* * ***************************************************************** 
• A ~!N EQU ASARETRN ALL: RETURHCG'DE 
A .. A0K EQU X'OO ' ALL: ALLES G K 













o, r SU5FUHKTIG'H 
, ,r L IHKH 
?. E SE Q ODE HICHT GESETZT 
!C T ALLŒKI RT 
-r !t·! SYST 1·1.~AL'M 
t.:~ INFG zu KURZ 
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1 , ~ 
' 
7 
l * - U!-!GUEL TIGE PRffZESSG'R!t 
l * REL. Atff/l.HGSADR. 1/GH IHFO' 
' * Girn'ESSER io.LS T .".E EL L ENLAENGE 
1 * UHGUEL TIG::P. P?..O'Z::55G'RTYP 
l ,i,_ S.b:fHHYT EQU X' 08' HWT: Sl!EFUHKTIGH HG'CH HICHT UHTERSTUETZT 
l .ô.5..\HIHCTI EQU X'OC' ALL: IHFG'~!'!.~.TIGH L.'~ .... ~-... 1..1~N 1?: HICHT \JEBERTRAGEH 
' * !..!ERDEH O'DER IST rn I_IGRL I EGENDEi·1 SLED HICHT VG'RHAHDEH 
l ASAHILIL EQU X' 10' ALL: ! N FG':":!•Lti. TI 5H l-!I?.D r.CTECHSTE~S 
1 
* 
rn TAE!ELLEHL.ü.EHGE Li E5 !:R T R.ô. G EH 
l .45.l\!-: If!'!(J' EQU X'l4' ALL: DUf·:PF!LE HIC!-iT cr--- .. r:-~N 
l A 5.ù.H! NG3 EQU X' 16' ALL: KEI?-! SLEDFIL:: 
• r • • •,.. • ,., , ., 
' 
:L~ : .'~:, .!_ .> • • .\ · '• L':) OF 
l .:~ : .:~ H I A _,j_ Q [·C AC O) P.AR: /dJDIT ADP.ESS ?.EGISER (CPU-0) 
l /·. S /\ :1 I _:.,_ .ü. l A ( iJ) P.AR: .. " Il (CPU-1) - J l • r • 11 ...- A•,.. - ~ A ( 0) il.A?.: " !! " (CPU-2) ·"· :, .u. ~!.P.!'. t:.. ' " 
l _û_ S P. r. ! .::. . 1\. 3 rc A ( Q) P. A?.: " " " (CPU-3) 
-
AS .~.H.!!·i\JL :)C y ( ()) BUT .4. A?.: ANZAr.L DER UEBERTRAGEHEH BYTES 
l _t)_::,;..H!L=H -n, 1 C ~ - *-ASAHIXXX L.4EHGE DER RETU~HP ARA:·iET ER 
l ********************************************************************** 
l ** ** 
l ** 0 P E N D U M P F I L E ** 
l ** ------- - ---------- -- ----- ** 
1 ** DIESER SERVICE MUSS VCTR D::M E?.ST::M DUMPDATEI-ZUGRIFF ERFOLGEN. ** 
l ** D.~.:·:IT KAHH S!CH DER AUFRUF!:?. EINE DLJr·lPD.û.TEI FUER ZUKUEHFTIGE ** 
1 ** ZUG;IFFE ANM::LDEN UND ERGEFFHEH . E!N UND D!ESEL5E DATE! KANH ** 
l ** U~TE?. VE?.SCH!EDEHEH KU?.ZHA~lEH MEH?MALS ERŒEF~HET WE?.DEH. DE~ ** 
l ** GLEI CH E KU~ZNAME IST IMHER HU?. FUE?. GENAU EIHE CTFFEHE DAT::I ** 
l ** VE~ WENDE AR. ** 
l ** ** 
l ********************************************************************** 
l G~G ASfo.LABEL 
l ********************************************************************** 
l ** HEADER - PARAM::TER ** 
l *~******************************************************************** 
l ASA0T EQU X'l3' G?EH DUM?-FILE 
l * ES GIBT KEIH E SUBFUHKTI0H. 
l .ta. SP.G'iMAX EQU X' 0 0' !'i .1\ X. !! cr~ SU~FUHCTIGN 
l *·***************************************** *************************** 
l ** AUFRUF - PARAMETER ** 
l ********************************************************************** 
l .t..SA0TfI L L'C CL.54'' DUi·!? FILE Nt.!·!E 
l ASAŒTLH~ ~C X'DG' LIHK ~ GF S?ECIFIED DUMPFILE 
l ********************************************************************** 
l ** ?.UECKKEHR - PARAHETER ** 
l * ******* ************************* ******************************** 
1 5 ŒTRTN EU ASAP.ETRN RETLl CCTDÈ 
1 S ŒT GK E Ll X'ŒD' DLlHP LE CTPEH::D 
1 ... ïJTTt·!D E I l X' [1 ~ ' FG'?. i·! t:~~~~:""~ 
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AHD A IDS YS 
~ 




OOOQOC l 191 
00001!! 1192 








000048 E8F7F0 12 0 l 
00004E 00 12G2 
00004F 00 :!. 203 
000008 1 204 
000004 1205 
000002 1206 
000050 0000 1207 
O'l0054 00000000 1208 
0000~L\ 00000000 12 (, 9 
00005C 00000000 1210 
000060 00000000 1 ~ •• - L .!. !. 
00006 4 0000 1212 
l ~' -
-- ..!. l.) 
......... , 





00006.1-1 1 ~. ~ - L .!. ~ 
OOIJ06C ! ~L'..' 
OOOOSE 1221 
0000:.P 1? ~? __ ,:__





- ..:'.'.: L .' 
1 ~ ~ ~ 
_ LLC-





1 ~ - --~~~ 
000014 1234 
1235 





1 * 1 ASACHHE EQU 
l AS/0.CTTH !H EQU 
1 .,\s . :..GTNGM EQU 
l fa.5.<dHI\JB EQU 
1 * 
l .A.5A0'Tf.~.O' =QU 
' * l AS .~.CTTESV EQU 
l * 
l .û.SAG'TTP E EQU 
l .t..SAG'TXXX DS 
l .ü.5.a"~GTV~~ DC 
, J'.o.SidH ;;r DC 
l .û.S./\0TTY? DC 
1 AS .(i G'T3!...D EQU 
l A3AGTCUS !: 0U 
1 A: .~.GTCSY E'}IJ 
l .t~S/1.GT ~TK I:•C 
l .1i. S .1\ 0' T T I T [ , C 
1 1~.s/1.JT? .ti. :i r,c 
l .l1.S/~G1 :,~.:T ['C 
l .LI.S.~JT~-: =pj L ' 1_, 
1 ;\ S . .:i. J T E ~ R u L, 
1 -;c,;._ . .;,.y-;-..;, . ... ** 
1 *K+;,....;...,..-....-..;_.* 
l +..-+-;-+**** 
l .L.S:iCTTS!..ri EQU 
1 .ü.S.~.IJTX3L D5 
1 !~S .1\ŒT5~L L'S 
l AS/1.ŒT~?L DS 
1 
.û.S~.G'":~PL DS 
l J\ 5 _L·. •JT ·: ~i·i DS 
1 .:i. S .-:. G' T I 3 H [, S 
l .ô. s .,. GT !.. EH EQU 
X'08' 
X'OC' 






- INVAL ID UNK!t 
- !HVAL!D SUBFUHCTICJN 
FILE COULD HŒT BE Œ?EHED 
FILE IS HO DUM?ED TASK 
HG MEMGRY FGR DLlM?FILEAREA 
FILE D0ESH'T tŒHTAIH VAL!D 
IH~EXOOO-E!...ŒCK; HCTT PROCESSABLE 
FILE W!TH SPEC!FIED L!HK 9 IS ..• 
.. ALREADY GPEH 
BS2DDD-VER5!0H OF DUMPF!LE UNKH~WH 
GR HGT SU?PŒRTED (SEE OTVER) 
ACCESS TG TAPE-FILES NGT SUPPGRTED 
C!...3'Y70' B520DD-VE~S!CTH ŒF DUM?F!LE 
X'OO' H GF TITLE-L!HES (132 BYTES EACH) 




H'OO' H 6f TASKS !H FILE 
A(O) ?ŒIHTER TG TITLE-L!HES 
.û.(G ) V!RTUA!... !...GAD-ADDRESS CTF SYSTEM 
ACO) ACXVT) 
ACD) S!ZE G'F H.û.IH-MEMGRY 
H1 D' DMS-ERRGRCG'DE, FALLS RTN = 'OTHE' 
DIE FGLGEHDE IHFO RHAT!GH W!RD HUR DAHH UEBERGEBEH, 
WEH~ DER AUFRUFER AI05YS H!CHT MIT E!HER 'TAM'-
VERSI0H AELTER ALS X'IJB' GERUFEH HAT. 
*-ASAŒTXXX LAEHGE DER KURZEH PARAMETERLISTE 
YCD) LAENGE SC RATCH?A D 
YCO) LAEHGE SPEC?EGS 
Y(O) LAEHGE CPU-LGGGUT-AREA 
Y(O) LAE~GE !GP-LG'GGUT-AREA 
X'OO' BITM AP FUER CPU'S 
X'OO ' BITM AP FUER IG?'S 














R E Q U E 5 T STORAGE 
DIESER SERVICE D!EHT ZUM AHFORDERH VG'H KLASSE- 5 - SPEICHER. 
E!H ?1-AUFRUFER ERHAELT AUTGMAT!SCH H!CHT- P~IVILEGIERTEH, EIH 
F2 •'l!J- ~11--;;, p~TVTL~GT-RT-" c, p-rc"- • Tl..l J-n-·· F'LL -RFr.!LGT LILJR - .&.\ r!":. ... ~::: .• rc~ ...... __ c , t:N - · c_ n::.,~ J -" :::Lc1·1 A c u r: 












** HE/o.DER - PARAMETER ** 
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00 Il lllC 











Q !:' 0 00 0 
000080 





l ~ 0 









1 2 & 
1 2 <_l 
' / 0 
12 l 
l ~ 







- t:. 7 





_ c_ 2 
12 3 
1 2 ... 
.!. ~ 5 
' , ~ 













ASARQ EQIJ X'lC' ALL: FL!HCTIGH = REQUEST MEMŒRY 
AS AP.QD EQU X'OO' D: SUBFL!HCTIGN = DYHAMIC STG'RAGE 
!•.S).RQ S ;:,,:i X'04' 5: SU5FL!HCTIG'H = STATIC STG'RAGE 
ASARQ~AX EQU X'G4' MAX. D CTF SUBFUHCTICTH 
**********K*********************************************************** 
** AUFRUF - PARAMETER ** 
********************************************************************** 
AS.ù.P.QH3 DC H'G' ALL: !! CTF R::QUESTED BYT::S 
l **********y*********************************************************** 
l ** RUECKKEHR - PAP. .ü.i•iETEP. ** 
l ********************************************************************** 
l ASAP. QP.TH EQIJ ASARETRH ALL: RETURH CCTDE 
1 A3AP.Q0{ EQU X'DO ' ALL: RE QUEST HŒHG'RED, ADDR IN RQADR 
l ASAP.Q FE EQIJ X'D4' ALL: FŒRMALER FEHLER 
l * - UHGUELTIGE SUBFIJHKTICTN 
1 * - . AUF P. UF::R !ST HICHT AID 
l ASAP.QNCT EQU X!OB' ALL : HG' STGRAGE AVA!ABLE 
l ,L.SARQ:.:xx DS 





ALL: ADD~ESS CTF RETURHED AREA 
L:::--:CRQ Pi•.RA1·15) 1 . .:. s .ô.?.QL'3H EQU 
















** RELEASE MEMŒRY 
DIESER SERVICE DIEHT ZUM FREIGE3EH VGH SPEICHER, DER VORHER 








** HE .ü.DE~ - PA RAM ET ER ** 
********************************************************************** 
A5i-.2L EQU X' 2D ' FIJHCT!CTH = R::LE ASE MEMŒRY 
X'OO ' 
ES GI3T KEIH= suarUHKTIGHEH 
i·i AX . !i !ff SIJB FUNCTI CTH 
*****************~·**************************************************** 




.i•. S.t>.~LFB [•C 
i·.Si\F: LSGL EQU 
ACQ) 
X ' 0 D' 
X' ôO ' 
ADDR CTF ~REA TG RELEASE 
RLADP. MUST BE .û. RQ ADP., ŒF AH 
IND!C".TŒ?. 
RELEA~E CTNLY SPECIFIED CBY AODRESS> 
PAGE 0030 
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1 28 3 
1 2:3 4 
122-5 
1 ~ ~ , 












12 9 7 
1293 














PARTIAL PAGE. IF I D!CATOR rs RESET, 
THEH ALL PARTIAL P GES THAT HAVE 
BEEH REQUESTED AFT R THE REQUEST OF 
THE SFECIF!ED PAGE WILL ALSCT BE 
?.ELEASED. 
1 ***********~********************************************************** 
l ** RUECKKEHR - PARAMETER ** 
1 ********************************************************************** 
l · ASA?.LRTH EQU ASARETRH ?.ETURN C5DE 
1 ASARLCT K EQU X'OO' AREA CCTULD BE RELEASED 
1 ASARLFE EQU X'04' FG?. MALER FEHLER 
1 * - AUFR~FER IST HICHT 'AID' 
1 * - UHGUELTIGE SUBFUHKTICT~ 
1 ASARLLE EQU X'0B' THERE !5 HCT REQUEST W!TH RLADR 
l * 
1 * 
l * ! -,je- HG'TE 
l: THE IMPLICIT RELEASE CTF ALL KIHDS 1F STCTRAGE IS DESCRIBED 
!H 'BEHUTZERSCHHITTSTELLE FUE?. AIDSYS'. 
2: DYHAH!C STŒRAGE CAH BE ?.ELE ASED GHLY FCTR THE ACTUAL 
l3QQ l * TESTLEVEL. 
1301 1 ASARLLEH EQU *-ASARL?.TH LEHGTHCRET.P AR AM3) 
1 02 l 
l 03 l 
. 1!4 1 
l 05 1 
l 06 l 
l 07 1 
1 05 l 
l 09 1 
l lG 1 
. l l 1 
' !.2 ' 
. l 3 1 
l ' 4 ' 
l .!.:) ' 
' 
. , l '., 
' ' 
7 1 
l 18 1 
l l 9 1 
l 2 0 l 
1 , ' 1 




- . 1 
l 2. 5 l 
1 2 6 1 
l 2 7 1 
l Zo l 
********************************************************************** 
** 
C A L L S Y S T E M 
** 
** DIESER SERVICE D!EHT ZUR RUECKKEHR ZUM SYSTEM, UM: 
** - E!H ~GMMAHDG ZU LESEH, 
** - E!H SYSTEMKŒMMANDG AUSFUEHREN ZU LASSEH, 
** - D~ S ?2ŒG?AMM ZU STA?.TEN . 
** DIE RUEC~KEHR ZU 'AID' NACH AUSFLlEHRUHG E!HER FUHKTIOH KAHN 
** SGFGRT CKDG LESEH), VERZCTEGERT C?RGGRAMM-STA~T) GDER GAR HICHT 
** ERF0LGEH (HANCHE SYSTEH-KDGSl. 
*+ DER ERSTE AUFRUF VCTH 'AI D' 5ZGL. E!HER STACK-EBEHE ERFCTLGT 















(.';;,r. A5 .H.ù.3EL 
********************************************************************** 
** HEADER - PARAMETER ** 
********************************************************************** ASACS EQU X'24' ALL: FUHCTIGH = CALL SYSTEM 
ASACSRC EQU X'GG' RC: SUBFUHCT!ŒH = READ HEXT COMMAHD 
ASACSE SC EQU x•n~• ESC: SUBFUHCTIGH = EXEC SYSTEM CMD 
AS~CSRSM EQU X'GS' R~H: SUBFU~CT!GH = RESUME 
X!Gô' MAXIMUM SUBFUNCT!GN; 
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- .) 2 






































































ESC: ADDR OF V-FcrRMATED CMD 
MUST BEG!H W!TH 1ST 4 BYTES UHUSED 
CFGLLGWED BY 4 BYTES V-FORMAT AND 
CMD-STRIHG.) LEHGTH GIVEN IH V-FORMAT 
IS WITH0UT 1ST 4 BYTES 
X'OO' RC: . AHZEIGEHEYTE 
X'60' RC: JŒB STEP TERMIHATIO'H DURCHFUEHREH 
ASACSADR+4 
l ********************************************************************** 
1 ** RUECK~EHR - PARAMETER ** 
l ********************************************************************** 
1 ASACSRTH EQU ASARETRH ALL: RETU~H C6DE 
1 ASACSCMD EQU X'OO' ALL: FIEST CHECK, WHETHER ASACSTRM 15 
1 * SET; IF YES, THEH PSEUDO'-RETURN 
1 * FŒR TERM!HATICTH-PRCTCESS!NG AND 
1 * NGTHIHG ELSE. GTHERWISE REGULAR 
1 * RETU~~ FR0M CALL W!TH SUBFUHCTIO'N. 














































! :( J"I 
::>( 
JST 
~ ..-~ L 
!:-:Y 
TPI 




.. , ,., 
"'""" 
~ - ~ ~ ~ 




































X ' G4' 
X'02' 
X'OO' 
X'èO ' X' 7C' 
X'84 ' X'65' 
X!50 ' 
X' 50 ' X'64' 
X' 63' 
X'6C' 
- AUFRLlFE~ !ST HICHT 'AID' 
UHGUELTIGE SUBFUNKTICT~ 
ESC : KGMMAHD~-?UFFER !ST NICHT 
!•. LLGKIE~T 
ESC: K0MMAHDCT-STR!HG !ST HICHT 
WG~T-AUSGE?.ICHTET 
RC: !HTE~RL!PT FŒR AID, IHT-~EY IH 'CSIKY' 
RC: EVEHT FG~ AID, EVEHT-KEY IN 'CSEKY' 
RC: PR0G?.AM GŒT LCTADED W!TH LSD 
RC: MCTDULE GGT L!HKED 
RC: IHDICATG'?. 
RC: INIT. G'F STATIC DATA 
RC: IHIT. Q'F DYH. DATA 
RC: HGH!Tff~ED P?.ffG?.AM DIO RUN SIHCE 
LAST T!fE'S CALL 6F AID 
RC: TERMIHAT!GH-PRGC~SSIHG 
ESC: SYSTEM-KG'HM HDŒ WU~DE HICHT AUSGEFUEHRT 
ESC: JGB STEP TE M!HATIGH GEFCT?.DE?.T 










!ST H!C~T FER DIE BEAREE!TUHG 
DURCH ! Ei·iCL ' ERU.UBT 
IHTER?.L!?T-K Y 
TESTPG'!HT ! TERRU?T 
T~ST MGDE I TER?.U?T 
STXIT IN US R P?.ŒG?.AM 
SVC 9 CTG !D ?) 
SVC H S TAK H PLACE 
n. ~ . 





H av RFLG:-.: 
---:':.!": V 
, .~.HC ERRüR 
PAGE 0032, 
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1 ASACSt,J 0 EQU 
1 . '...S!~CS!·J 4 EQU 
1 AS.û.CS!'! ô EQU 
l 11.s..-,.cs~-1 ~0U 
l !~. 5 .û. ,: ~ ~-~ 4 EQU 
l .ù.S.û.CS ~~ C E~U 
1 .û.SACS:•! EQU 
l .û. 5:\C:i-J E0U 
l P. S _û_ ,: 5 ~·! E0 1J 
l .t.S.û.C ~~-: C E0 1J 
l _ü_ s_:._,::~: ô EQIJ 
l . ,.. . " .... ' 4 E1~U U-., 1\ 1 ...,,, , .. - . .... - .. 
l .ü. 3.û.C ::-! s E0U 
l f,. 5 :1.CS!l C EOU 
l AS .~. CS~·! EQU 
l AS.ü.C S:-: E·~ U 
1 AS .ûJ2 3i·! E•~U 
1 !\ S /~C 3:•! E•J U 
l . ,... '""' ..... y EQU 1.1 ..... u ' ..., ,-.. - .. - - -
1 Vi.û.CSLLK DC 
l ;, 
l * 
1 .ü.S.ô.CSSH DC 




l .L. 5/~CSD.ti.D DC 
l ..-
1 .•:S.û.CSC\JF DC 
l * 
l * 
1 Il 1 * 
• l l ASACSCHC EQU 











, l hSACSQ'RG DC 
4 l .~Si\ CS .0.i-: !:'C 
:) 1 .,\: /1• Cs .i~ C !,_Il_, 
6 l i-. S _ê, CS L Q' C L' • ... 
8 • ASACS~S DC 
9 1 .t'•.s . .:~c: ;-i~-:D ri:: 
0 l t. S .~1• 1: S L ? i·i t: C 
l • C:~ G 






l .l'.S.û.CSTTP !)C 
l .û.S.t!.C S 1:C DC 
1 .P.S.!•.CS:\A L DC 
1 * 
;, 
• ~ l SACSTAL EQU 
l ·J 1 
l l 1 




X' 06 ' 
X'44' 
X'4C' 
X' 0 3' 
X' 04' 





X ' 58 ' X'5C' 
X'GO ! 
X' 0 l ! 
X' 0 2 1 
X' O? ' ASACSIKY 
X' 0 0' 
X'OO' 
AC O) 






P. ( Q ) 















?.. C : 
RC: 
























2. STXIT < S TXIT rn STXIT) 
EXIT, AHD HG' STXIT 51/C BEFG'RE 
EXIT, AHD Hf! !HTERRUPT BEFORE 
ERRCTR IH 5\/C CALL 
!LLEG.I\L S\JC CALL 






!LLEG:~L G'F E?. AT IG'"l CODE 
_û_!)D:-:ESS EP.RQ'R 
1 !:~lï s ,1c 
T EP.:·:D S\IC 
TCP.HJ svc 
LPC!V / LIHK S\JC 
SET GHLY, IF ASACSW7 15 SET 
=C 'CT': LPGV-5\/C 
=C' L' : L IHK-5\IC 
SIJCH, SET G~LY IF ASACSSVC IS SET 
ACSTAT . AID-DATA); \/ALID GHLY IF 
CSS.!H IS SET 
ACDYH. A!D-DATA); \JAL!D ffHLY IF 
CSDIH rs SET 
CSC\/F<O : CSCVF P!JIHTS TG' V-FORMATED 
Ci-:D IH SYSTEM 
CSCVF>=Q: CSC\/F ?O!HTS rcr V-FCTRMATED 
ON DY~AM!C ST6RAGE 
~~7FT~F FU~R 'KGMMAHD!J WURD~ H!CHT 
Œ:nSIH.t..L CG!:E:, • ~ CSIKY =CSTPI 
fRCTGR AM REL ATIVE AD!:?..ESS GF MGDULE 
HŒ Dl.! LE RELATIVE ADD~ESS GF CSECT 
A(E~ !RY IH LGCALISIERUHGSL!STEJ 
A{lS! A-3LQ'C '-: ) 
C S ~ C T - HA!'! E , , .... .t~ C TU .û. L L CT C -~ T I- ~ H 
MŒ!::iLlL-HAME ŒF ACTUAL LGCATIŒH 
Hi•. i·:E Gf i-iŒDl.!LE THAT GGT LffADE!) BY 
HAME GF SVC CSET ŒHLY, If 'ASACSSVC' 
-~ c; ~T 
.!. ::, - t: ' . 
X'OO' RC: TR ACE-TYPE; VAL!D CTNLY IF TRACE IS SET 
~•oo• ?.C: C5 ~DIT IGH-CGeE; SET GHLY WHEH TRACE 
4:\.(Q) ::C: ... i· i:\ Y.!i-iUi·i (!f 4 ADDRESSES Cff ACTICTN-
LISTS MAY BE S?EC!FIED, 1r ASA CSRTH = ASACSIHT Q'?.. = ASACSEVT. 
X'ê-0 ' :-:C: If SET CLEFT:-JGST 3YTE ŒF ABG\IE 
ADDRESS) THE H ACTIŒH-LIST EELG~GS ! • T?. ACE-
rnE?..?.LlPT 
H'O' RC: LENGTH CTF Cf·1D-S!RrnG 
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0 IJ O Q O 4 
0 IJ O O 04 
000013 
000000 
0 000 04 
0 0 (.\ () 03 
OOOIJ IJ S 
OOIJOllJ 
000015 40404040 4 0404040 
00 0 036 
000014 
1433 l ASACSLEH EQU *- ASACSXXX LEHGTHCRET.PARAMS) 
14 4 l 
14 5 l 
l 4 6 1 
::_ 4 7 l 
' 
.. 8 l 
l .. 9 l 
l { , 0 l 
14 l l 
l 4 2 ' 
l 3 l 
l ' l 










































C L C1 5 E D U M P F I L E 
MIT D!ESEM SERVICE KAHN EIH VffRHER MIT !GPEH DUMPFILE' AHGE-








G:=:G A5.HA 5E L 
********************************************************************** 
** HEADE~ - PARA~ETER ** 
********************************************************************** AS~CD EQ U X'25' FUNCTICTH = CLCTSE DUMPFILE 
AS ~C~SGL EQU X'OO' SUBFUHCTIGH = CLCTSE l SIHGLE FILE 
ASA~DA LL E~U X'0 4 ' SUBFU HC TI GH = CLCTSE ALL FILES 
:,: ' 04' MAX I MUM SUSF UHCT! GH Y 
********************************************************************** 
* • AUF~U F - PAR AMETE~ ** 
*j********************* *********************************************** 
ASACDLNY DC X' OO ' SGL: LINK~ ŒF DUMPFI LE TG 3E CLGSED 
********************************************************************** 
RU ECKK EHR - PAR AM ETER ** 
****************•***************************************************** 
ASACD~ TH EQ U AS ARETRH RLl ECKK EH 2CG DE 
ASAC[J~ EQU X' GO' ALL : DATE ! ~U2 DE GESCHLGSSEH 
ASAC[F E c~u X'04 ' ALL: F6~MA LER FEHL ER: 
- UNGUEL T!GE SLl SFU HK TIGH 
.i\S.t,J~ !)HS EQU X' Oê ' 
X'OC ' 
X' l Œ' 
ALL: DATE! ~GN~TE H!C HT GE SCH LCTSSEH WERDEH 
i•:_:,_ c:::•!L EQU 
_.-,.:.ll.C~FNcr E1~u 
ALL: UNGUELTIGE L!H~HUMMER 
SG L: rATE! ~A~ H!CHT 0FFEH 
ox 
CL54 ' ' SGL: HAME CT F FILE 





C L r5 5 E cr U T P U T F I L E ** 
** 
++ DIESER SERVICE DI EHT ZU M EXPL! Z!TE H SCHL IESSEH EIHER AUSGABE- ** 
** DAT E!. ** 
** ** . 
************************************************ ********************** \ C'RG ASA LABE L 
PAGE 0034 
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l l: & () 
1~=- 1 
1482 

























** HEADER - PARAMETER ** 
********************************************************************** 
ASAC L EQU X'2C' ALL: FCT =CLOSE CTUTPUTFILE 
ASACLŒF EQU X'OO ' GF: SUBFUHCT!GH = CLCTSE GUTPUT-F!LE 
ASACLMAX EQU X'DO' MAXIMUM SUBFUHCT!CTH @ 
********************************************************************** 
** AUFRUF - PARAMETER ** 
********************************************************************** 
ASACLLNi rc X'GO' ALL: LINKHUMMER DER AUSGABEDATEI 
1 
1 ************i********************************************************* 
1 ** RUECKKEHR - PARA HETER ** 
l ********************************************************************** 
l ASACLRTN EQU ASARETRN ALL: RETURH CGDE 
l ASACLGK EQU X'OC' ALL : DATE! WURDE GESCHLGSSEH 
1 ASAC LFE E0U X'04' ALL: FGRHALER FEHLER: 
1 * - AUF RUFER !ST HICHT 'AID' 
1 * 
l ASAC L!LK EQ'J 
l AS:;_C LCHC EQU 




- UHGUELT!GE SUBFUH~TIGH 
ALL: UHGUELTIGE LIHK HUMM ER 
ALL: DATE! KG'HHT~ H!CHT GESCHLŒSSEH WERDEN 
ALL: DATE! WA~ N!CHT GFFEH 
1497 1 ASACLXXX DS 
1498 1 ASACL~IL DC 
1499 1 ASACLLEN EQU 
ox 
CL54'FILE' ALL: DATE!NAME 













1.::, 1 2 
1513 
1:,14-















S E T 5 !,J I T C H 
DURCH AUFRUF DIESER FUNKTiffH KCTEHHEN GLOBALE VffRE!NSTELLUHGEH 
IN 'AIDSYS' GEAEHDERT WE~DEH. 







_ ** - EIH/AUSGABE UE BER 'SYSCTUT' ** 
1 H · - '.~.!D' :: ŒLD (HGCH HICHT UH TERSTUETZT> ** 
1 ** ******************************************************************** 
l 
1 *•**l·***************************************************************** 
1 ** HEADER - PARAi-iETER ** 
l ********************************************************************** 
, .i.S.ô.CCT E0U X'30 ' HL: FUHCTIG'H = SET Si.JITCH 
l ASACŒIH EQU X' QO ' IN: SUBFUHCTIGH =SW !TCH TO CCTNSCTLE-I/0 
1 ASACŒŒUT E0U X'D4' GUT : SUBFUHCTIŒH =SWITCH TCT SYSŒUT 
! ASACŒŒL D ~QU X'05' CTLD : SUSFUHCT!GH =SWITCH TG AID=ŒLD 
l * (H0T YET SUPPCTRTED) 
1519 • ********************************************************************** 
152 0 l ** AUFRUF - PARAHETER ** 
PAGE 0035 
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0 !l O O !l 0 
000004 
!) 0 (\ (\ l'ê-





1521 l ********************************************************************** 
1.522 1 * 





..... ,.. .... 









..... ... ..., 
l. '2::: I 
l 5 3 3 




l :, lf <t 
15~5 
15 ~6 
, :; ~' 
1545 
15~9 
...... - .... 











** RUECKKEHR - PARAMETER ** 
********************************************************************** ASACGRTN EQU "ASARETRH ALL: ~ETURH CODE 
ASACŒ CT K EQU X'OO' ALL: REQUEST HCTHCTRED 
ASAC G:=E EQU X'!l4' 1'...LL: FC:Ri-1 .û.LE~ FEHLER: 
* - AUF~UFER !ST HICHT 'AID' 
* - UNGUELT!GE SUBFUNKT!GN 
_t,_SACIJP:>..1/ EQU X'08' H!: CALLE?.. !5 HCTT TSCTS 
1 *********************************************************************** 
1 ** ** 
l ** S A V E 5 Y S T E M T A B L E 5 ** 
l ** 
1 ** 





** 1 ** 
1 ** ** 
~********************************************************************** l 
1 CT~G ASA LABEL 
l ***********-Ir*********************************************************** 
1 ** ~EADER - !HFGRMATICTH ** 
l *********~************************************************************* 
1 ASA SV EQU X'34' ALL: FUHCT!ON = SAVE SYSTEMTABLES 
1 ASASV SAV EQU X'OD' SAV: SUBFUNCT: SAV E SYSTAELES FCTR SPEC.TASK 
l ASASV USV EQLl X'D4 ' USV : SUBFUHCT: UHSAVE SYSTABLES F.SPEC.TASK 
• AS ASVUSA E0Ll X 'DS' USA: SU3FU~CT: UHSAVE SY5TA3L E5 F.ALL TASKS 
l :"i.SAS\·ï·i :"..A t: ·.; L: :-:'ûô' i·i .~.XIt·1LJj,j su~rur-:CTiûH 
15 5 1 l y;•******;*********************************y************************* * 
1~5 2 l Y* ALlFRUF - PARAMETER ** 
1553 1 ********* +**y****** *************************************************** 
1554 ! ASASVTSN DC 




.HL : !TN 
;+**************************-Ir***************************************** 
** RLlEC KKEHR - ?ARAMETER ** 
y+y*************************-lr***************************************** 
ASA SVRTN ~QU ASARETRH 
_:,_ 3_,\~\i 5':( ...... ,., x~ ~D' ?.EnL' ST HCTH!3'UR!:D 
A5A SVF~ EQU X '04' 
* 
* 
* ASASVŒ~T EQU X'OS' 
5/1.1_// 
SAVI 
FGRM LER FE:-!LE~: 
- IL EGAL 5UBFUHCTiffN 
- 2 YTE ITt-i 
- NE THER TSN HŒR !TH GIVEH 
FGR WH TASK FU~CT!ŒH NCTT EXECUTED 
PAGE 0036 
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00 (.)1) 14 
000018 
90 0!.' lC 
0 0û0 2 0 








ADDR2 STMNT M 
1566 
1 .5 6 7 
1 56 8 
15 6 9 
! 57 0 
157 1 
1572 
1 . .. , " 
1 ~7~ 
, r~r 
- ::) J j 




















1 'ASA SV MEM EQU X' OC' 
l AS.û.S'.1H5 \/ EQU X'lQ' 
1 AS .:.a.S\JHA P E0U X' 14 ' 
s V: 
u \I : 
s V: 
15:36:23 
Hcr MEMO'RY AVAILABLE FO'R SAVE 
HCTTHIHG SAVED FCTR THIS TASK 
HCTT ALL PCBS A~E SAVED 
84-12-13 PAGE 0037 
l AS/~SV CAH EQ:J X' 18' A L : FUHCT!CTH HGT AV A!L ABLE FCTR SO'ME DAYS l f 
THIS ~C CAH CTHLY BE ACT!VATED BY REPS 
FLl HC TI ŒH CALLED BY TCTCT MAHY TASKS . 
TSN/ IT H DCTE5 HûT EXI ST 
l 
* l .:~ S.û. S ;_;Hr,!.::: E0:.J 
1 . ' ... ,... . ' -- . ' .- EQU A~ .u. : '.' ! ~:--
l _:,,_ S !\ S \.: ~ T T EQ:_,; 
l 
* 
l ASA SIJ? BH DC 
l 
* 
l .t..S AS\IL E!-i EQ U 
>'. ' l C' 5 _q1 : 
!\SA5ETHF SAV/U SV : 
X' 24 ' SAV/U 5\I : 
H' 0' 
* - ASASER\IE 
AH1T~E~ TA S~S !S EXECUT!HG 
TH! S FUHC T! GH. TR Y !T LATER . 
AHZAHL DER GESAVTEN PCB'S. HUR DAHH 






G E T D A T E 





l ** ** 
l *~******************************************************************** 
• ŒRG AS A LA BEL 
' ********************************************************************** 
l ** H~ ADEP. - ? ARAMETE?. ** 
1 *~*****************i************************************************** 
1 ASA GD EQU X'38 ' .FUS CTI CT H = GET DATE 
l * ES GIET KEI HE SUBF~HCT!CTHS 
X ' !.' O' 
1 * ***y****** *************************** ******************************** 
1 ** AUF~U F - ? ARA~ETER ** 
, *k* ******Y******** *-;•*********** i ******** ********************* ********* 
l + 
l * K E I H E 
.:. .,.. 
********************************************************************** 
** RU ECK KE HR - ? A~AM ETE~ ** 
*******************************~************************************** 
l-. S :\ S D ~ T H E ': : ... 1 
. ,.. . ,.. ... -- .... 
Il -. r \ 1 -.1 , ,- .-






X ' 'JO ' 
X ' O~ ' 
ox 
ALL : ~ETURN- CCT DE 
_.-,_ L L : Al. LE 5 G" K 
ML L' FGRHAL E2 FEHLER 
- SUE FUHCT ! ŒH UHGLE!CH X'OO' 
DA TUM !ST IN ZE!C HEH DAR STELLUHG IN DER FORM : 
INTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 






' ;.. ' -
.!. - .!. .) l 
16! 4 l 
000014 F8Fl61FlF161F2FO ' , l ~ ! C - :1 l 
l 6 l 
l 7 l 
l 5 l 










000020 FlF3F5F4FOFl l 4 1 
l 5 l 
l 6 l 
l 7 l 
l 5 l 
l ? l 
000026 FOFOFOF1F4F2 ' (1 ' 
000018 l l l 
l 2 1 
1 3 1 
1 4 l 
-
., l 
' 6 ' 
l 7 1 
l ô l 
l c; l 
l '.} l 
l l l 












l ') l 
000000 l 0 l 
l l l 






























YY /MM/TT!! IB 
1-!ffBEI: yy = JAHR 
MM = MC'HAT 
TT = T.ô.G 
III = JLIL!ANISCHES DATUM 
B = EL .,\ ~K 
CL12'8l/ll/20321 ' TAGESDATUM 
DIE TAGESZEIT IST IN ZE!CHEHDAR5TELLUNG IH F~LGENDER 
FCTRM GEGEBÉH: 
HHMMSS 
1•!03EI: HH = S TUrE)E 
= i·1IHIJTE 
CL6'1354Ql' T/\GESZEIT 
DIE VERBRAUCHTE C?U-ZEIT WIRD IN ZEICHENDARSTELLUNG 









H ·A R D l.J A R E I H F a R M A T I cr N 
** -----------------------------------------
** DIESER SERVICE IST HUR FUER SLEDF!LE-ZUGF.IFFE REALISIERT. 
** LIEFERT SELEKTIERTE HARrWARE-I~FŒRMATIGH ZURUECK: 
** - AUDIT ADRESS REGISTE2 
*• - ALLE CPU - LGGŒIJT - ~EGISTER 













HEADER - PARAHET~~ ** 
*k**************~***************************************************** 
ASAHW EQU X'3C' FUNKTICTN = HARDWARE-IHFGRMATiffH 
* j · 
_,:._ SAHl·!MAX EQU X'OO' 
ES GIST KEINE SUBFUHKTICTNEH. DAS FELD 
'55FCT! MLlSS GLEICH X'DO' SEIH. 
~ŒECHSTE SUSF UHKTIŒHSH UMME~ 
********************************************************************** 
** AUFRUF - PARAMETER ** 
*******************************y~*****************-~******************* 
ASAHWLHK DC X'OO' SLEDFILEY 
PAGE 0038 
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16 6 () 
1661 
1662 




























































** RUECKKEHR - PARAMETER ** 
********************************************************************** ASAHW?.TH EQU ASARET~H 
ASAHWGK EQU X'00' 
ASAHWF E EQU X'04' 
* 








ALLES CJK; SERVICE AUSGEFUEHRT 
FG'RMALER FEHLER: 
- UHGUELTIGE SUBFUNKTIŒN 
- LIN!<~> X'D7' 
AHGEGEBENE DUM?DATE! WURDE HCJCH NICHT 
UEBE?. DEH G'?EH-SERVICE AHGEMELDET 
DUM?DATEI !ST KEIHE SLED-DATEI 
DUHP WU?.DE AUF FUJITSU-AHLAGE GEZCJGEH 
!HFG?.MATIGH KGHHTE HICHT ERZEUGT WERDEN 
l .G.5Af·fr!XXX DS 
l /•. 5 .û. H!-L4 /, 0 DC 
l .u. s;~r.:,!.i\.ù. l I:C 
, AS_1\~!-: .~.~-2 r:,C 
1 .ü. S.•··.~~.;_,; .:1• 3 r, C 
l AS.!-.Hl·:C?. Q DC 




P. ( 0) 
A(O) 
A ( D ) 
ACO) 
CPU-0-AUDIT-AD?.ESS - REG!STER 
CPU-1-AUD!T-ADRESS-REGISTER 







! GC-1-LGSGUT-?.EGI STE?. 
!GC-2-LGSGUT-REGIST=R 
IGC-3-LGGŒUT~P.EGIST~2 
I vC -4-LG GŒU T-REG!STEP. 
!Q C- 5-LGG GU T-REGISTEP. 
IQC-6-LGGGUT-REG!STE?. 
!QC-7-LGGGUT-REGI5TER 
LAEHG E DE?. ?.ETLl?.H-?A?.AMETER 
l .b.SAr.:·!C?.2 !::I•:: 
l .G.Sid-E·! C~ 3 DC 
l .â.SA!""E•!I?..O DC 
A ( 0) 
AC O) 
A ( Q) 
! .~S.û.H~·!I?l DC 
l .~5 .û.!"E·!I:=:2 L'C 
l _t,_SAr.!•!I~ 3 I:C 

























t,; t:.~ 1.i! :=;..; 
.. ..- . .. ···- -· · 
A ( (l > 
A ( 0) 






D A T A T R A H 5 P cr R T ** 
** 
** DIESER SERVICE TRAHSPGRTIERT ZUSAMMEHHAEHGEHDE SPEICHERBEREICHE ** 
** VCTH EIHER AUSGAHGS-ADRESSE AUF E!HE ZIEL-ADRESSE. ** 
********************************************************************** G'.?.G .4SALABEL 
********************************************************************** 
** HE ADE?. - PARAMETER ** 
********************************************************************** 
ASAMC EQU X'40' FUHCTIŒH =DATA MANIPULAT!ŒN 
X' Q Q' 
)CC:O ' 
SUSFUHCT!CTH = MG'VE DATA 
MAX. H Œ~ SUEFUHCT!GN 
********************************************************************** 
** AUFRUF - PARAMETE ~ ** 
*~****************·~*************************************************** 
PAGE 0039 
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00002A 0 ~· 0 0 

























0 0 0 C· 2~ 
['00 r<~~ 
û 000ZC 
() Q ~· Q 3 ') 
()() 0 034 
OOOC4ê 
0 ,JO C .;s 
OCOCQQ 
00()00() 











1 ASAMCSRC D5 
l ASAMCSAD DC 
l * 
1 ASAi-iCSTS DC 
l .ta.S .t..:-1 CSP ;! DC 
l ASA:-:csPA DC 
.!. .û.5.ô.i·!C SIT DC 
! .4SA!'!csr•~ r,c 
_ .û.S.:1.!·!CS I H ë 0 U 
l ,\:: .t:. :-: ,: 3 ! \_, E(• U 
l /.1.: .L~!·! CSF-V !:r. iJ 
1 _,;_:./1.:· i•:SPH EQü 
l .45i'. i·1CS :::- T EQU 
l AS.1\: -:CS T? :: QU 
l .. ,\S.L~!-ïCSCQ !:•) iJ 
l .t.3.L·. !·! CS~2 L·C 
1 .,\: ~-!·'. C 5 ~: y I Il 
, /\ 3.û.!•!CS~! CT f{", LJ 
• _,\ 3A!·i ,:s:=-: ~~u 
l _û_ S .1\!·i 1: S p C 
l . ,. ... ,... ,. ....... I ..... ... . ....... r-1•1 . - . ....... - . '. 
EC! U 
EQU 
E ".: '..! 
l h S.i'~>: •:S~E ~·~ U 
1 .û.S /·.:-1,:SP L E·~i_l 
1 _,'.,_ 3 .ü.i-~ C Si·: ~ 
l h St.:'·!·: S ': ?. 
. .. . . ....... - ',. 
1 .°. ~ -''.: ·: ·_:) J ! 
1 .•\S .u.:-; •:: Sï S 
l /~5.'1.:·· iCS f= •: 
E C: :__: 
E~ :__: 
Ei~I_I 
, / 1.Shi·'.CSSC E·':i'....i 
l .,. 
. - ' .. ,... - . . . . ,- ...., ' ' 
1 o - . , . , .. , -.,, ., • r , "1 






DEF . OF SGURCE CS) 
OF 
AC0) CH 
AC O) CH 
ACQ) CH 
A(D) CH 





# GF BYTES TG PRC!'CESS 
START ŒF SGURCEPARAMS 
ADDR C!'F S; IF 'ASAMCSKY'='ASAMCSPL' 
T~EH ADrRESS CTF SUFFER CWORD-ALIGNED) 
TSH ffF Si ACO) = D=FAULTTASK 
~ GF FAM PAGE, !~ ACCESS TO DUMPFILE 
REL. ADDRESS W!THIH l MS RANGE 
ITN OF S; X'OODO' = DEFAULT-TASK 
DSECT -RELATIVE ADDRE55 IF MCSST 15 SET 
L!H !( i-i .~.1-1E f.F DUM?FILE, IF MCSDT SET 
FL fa.GEYT:: F6'R S 
P.SATSN CH HI CH T \/E~~•J:: :~ DEi 
P.S !~.!·!CS TV+ASAM CSTN HI CHT \/;:::: :,: ;::..:f'i~T 




X' 0 l' 





X' ê- ' }: ' C' 






X' 4 ' X' n ! 
=-X' C ' 
X' 0 ' 
X' ~ ' 
Mcs=ë & MCSF A AR E VAL!D 
'HCSAD' !ST RE ALE ADRESSE 
RE ~D IN DU MPED TASK, ID I IH 
T~ AN SFŒRH TESTPG!HTS !H S 
CHECK 3!T, HG VALIDAT!GH FGR S 
FLAG3YTE 2; ~GT YET USED 
!~ JI CAT CTR FCTR ~EYWGRDS/REG!STERS 
HŒ tEY!·!Q' ?.D 
REG!STER, SEE MCSHR FŒR HUMBER 
C·} Hr-ITIG'N CG !:1 E 
p;;, Q'G ~ .. ~r·! ccru:~ïE~ 
? ~: G G ~ /d·1 !·! .û. S :( 
?~• CE SS CCTHTRGL BL1CKïSEE MCPHR 
I~T- FL/1.·J ~=G!STER 
! ~T. ~ASK REG !STER 
!NT. STA TUS REG ISTER 
JŒ2 CGHTRGL 5LGCK 
JOB TG 5= FR•C=55ED BLCTCK 
TASK CCTHTRŒL BLCTCK 






' 4 1 
. LIMIT # FGR TAS~-DE?E HDAH D KEYS 
EXECUTIVE VECTŒR TABLE 
SFE!CH=2-KLAS~E; G!B !H 'MCSPH' 
) '. ! 
)'.' 
X' 
" 1 ,, 
X 
ê 1 
& ' () 1 
G ' 
DIE S?E! CH ER KLA SSE AN 
FLŒAT!~G - PŒI~T-R EG!STERS 
.. ,.., r"" • • ~ .. , 
1· •" > -:-:· u ; ~~ ! 
!HD CA! •~ F0 ~ SYST.TAB LE SYMB1LS 
,, . . , Yt·i.3ŒL 
. MC SST HGLDS A ~ r 
ECT CX'QO'-X'F F' ) EHi!F!CAT!~~H FŒR THE PAREHT-GF THE SYST E~-TAE LE - SYM3CTL 
QU ESTIG'H. 
0' !': :-< '.'!'_!!''. ! -
D r- T ŒF l~ 
S i·i O'L. D E 
!·:2E?. G'F ?1\ REi-H-
-!HDE~EHDAHD STS-
5 ~U ST BE SŒ~TED 
. ,(, - '.J...:,1/,, ), , ·• 
', .. ,,,..~v, -· • ',1:S 
•,• .''1••!f,"'i!•v. · 
~;j, 
. ~- -· 
PAGE 0040 
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1 .~. SA!':CSSX EQU 
l l•.SAF·:CS?.H DC 
l .t~Sld·!CS.ô.R EQU 
• r • • •..,.,.. r- • • 
1 f', :: .u.!•:• ... : .; :"'!. l •1 
X' 1B' 
X' 0 0' 
X'lO' 
X' 0 0' 
IN A WAY THAT ALL 
PEHDAHD TABLES HAV 
BERS, WHILE ALL TA 






MAX. ALLGWED IDEHTIFICATiffHI 
0-15: HP. GF REGISTER 
.t..LL ?.EGISTE?.5 
0 : USER Gi•. 1JE NG' INDEX 
N : - H-TE?. STACK 
17:~ ~ * F.û.LLS 'r-:,::5:-:y• = '!·1CSSC', DAt-H! MUSS 






-, - <. 




l f,. S.i•. i-iC:: C2 
, !\S/d·i ·:S C3 
l .'\: ,û_!·i 1: 3 C 5 




,.... ,.... ,, 
c•~u 










SPE!CHE?. -KLASSE 5 
SPEICHE2-KLASSE 6 






































3/1.!•:CD .~.D DC 
!·!C~TS [•C 
!·iC C1 ? !! !:1C 





i·iC!:•TP E0 1J 
1• 11 ••• , 1 E: 0 1J 
r·!•: I.'· P !1 ~ ,:,u 
. .. •• r" \1 ::,-:: u 
:-! C :, T \: E •": 1J 
~· ..: •_1 
r . :; 
. . ::-~: y ~·'-
.. !:·h ~ !:QIJ 
•·· !t:: E·}U 
.. ~,,:c E0 U 
l'! , . .... '"' 
. . :: i·i2 
E·~IJ 










0 !\l·iC STH 
A A:·iCS TP 
A .ü.:•lCS!H 
/• .ü.:•1CSPH 
A Ai-i CSPV 
" .'\:·iC:: TV 
;. . .û.i-1C5 TI 
>: Q Q ! 
.. , .... ,.., 
1..1 U ., ..... 1'1 
() 
:,: 0 1 
u i·l CS!--10' 
,, :·lCSR 













BEGIHN!HG CJF DESTINAT!G'H PARAMS 
ADD?. GF Di HILL NGT BE REGARDED, IF 
MCDKY GR MCDST IS SET 
TSN 0F D; A(G) = DEF AU LT-TASK 
f CTF ?AH PAGE IF ACCESS TG DUMP FILE 
REL. ADD?.E55 WITHI~ l MB RA~GE 
!TH 5F D; X'ûQOD' = DEFAULT - TASK 
DSECT-P.ELATI\/E ADD?.ESS, Ir ViCDST SET 
LI N~N~HSER CTF DLli-iPFILE, IF MCDDT SET 
FL .ü.G i3YTE FCT?. D 
CHECK S!T, NG VALIDATIGH FffR !) 
T?.AHSFQ?.H TESTPŒIHTS IH D 
READ !N DUH?ED TASK, ID Y IH 'MCDIT' 
'HCD D' IST REALE ADRES SE 
MCDP & MCDP.û. ARE VALID 
1-iICr. \IE?.:·JENDET 
FL :'·.G YTE 2 
T~ ~~ E ?.E .û.D -ŒNLY-PRGTECTiffN 
!°i.L!G HE~T 
1 Nit, ATG~ FG'i=: KEYtjlG'RDS/~EGISTERS 
P. EGI TE?., ~ M".:DNR FG'~ HUMBER 
CGH[· T!'3N .--: !: 
PP.C:G A:'i CG' N ER 
PR Q'G .td·i !·~A .. 
~?.ŒC 55 CŒ , CTL LCTCK;SEE MCPHR 
!NT . FLi,.G - IST ?. 
IHT. i·i/•. S~: _ IST R 
PAGE 0041 
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OO G0 40 
00 004ô 
000043 















CO O O 3 0 
û 0 GO 34 
000033 
OGGG3C 













l ôl 2 





l ô l 7 
l n, n 
- c- ! C, 
] n, n 





_ o 3 






' 18 8 
l -
- 0 9 










- C 7 





1 3 2 
18 ' 1 n 
- c- 4 
l ô 5 
1 -




' ~ 0 
l & 1 











1 /l.SAMCDSR EQU ASAMCSSR IHT. ST A TUS REGISTE~ 
l A 5 .". :·iCDJ C EQU ASAMCSJC JŒB CG'HTROL BL!JCK 
l A SA:·iCDJT EQU ASAMCSJT J O'B ra BE PRG'CESSED BLO'CK 
1 fl.SAM•:DTB EQU ASAMCSTB TASK COï-HRGL BLôCK 
1 .6.Sid·lCDXIJ EQ!J AS.û.:·lCSXV EXECUTIVE VE CTGR TABLE 
l AS _i,_j·iC !!GR EQU .l, S P. Vi C 5 GR FLGATIHG-PCTIHT-REGISTERS 
l ,\ S .'\!·!C !:·!·r.< EQU AS.ô.MC SMX i-î .~.x. !! GF KEY 
l .û. S f.:·iC DST L'C X' 0 0' trnICP.TG'R FCT R SYST . TABLE SYMB~LS 
l A3 .o.:-!CD!1 S ~ •:•u 0 HG SYMSGL 
l .11.: /~!·! 1C ~? H D•: X' 0 0' 0-15: .. p N . • rJF REGIS TE~ 
' 
i•. S .~. i·iC i:i:\ R :: QU '16 .û.LL R::GIST::RS 
l .û.3 .~-~·iCI:?H 
- ~ >'. 1 0 0 t 0 CL..:R?. ~H! ST.4CK 
l 
* 
ri : - r.- J !:.!""'. ~r-~ r - !) 
1 ********************************************************************** 
1 ** RUECKKEHR - PARAMETER ** 
1 ********************************************************************** 
1 ASAMCR TH EQU ASARETRH RETURN PAR.û. M 
1 ASAMCCT~ EQU X'DO' AL L G.K.; BUT S::E ASAMCFB 
1 ASAHCfE EQU X'04' FŒ?.i-îA L::R FE HL ER : 
l * - SU3FUHKTICTH UHGLEICH X'OO' 
l * LAEHGE = X 'OOOO', ABER KEIN 
1 * KEYWQP D GEGEBEH 




l AS.âMCI/ EQU 
l AS/1.MCD Tl EQU 
l i-.Siii-iCDT2 EQU 
1 .û. 5.ld·iC IT l EQ U 
1 
.~.S_.'.d-;cn 2 ::0U 
, .û.S_i'.i_!'!CPH l ::~U 
1 * 
l .t..S!\MC?!--! 2 E0U 
l ASA:-1C3Dl EQ!J 
l .t'~S/d·!C3D2 · E1~U 
1 _;._3_~_;-:c rs1 ~Qu 
1 /•.S.û. !·: CTS 2 =î:U 
, .û.:id·iCTKl E~ !J 
• ;~ S.~.!-i C i~:2 =~:J 
. ,.. ' ........... , , .. 
1 tJ ..... U "Il .- ,... 1 
.. - .... -.. . -
l .ii.S.'~:-; ,:?~2 
1 
l * 
l .4 S .i1.i·iC CM ;:: () ' 1 - ,u 
l * 
EQU 
l * 1 .û. 5Af·iCCi·1CT EQIJ 
1 * 
l .û.S!\:·1CSCH EQU 











X' 2C ' 
X' 3 0' 
X' 34' 








- UHGU::LTIGE KEY~ 
- SCH?.EIEEH IH T~ACETABLE 
UHGU::LïI G::S REGISTER 
ER~Œ?. IN 5 AHD/Œ2 D, SEE MCSER & MCDER 
DLl MP DATEI EXISTI ::RT HICHT 
H I Cr. T \/ c R !·::: ri DE i 
ITH IH 5 HGT fGUHD 
ITN I H D H0T fŒUHD 
IHD!CATED STACK HGT FGUHD IH 5 
!HDICATED STACK NrJT FGUHD IN D 
SGURCE 5ŒU~DA?.I ES VICTLATED 
D - 30!JHDAR!ES V!ffLAT::D 
TSH IN S HGT fCTUHD 
TSH IH D ~GT FGU~D 
NCT TASK SP::CIFIED fCTR 5 
HCT TASK S?E CIFIED FŒR D 
ZUG2 I~f UE~=~ EI~E REAL E 
. .. AD RESS E !Sf HICHT MCT EGLICH 
HG CL ASS4 H ~02Y AVAI LA5LE; ACCESS 
YQiJ !·i.ê. Y ~~T 
.~CC.::5 5 Of D 
FGF:E!S~ T.i\5 
D?.::5 5 IMPCTSSIBLE 
ZWISCHEH 2 FREMDEN TASKS 
L.••.U 3T 
ACC ES S::S SAM E PA~E 
Y L.û.TER 
FFE~EHT SEGMENTS CTF 
5 HŒT .t..LLŒ!·J ED 
FGN .~. !:·D sr C 
SPECirI DT 3 
HGT /1.CC SSA L 
CAHHCTT EE CCE SS ED 
E DGES HGT XIST 0~ 
GR !~CTT S.~V D 
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0 0 0 06 4 
















0 0 Q Q 20 
0 o o O i() 




0 0 !l 02!) 
COOQle 
Q Q Q Q 0 
00!)00 










l ô ô 










.!. c- 6 
15 ' 
lê 

















* i ASAM CHYI 








.û. S:\ i·iC:·:CH 
' * l .i'~S.ô.f·:C?L 
l AS.1•.i·!CXXX 
l • ,.. . .. , ,... r-.-. J.1..., l••••1 ,- r'\ . - ... . ..... ' -
1 .L. S /·.!·:CL/.-. 
l 
* l 




l ASAi-!CH C2 
1 * 



















1 .~.5/..MCQUL EQIJ 
l ASAMCCC DC 
:!. i1.S.~.MCEQ E0U 
, _:~s.,\:·!CL T EQU 
l .û.S/0.:·:CGT E01J 
l .4 5 _êJ•1C =?. ~ DS 
1 /\S.t·. t-:cs::~ r,c 
l .û. S.,\ ~·iC S~ .~ 
1 ...... -. ... ,_ .... .u.: .'·'.!' !'- ::-•..:= 
' * 
• ,\ S /,_:.:c S;,,; E i: Q1.! 
1 





l -".: .,:•.!·iC D~ E E0 !_1 
1 y 
















X' l 0' 
X'Oô' 
ASAUQUAL 








>'.' 2::J ' 
>:' l O' 
X' 0 l' 
X' e 2' 
>:' C Q' 
•0. S :\i-1 C S HA 
_.:. S.ë.i-iCSCTB 
. 1.s.~!·lCSNE 
A SAf·1 CSD? 
,.. i-iCS?R 
0 !·1CSPG 
A .; ' 
15:36:23 84-12-13 
ILLEGAL WRITE-ACCESS T~ READ-~HLY 
PAGE 
FUHCTIOH HOT YET IM?LEMEHTED 
ALLGCAT!GH ERRŒR IH SID 
HG i-iEMCTRY FŒR TRACETABLE 
FCB REQUESTED WITHGUT SPECIFYIHG 
L HIK-HAl·lE 
F!LE W!TH SPEC!FIED LIHKHAME HOT 
G?EH CFC3 ?.EQIJESTED) 
AHGEGESE~E S?E!CHE~KLASSE 
i-1AX ! HUM VALUE GF RETURH-CffDE 
Fli1GEYTE 
GIV EH LEHGTH VICTLATED 5- BR D-
3GU ~DA 2!ES; LEHGTH HAS BEEH 
ADJUSTED />.CCûRDir.GLY 
HG L::~GTH GI\/E~; IHFCTRi-i GNLY 
SEE MCSAD, MCD AD , MCLGH FGR RETURH 
TQCT HA;,,;Y EHT?.!ES IN SAVEMGVE; 
D CCTULD HGT EE SAVED 
NG HEHŒ2Y FG?. CŒPY OF D; 
D CGULD HGT BE SAVED 
HGVE !HTG/GIJT 6~ FGRE!GH TASK 
VIOLATES =EGMEHT-EŒUHD.û.~ Y; OHLY 
'HCTHP' 3YTES MJVED; RE?EAT 
UEEE?. QLlA L!FIZIE?.TE E!HGAEE 
CŒHDITIŒH CCTDE, OiGT YET IMPLEMEHTED) 
S = D ) USEFUL AS MASK 
~ < D > fG~ A ~X GH ABC 
5 > D G?. ABC?. 
~ ~OR FLAGBYTE FëR SOURCE 
~ GE HGT DUMPED, CGULD HCTT BE ACCESSED 
0 GE HGT DUMPED, HGT WITH!N 
L i·1 !TS ŒF DUf·i ? 
? GE NGT ALLGCATED 
";.:;, P?.!l_l!L::GE TGQ' SMALL, 
:: TP?.IV T'JrJ 5i·i .ti.LL 
T ST??.!V !H AHY CASE TCTCT SMALL 
c ~~ ?. FL.û.G3YTE FŒ?. D 
P Gi: HCTT DLlHPED, CGULD HCTT BE ACCESSED 
P GE HŒT DLlM?ED, HŒT WITH!N 
L !·!ITS G'F I)LJt·:~ 
? ~c HGT AL LGCA TED 
D H? PRIVILEGE TŒG SMALL, 
.- G:: N0' T !)U!·:? ::D 
' ~ T ~!V TCTG ~~AL 
T -· ~IV!~ AHY C SE rcrcr SMALL 
,, • .:. 1 Ii~Tû DU i·:P-F 1 ,-
PAGE 0043 
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FLAG LO'CTH O'BJECT CODE ADDRl ADDR2 STMHT M 
oooosc 00000000 1 2 
0 0 0 OSE 1 3 
OOOOSE 0000 l 4 
l 5 
1 6 




000062 00 ' 9 
000063 00 l 0 
0 Q O O 6 4 0 0 0 0 
' ' 
00 1)065 OQIJO OOOO 
' 
? 
















000044 l ., 





000014 0000 l l 
l 2 
000016 C3D9C9E3C5D9C9Cl l 3 
000020 00000000 l 
000024 0 0 0 0 l ~ 





000013 l " 
000000 l ' 
000000 l 2 








000008 l 0 
OOOOQC l 1 





















































ASAMC5YT DC AC0) AHZAHL DER BEARBEITETEH BYTES 
CT~G ASAMCBYT+2 
ASAMCTH? DC H'0i ~ CTF TILL HGW PRGCESSED BYTES 
* D!ESES FELD !ST HÜR HCTCH AVS 
* KCTH?AT!B!LITAETSG~VEHDEH DA. 
ASAMC553 DC X'OO' ST ATVS GF FLAGGED EYTES FCT~ S 
ASAMCDS3 DC X'OO' STATUS CTF FLAGGED BYTES FCTR D 
ASAMCTY? DC X'OO' TASK -TYPE (~~~ TCE) 
ASAMCP~D ne X'OO' PEH0-TYPE (~EE TCE) 
.~.'3/: !·!•:Q I:C t-:!IJ' QUE~ E: H 
!\3 .~:i·: •:TC3 L'C P.CG) A( TC5) 
~5~MCLEH EQU *-ASAMCXXX LE HG!HCR ET.P A~AMS) 
+~ ~*~**~*~+*******~***************+*~********************************* 
** ** 
ZUGP..!FF A U F A ! D - T E X T D A T E ! ** 
** ------------------------------------------------- ** 
++ ZLlGR!FF AUF VGM AUFRUFE~ AHGEGEBEHE DATE! UEBER E!HEH !SAM- ** 
** 5.t..TZSCHLUESSEL. ** 
** ** 
****~***************************************************************** 
GRG AS.HAB EL 
********************************************************************** 
** HEADER - IHFCTRMAT!CTH ** 
********************************************************************** 
ASAHP EQLl X'44' FUHCTIŒH = ACCESS A!D-TEXT-DATEI 
ASAHPMAX EQU X'OO ' MA XIMUM SUBFUNCTICTH H 
********************************************************************** 
** AUFRUF - FARAHETE~ ** 
******************~************~K************************************* 
ASAHP LSC DC YCO) LEHGTH CTF SE ARCH- CR!TER!A (VALUES 
* l - 155 ALLGWED ITHLY) 
.~.S.td~?SC DC 
,:..s . .:..r.fAEA DC 





: . EARCH-CR! TERI -~-
ADDRESS GF USER BUFFER 
LEHGTH GF USER BUFFEP. 
HAME GF HELPF!LE 
********************************************************************** 
** RUECKKEHR - PARAMETER ** 
********* ************************************************************ ASAH~P.TH QU ASARETRH P.ETLl~H-CCT~E 
A3AHP CTK QU x ·e o' P.ETLlRH , Œ.K. 
r. S _.:,. :~ P :: Ci I i~ iJ 
•
1\ S/-.HP:== ~U 
* 
* 
















P.ETLlRH G.~. EHD CTF IHFCT 
FOR:·;f>.L EP. FEHLER: 
- CALLER !5 HGT AID 
A ~Y !HPUT EQLlALS Tff ZERO 
A(6UFFEP.) IS HCTT ALLGCATED 
E~FFEP. HG T WGRD- L!GHED 
LE HGTHCSEAP.CH-CR TER!A) > 255 
- USGUELT!GE SU FU KT!GH 
ET:.JR~ HG I~FŒ HU L 
~LE CQULD HCTT E ?E~ED 
ANDDATE!ZUGP.IF H CHT ERLAUBT 
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l 9 3 
19 4 
19 ., 































































ASAHPXXX DS OX 
ASAHPER~ DC XL2'00' DMS-ERR!JRCODE, FALLS RTH = 'HPFH~' 











Q'RG ASA LABEL 
********************************************************************** 
** HEADER - PARAMETER ** 
********************************************************************** 
ASATM EQU X'48' FUHCT!GH = GET TERMINAL IHFORMAT!CTH 
AS .1iT I-\MAX EQIJ X'OO' i~AX. !! GF SIJEFIJHCTIQ'H 
********************************************************************** 





- ---- K E I HE 
1 ********************************************************************** 
1 ** RUECKKSHR - PARAMETER ** 
l ********************************************************************** 
l ASATMRTH EQU ASARETRH RETURH-CCTDE 
l ASATM~K EQU . X'OO' REQUEST HGHGRED 
1 ASATM~E EQIJ X'04' F0RMALER FEHLER 
1 * AUFRUFER !ST H!CHT 'AID' 
1 * - UNGUELT!GE SUBFUNKTIGH 
l ASATMXXX DS OX 
l ************************************************************ 
1 • IF AHY GHE GF THE FGLLOW!HG ELEHEHTS !5 X'OD', THEH * 
l * THE CCTRRESPOHDIHG DEV!CE IS HGT AVAILABLE. * 
l ************************************************************ 
1 ASATMTLL DC X'OD' TERMINAL LIHE LEHGTH 
1 ASATMHCL DC X'OO' HARDC0PY LIHE LEHGTH 
l ASATHPLL ~C X'Oû' PRI HTER L!HE LE~GTH 
1~ S H ~ L'C 
P. ~ i·1 H r•c 
1i~ ,.. r! EQU 
A ( D ) 
Y(D) 
*-.-\SATMXXX 
TSH ŒF TASK IH CŒ~TRCTL 
!TH GF TASK IN C0HTR0L 
LEHGTH CTF RETURH PARAMS 
*~ * *************************************************************** 
** ** 
--* 
/..IDSYS D E 5 C R I P T CT R S E R 1/ I C E 
THIS FUHCT!ffH SATISFIES ALL CTF THE FŒLLŒW!HG AIDSYS-
DESCRI ?T GR REQUESTS: 
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2 0 23 
2024 
2 '.)2 5 
20 26 
2n ? ~ 









2 0 ~-6 
2037 
~ '-' ~ ~ 
2 ~,:; 9 
2 1! '! 0 
2 0 .'.: l 
2 Q ::-2 
2Œ~3 
,.. " ,, 
L'-'~ ~ 

















M SOURCE STATEMENT 
l ** 







LEVEL FcrR A GIVEH HAMED ITEM. THE POSSIBLE LEVELS ** 
IH DESCEHD!NG CT~DER ARE: ** 
L O'AD MCTDULE ( = 
SGl.JRCE MG'D:.!LE ( = 
0'8JECT MCTD:.! LE ( = 
CSECT ( = 
ADDRESS O'F 












** l .;.* 
l ** 
CREATiû~ OF A CûMPLETE AIDSYS-DESCRI?TO'R FOR A 
GIVEH V!RTUAL ADDRESS; AHD 
** 
** 
** l .;,* 
1 ~ --11(' 
l ** 
l ** 
1 ** 1 y* 
DESCR!BE THE EHVIRûHMEHT ~FA G!VEH AIDSYS-
DESCRIPTCTR IH THE FGLLCTWIHG FCTRM: ** ** 
1 ** 
l ** 









HAME CTF THE PRCTGRAMM CFRGM PCLSTJ ** 
PRGGRAMM LŒAD ADDRESS CF~CTM PCLST) ** 
HAME GF TH!: LOAD MGDULE CFRûM LMIR) ** 
RELATIVE LŒAD ADDRESS ŒF THE LM (FRO'M LMIR) ** 
HAME OF THE SffURCE MGDULE CFRGM SMREC) ** 
ADD?.ESS CTF THE FIRST GM !H THE SM CFROM MIREC) ** 
HAHE ŒF THE GBJECT MŒDLlLE CFRŒM MI~EC) ** 
RELAT!UE L0AD ADDRESS ŒF THE GM CF?.GM MIREC) ** 
HAME CTF THE CSECT CF?.CTM CSREC) ** 
RELATIVE ADD?.ESS ŒF THE CSECT CF?.ŒM CSREC) ** 
IHD!CATGR AS TG WH!:THE?. LSD GR ISD !HFŒRMATIO'H ** 
** 
** l *+******************************************************************** 
l CTRG ASALABEL 
l * UH!VERSAL !NPUT PARAMETERS 
l 
* l fo.S.<\DS EQIJ X' 4C' 
l .~.SADSCFH EQU X' 04 1 
1 .G.SADSCFA !:QU X' 03' 
l ~~~r-i;;:~\/ EQU X' OC' .. - . ·- - - · . . 
l A 5 .• ·,_ !:': !)p G E•~U X' l ()' 
l P.~ /1• ùS:•iAX EQU " ! A · 10 ! 
l !•. 5 li :)5 T 5 !~ !:·C CL4' ' 
l .l. S/i.:JSI7H , .. J XL2' 0()00' 
' 
. ,.. . ..... ......... .- .. !:·C XLl 'OO' .u. ~ .u. !...•:: !...'r~ 
1 ASADSUSE DC X'OO' 
l AS~ ~SLlDU E0U X'Dl' 
l A5A~5LlD5 E0U X'02' 
l ASA DSUT~ EQU ASATSH 
1 ASADSLl!T EQU ASAITM 
l ASAD SUDF E0U ASADUMP 
l ASAD35CL E0U X'2G' 
FUHCT!ûH: DESCRIPTO'R SERVICES 
SUBFCT: CREATE AD FRO'M HAME 
SUBFCT: CREATE AD FRCTM V!RT. ADDR. 
SUBFCT: DESCR!BE THE AD EHV!RûNMEHT 
SUBFCT: LIEFEP.E i·i.<\P-!HF5'RM .~.T![(N 
!·!.~.X.!~ flF SiJBF!J?-iCTIŒN 
ALL: TSN GF ACCESSED TASK; ACO)=DEFAULT 
ALL: ITH GF ACCESSED TASK; X'OO'=DEFAIJLT 
ALL: DUHP FILE LIHK HR JF ACCESSED TASK 
ALL: USAGE !HD!CATCTR: VALU!:5 CAN BE 
ALL: DSHAIHE = USER 
ALL: DGMAIHE = SYSTEM 
N I CH T \.' ER t1i EHL• ET 
ALL: DUHPF!LE ACCE55 15 REQUI~ED 
DPG: SUPPLEHEHTA?.Y CALL 
2 l ***************************************+-**+-*************************** 
2 l ** ·u~rVE?.SAL IHPUT PARAMETERS WH!CH MAY BE ALTERED (SUBFCTS CREATE)* 
2 1 *****++-**~ ***********************************************************i 
2 
2 
DS D := 
OCL16 EHV+DPG: A!DSYS-DESCRIPTG~ (MUST BE ALL 
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20 4 1 
* 
ZERO'S F!JR SUBFCTS 'CFH' & 'CFA' 
20 5 l ASADS.t\DL DC ACO) EH\l+DPG: ADDRESS CJF LM!R 
2 0 6 
20 7 
1 _û_SAD3:\DS D~ AC û) EH\/+DPG: ADi:lRES5 CJF SMREC , , 
l / 1.S P.D S.û. DCT i::-c tl. ( () ) ENl/+!)PG: . :..!)[:i\ESS G'r t·E R. EC 
~'.: ê 
' 
.•\3.û.!: 3ADC ~,.: ~- ( 0) rn11+DPG : ünn~;:c;c; cr;: CS :?. EC 
2 9 l ********************************************************************** 
2 0 • ** UHIVERSAL G'UTPUT P1~RA:·iETE=:5 ** 
2 1 l ***+*********************************+******************************** 














































l .•J.3 .û_ :-s~= 










, !'i.S/1.D S~R.A. 
! .a:•. S.û.DSEAD 
l . .:•. S.1\ DS~?G 
! * 
l * 
l ,',c;ü nc;=rrr 
1 .û. S_û_Q SP!~G' 
1 .,\S .,\ ~3•:~~ 
* ! ,:i.S:\DST~~ 
l -~•. : A ~I 3 S ·:· :) 
. - .......... , -
1 _,.,_ ~ : •. :J ::- ~~ r 1 
. ..... ............ . ..... 
1 !'.':'.u.:...· ~ .!.!"'; [" 
' .,.. 
• /~ S :\ D S ? '.i 1 
l /.1• S .1\ D = l~ •: I 
_ . .:•. S/~D~P~~ 
EQIJ X'OIJ' 
E1~1J X'04' 
EQU X' û8' 
EQU X'OC' 
EQU X' l O' 
EQU X' 14' 
E•~U X'lô' 
EQIJ X' !C' 
EQU X'20' 
E() U X'24' 
EQU . X' 26' 
EQU X'2C' 
E0U Y. 1 3 0' 
,.. .... ,, 
!.:. ' ~•..! X ' 34 ' 
E0U X' 35 ' 
EQU X'3C' 
EQU X'40' 
EQU \' ! (, ,' 
" • '1 
~·JU X, c. n , .0 
[ ·S OCL :!. 
ALL: RE QUEST SAT!SFIED 
ALL: FŒRMAL ERR~R 
CALL ER .IS r.CTT AID 
I NVA LID SU3rUNCTIOH-CODE 
CTNE CTF IH?UT-ADDRESSES IS HCTT 
Œr.E GF ' RECGRD?GINTERS' DOES HOT 
PCTINT TG IHDICATED RECCTRD 
- EQ'TH !)ŒMAIHE=USER & DŒMAINE= 
=SYSTEM ARE SPECIFIE!) 
[GMA!NE=SYSTEM & LE VEL<>CSECT 
~E5C~!?iG~ <> Q ; SU E~CT= 'CFH' 
CFH: THE H~~ED ITEM WAS HGT FG'UHD 
CFA: HCT MATCH FŒUHD rCTR V!RTUAL ADDRESS 
EHV+DPG: THE A!DSYS-DESCRI PTQ'R IS !HCCTRRECT 
ALL: HG ?RŒGRAM LŒADED 
ALL: - EUrFER HGT CLASSS GR 6 
- NŒ BUFFER SPEC!r!ED THGUGH 
SUE FCT =.~. S.û.DS D?G 
ALL: OLD FGRMAT Gr LŒAD-!r.FŒRMAT!ffH 
ALL: SP~CIF!ED FILE ~crr GPEN 
CF A: !H ?IJ T-ADD~ESS !S !H CQ'HFL!CT WITH 
SP EC IFIE!) CJR ~EF AULT) DGMAINE 
ALL : SPEC !r!ED TASK HGT FGUHD 
ALL: ER RŒ R IN SY STEM 
DFG: HGT YET !M?LEMEHTED 
DIE GEWUEHSCHT E !HF12MAT!1H !ST 
H!CHT IM DIJMPFIL E-UM FANG EHTHALTEH 
T~STPRIV IST ZU KL EIN, KANH ABER 
iESTFRIV IST ZU KLE!H UND KANN HICHT 
DPG: A~GE GE~ENE~ LEVEL !ST HICH T ERLAUBT 
ALL: NŒ CSECT !~f5 AVAILAELE 
ALL: PAGE ~ŒT ~Ll~PED (REAL SLEDF!LE> 
E~D Œf LlH EVE~SA L Pf RAMETERS 
2 l *~·******************************************************************** 
2 1 * * 
l * SUBFUHCTIGH: CREAT!ŒH a;= AH A!DSYS-DESC~IPTOR Tcr A * 
( 
· .. · . . ù !l'~~~~,=j' " • 
, :: i" •.•.r,~~¾"-',.~ ,. 
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l * SPEC!F!ED LEVEL FO'R A G!VEN NAMED ITEM * 
l * * 
1 ********************************************************************** i ·-·-- · ' 





l AS.ti.DS!'-!AM DC 
1 f..SADSLE\J DC 
l * 
l .ti. 5 .4 DSLLM 
l AS/:DSLSM 

















PARTIAL A!DSYS-DESCRIPTûR (&I.DSAD) 
NAME GF THE ITEM 
LEVEL GF THE ITEM, THAT !S: 
La.:.. D MO'DIJ LE 
SûURCE MCTDUL E 
G.SJECT MGDUL::. 
CSECT 
A!D SY S- DESCRIPTCTR CSEE &I.DSAD) 
RETURH CCTDES (SEE &I.DSRTHJ 
1 ********************************************************************** 
1 * * l * SUBFUHCT!OH: CREATION ffF A CffMPLETE A!DSYS-DESCR!PTffR FcrR A* 
l * G!VEN \/!RTUAL .A.DDP.ESS * 
1 * * 
l ********************************************************************** l crRG ASADSXXX 
l * 
l * 1 IH~UT PARAMETERS 
l * , 






1 * l 1l.SADSDffM DC 
l .4Sili):DU5 E0U 
l l•.SADSDSY EQU 
X' 0 0' 
.45AD 5UDU 
ASADSUDS 
VIRTUAL ADDRESS FffR WH!CH AH AIDSYS 
DESCRIPTGR IS REQUESTED 
AIDSYS-DESCR!PTGR (SEE &I.DSAD) 
RETU~!'-! CGDES (SEE ;r.rsRTN) 
DffM AIHE-!NDI CATŒR 
D G'1·1.•\ I HE = USE?. 
DGMA!HE = SYSTEM 
' I 
1 ********************************************************************** 




SUBFUNCTICTN: DESCRIBE THE EHV!RONMEHT ffF A G!VEN AIDSYS-
DESCRIPTG'R * 
* 




INPUT PARAMETERS: A!DSYS-DESCR!PTCTR (SEE &I . DSAD) 
INTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 












































~ 1 i:. <: L - - . 
~1-n 











21 ê- 0 
~ l ~ • ('.. - C ! 
2lê2 
~ l ~ -L _c.) 
21 ~ t.. 










2 ~ .. 
2 95 







2 ~· ~ 
2 "~ 
2 05 
2 ·~ 5 
/ 0 7 
2 0ô 
2 09 
2 l i'l 






* 1 ASA DSEB DS 0L65 
l . .:.. s ADSPR H DC CL8'PR!JGHAME' 
1 !~S.V.DSP~A i:C />.CO) 
l AS .ô. DS L t·iH DC· CLô'LMO'DHAME' 
1 f,. S.û. DS Li·1A r,c A CO) 
l A s . :..ns 3i-iH !:·C CLô'SMO'DHAME' 
l .t~SA~: SMA !:C .H0) 
1 ASA!)S~!·!N [ ,C CL ê 'O'MG'DNAME' 
l AS/•. D 3 ù!'!A DC A{O) 
l .û.5.•~_!}SCS ~ rc CLô'CSEC~AME' 
l .,\ s .:..  ns •: s .,\ !:·C ,HO> 
l ,\S.t\~ S .1\3A ~ ~ A( 0) L' '.., 
1 .û.5:\DSIHD DC XLl'OO' 
l 
* l û~ûn~T~n EQU X'04' 
1 ,û.S .,\!J~LSD EQU X' Oô' 
l /~ S /~ ~S PL r,c .td Q) 
l .û.S/1.~3LL DC A(O) 
l .û.3/~D~Sl r-c A{O) 
l P.S/1.D S:JL DC .1\ ( 0) 
l AS.'!~:CL [,,: 
·"· ( D) 
l G~ G ASADS XXX 
15:36:23 
RETURH CO'DES CSEE &I.DSRTH> 
EHVIRO'HMEHi BLûCK 
HAME O'F THE PR5GRAMM 
84-12-13 
INITIAL LŒAD ADDRESS OF THE PROGRAMM 
HAME GF iHE LG AD MGDULE 
RELATIVE LGAD ADDRESS THERE~F 
HAME ŒF THE SCTURCE MCTDULE 
RELATI\tE LCTAD .<\DDP.ESS f3F FIRST O'M 
HAME ŒF THE GBJECT MCTDULE 
RELATIVE LCTAD ADDRESS THEREBF 
H.ô.HE GF THE CSECT 
RELATIVE LCTAD ADDRE SS THERECTF 
ADDRESS !JF THE FIRST A- BLGCK 
IHD!CATCTR ISD/LSD !HFCTRMAT!CTH AVAIL 
- MEAH!HG !SD !HFGRMAT!GH IS AVAIL 
- MEAHIHG LSD IHFGqMATIGS IS AVAIL 
? R IJ' GP..û.i-îr-i - LA EH GE 
L.ô.DEH GDUL-LAEHGE 
SGURCE- HŒ DUL-L.ô.EHGE 
GBJEKTMGDUL-L.ô.EHGE 
CSECT-L P.E HGE 
l ********************************************************************** 
·1 * * 
l * 
1 * 
SUBFUHKTICTH: LIEFERE MAP - IHFCTRMATICTH 
* 
* l ********************************************************************** l ASAD SAUB DC ACD) START AL"DRESS CTF BUFFER AREA 
l ASADSLU B DC YCO) LEHGTH ŒF BUFFER A~EA 
1 ASADSXLV EQU ASADSLEV LEVEL GF THE ITEM: I. E. 
l AS.ô.DSXLM EQU ASADSLLM LIJ'.ô.D MIJ'DULE LEVEL 
l ASADSXSM E0U ASADSL SM SGURCE MCTDULE LEVEL 
l AS ADSXGH EQU ASADSLGM GSJECT HIJ'DULE LEVEL 
l ASi DSXCS EQU ASADSLCS CSECT LEVEL 
l 
* 
THE FO'l LO'WING EQU/1.TES DESCRIBE THE STRUCTURE rJF 
l 
* 
!JH E RECG'RD RETURHED rn THE BUFFER 
l ! ! THIS EQUS MUST CCTP.RES?G'HD Tû LEHGTH ! ! ! ! 
l ! ! ! ! ûF FIELDS DESCR!BED !•!ITH!H 'ARBELK' ! ! ! ! 
l ! ! ! ! DSECT DEFIHED T >J .L .. MODULE AID SYS05. ! ! ! ! 
1 
l SADSBHM EQU X' 0 0' 0 F ET: N!°J.!'!= G'F CSECT/ll:ADMffDULE/ 
1 G J CTi'HJDIJL E 
l D AD EQU X' 3 1 G F ET:A(ADD?.ESS [ff (! J ECT> 
l :::i LH EQLI X' C' G F ET:A(LE~GTr. ŒF [! =- ECT> 
l 0 TP ëQU X' C' !..! F ET FUE~ 13-SYTE-E FHD 
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0 ·} 001 D 00 
000010 
OQ0013 




0 0001 0 
ADDR2 STMHT M 
22 l 1 
22 2 l 
22 3 1 
22 ~ l 
22 .., 1 
22 6 l 
22 7 l 
22 8 1 
22 9 l 
22 0 1 
L~ l l 
22 2 1 
22 3 1 
,• / 4 1 
22 :J l 
22 ~ l 
';? 7 1 



































** ALLGEMEIHE WEITERE RUECKKEHR - PARAMETER ** 
********************************************************************** 
ASADS FBR DC X'DO' ALL: AHZEIGEHFELD 
ASADSQUL EQU ASAUQUAL UEEERQUALIFIZIERTE EIHGABE 
ASADSH0~ EQU X'08' BUFFER CT VE~FLCTW; FURT HER CALL HECESS 










G E T A D D P. E S S 
ZUGRIFF AUF DIE 'ECTLDTAB'. LIEFERT ZU VGRGEGEBEHER VIRUELLER 
ADRE SSE EIHEH MCTDULHAMEH UHD E!HE MGDULRELATIVE ADRESSE . 
L!EFERT !EI VGRGEGEBEHEM MŒDULHAMEH DIE ZUGEHCTERIGE MGDUL-











.,.* HE ADER - FARAMETER ** 
*********************************************************************** l 
.û.S.t..GA EQU X'5()' ALL: FUriCTIG'H = GET !>.DDRESS 
ASAGAE ~ EQU X'OD' E0 : SUBFCT = ACCESS ECTLDTAB BY HAME 
!0.SAG!\ ::G'A :::n:: X'!:4' ECT A: SUBFCT = ACCESS EG LDTAo BY ADDRESS 
.:._5_;,_ ,3_1,.:•i.i,.X EQU X'04' i·î !\Xlf GF SUBFU HCTI CTri 
*****++*************************************************************** 
*-;, .t..UF?.UF - PA?.Ai·1ETE~ ** 
***********-;,-*****+************~**r************************************ 
ASAGAADD DC ACO ) EG A: ADDR ESS FGR SE AR CH !H EG'LDTAB 
0RG .û. S.J~ G.t .. 4 DD 
CLô'SYMEfJL' Ef1 : SYMEGLIC HAME; MUST BE F!LLED UP 
~! TH BLAHKS !F LESS THAH 8 CHARS. 




ALL: L!~KriAME GF DUM?F!LE 
.û.LL: I~DIC.û.TG'?. 
i>. SAG!~. i==r E~U ALL: ACC::55 DUM?F !L E 
*****+**************************************************************** 





TH QU ASARET?. H ALL: RETU~H CCTDE 
K QU X'OO ' AL L: RE QUEST HCT~~UR D 
,_ ·~ I_I X '04' .t.. LL: rc.,Rr·:/1. LER FEHLE 
Q X' 5 1 
Q X' C' 
Q X' Q , 
,G, L L: 
/>.LL: 
EG : 
UH GUE L IGE 5 EFLlHKT!ffH 
- UNGUEL i~= ~ M?F !LE LIHK# 
CTLD ~ ~T FG HD 
r=~ !E F!LE HG'T GPEH 
PEC , r- H.û. f•iE N.J'T Fël!ND 
PAGE 0050 
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0 Q O O l Q 
000014 






















































15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0051 
SG'lJRCE STATEMEHT 
l AS.t1GAAHF EQU X' 14' EOA: HO MODULE FO'UHD FOR SPECIFIED L!1CA TIO'H 
l A SAl'.:.~.xxx DS OF 
l AS.~.l'.:!\..<!DR DC A(O) E('f: />.DDRESS (ff SPECIF!ED SYMBO'L 
l 
* 
ECTA: RELATIVE ADDRESS (!F SPEC!FIED 
l 
* 
LGC.-H!G'H !,.S!THH! CSECT 
' 
ASP.G.û.i•i'1D DC CLB'CSECT' EG'A: HAr:E (ff CSECT Tr.AT Cû'NTAINS 
l * S?EC!FIED L G'CA TI O'H 
' 
P. 5 .~. Gld: H T DC A ( !l) ALL: PŒIHTE?.. Tû' EHT?.Y !H ECTLDTA'B 
l P. S.ô.'J.û. L EH EQU *-ASAGAXXX LEHGTHCRETURH-PARAMS) 
l ********************************************************************** 
1 ** ** 
l ** ! H F û' R M ** 
l ** ----------- ** 
l ** DIESER SERVICE L!EFERT VERSCH!EDEHE TASK- ODER SYSTEM-BEZO'GEHE ** 
l ** IHFBRMATIBHEH: ** 
• i* - ALLE FILE COHTRû'L BLCTCKS E!HES TASKS ** 
l ** ALLE P?.Q'CESS CCTHTRGL BUJ'CKS E!HES TASKS ** 
l ** ALLE TESTPUNKTE CTASK GR SYSTEM) DES AHGEGEBEHEH TASKS ** 
1 ~* ALLE AID/IDA-REPS ** 
1 ** ALL E TASKS GH DUMPDATEI ** 
l ** ** \ ·•·- .' l ********************************************************************** 
l Œ~G ASALABEL 
l ****************k***************************************************** 
l ** HEADER - PARAMETER ** 
l ********************************************************************** 
1 ASAI2 EQU X'54' ALL: FUNCT!ŒH = !HF6~M 
l ASA!2F C9 EQU X'DD' FC3 : SUBFUNCTICTH = GET ALL FCB 15 
1 ASA!2P CB EQU X'D4' PCE: SUBFUHCTIGH = GET · ALL PCB'S 
1 A~A!2C SC EQU X'DS' UHUSE D 
l A5!..I2T?T U· 11 X' GC' TPT: SUFUHCTIGH = GET /..LL TESTPO'!NTS 
l AS A!2HV E EQU X'lO' MVE: SUBFUHSTIŒH = GET ALL SYSTEM-MCTVES 
1 ASA!2 :·1.•.X EQU 
).'' 1.:.' 
X'l4 ' 
DM~: SUBFLiHKTIGH = ALLE TASKS 1/GH DU~PDATEI 
MAX IMUM# GF SU3FUHCT!0N 
l ********************************************************************** 
l * r AUFRU F - PARA METE~ ** 
~ ********************************************************************** 
l ASAI2 ! TH DC H'O' ALL: ITH; X'DOGO' BEDEUTET DEFAULT-TASK 
1 ASA!2T5~ ~C ACQ) ALL : TSN; A(!l) 3EDEUTET DEH DEFAULT-TASK 
• .i•.S A!2,.\::~ DC A(!l) ALL: ).(EUFFER), HiTŒ :·!HICH .".IDSY S :-1,.-.,5 TO 
* 
- * l 
* l .•\ S/,. I23LN !:iC ACO) 
l 5 B C X' 00' 
l s T QU ASP.OUMP 
1 5 YS QU X ' 40 ' 
~ETURH THE REQLlESTE!:i !H~ Œ~HA TICTH. THE 
E~D GF THE LIST WILL BE MARK ED BY 
A!DSYS H!TH C' ********'. 
ALL: LEHGTH ŒF BUFF E~ S?ECIFIED BY ASAI2ADR 
Alt. : L G YT 
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1 * l ASA!2ALS EQU 
l * 
l * 
1 ASA!2\/!T EQU 
1 .ù.SA!2\JTS EQU 
1 ASA!2L:-IK !!C 




PB!HTS SET IH SYSTEM'S SPACE BY 
S?ECIFIED TASK 
TPT: FCTR SUBFCT ASAI2TPT BHLY; GET ALL 
TEST?1!HTS IH SYSTEM WITHOUT REGARD 
TG ANY S?ECIFIC TASK 
l'i! CHT \/ ER!·!EHDET 
H!CHT 1JE~!-!EHDET 
X'OO' ALL: LIHKf GF DUHPFILE <GPTIOHAL) 
CL8' ' CSC/TPT: i'16'DIJLE-HAME 
l ********************************************************************** 
1 ** RUECKKEHR - PARAMETER ** 
1 ********************************************************************** l ASAI2RTH EQIJ ASARETRH RETURH- CCTDE 
l ASA!2GK EQU X'OO' ALL: ALL GK 
! ASA!2FE EQU X'04' ALL: FŒRMALER FEHLER: 
l * - DER AUFRUFER !ST HICHT 'AID' 






























- .l ! !"'! > L:):) 
./o.SAI2HMA EQU X' QB' ALL: HG' BIJFfER. S?ECIF!ED 
...  s;..!2ILK EQU X' QC' ALL: IHI/ALID DUi·:?F!LE-L!HK 
.4.SA !2fH'1 EQU X' 10' ALL: DL't·:P FILE HCTT G'PEH 
ASA!2IN5 EQU X' 14' ALL: H CT TASK S?ECIFIED 
AS.l\I2Ir!f EQU X'l6' ALL : S?EC!F!ED ITH/TSH H!H FBUHD 
.t..S/d2ri.ù.C EQU X' lC' ALL: SPECIF!ED HSK CANHCH BE ACCESSED 
P.SA!2:=HI :: 0U X'2Q' TPT: FUH CTI G'H HG'T YET H-î?LEMEHTED 
P.S.:1.r2 ~rs E·'.lU X!24' ALL: "rc NU fILE SPECIFED 
.l~ S .t~ I 2 3 H :\ E0i.! X' 28' .4L L: EUF~::R HQ' T WR!TE-ACCESSA BLE 
/.,. S _,J_ I 2 !~ .ù. V EQU X'2C' !"!VE: CGHCISE P. EP AP.ÊA IST N!CHT Vl'JRHAHDEH 
* 
6!::IER i·!G!·!!:H T .ü.N GESP::RRT 
/..SAI 2:<XX r,s QX 
P.S .. ~I2:::F3 DC X!OO' ALL: FU.G-BYTE 
P.S.û.I2HC ? EQIJ X' 81)' ALL: rH FG'Rt·iAT IG'N IS HG'T C!J'MPLETE BECAUSE 
* 
GF U.CK Gf MEMGRY 
ASA!2QIJL EQU ASAUQUAL UE3ER QUAL! FIZIERTE E!~GABE 
.~.SAI2LE!-i E·'.lU *-ASA I2XXX L ENGïH üF RETl..!?..H-PAR/..MS 
********************************************************************** 
** ES FCTLGEH DIE PUFFER-FCT?..HATE DER RECGRDS ** 
********************************************************************** 
********************************************************************** 
** SLlEFCT = ALL PC!S ** 
********************************************************************** AS.ù.!2?AD EQU X'DD' Q'ffSET FQ'R AC?C3) 
ASAI2?C EQU X'04' GFFSET FŒR P-CŒUHTER; ERSTES FELD DES 
* 




BEF::HLSZ~EHLE?..5 ENTHAELT DAS BYTE 
!ESTK!HD', MIT DER SYSTEM-EX!î-ANZEIGE 
6'FFSET fŒ'~ ISR 
LEHGïH GF RECGRD 
• •· 1 
PAGE 0052 
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ADDR2 STMHT M 
2352 
,---
















































l * SUBFCT = ALl FCBS ** 
l ** ô BYTES lIHKHAME ** 
l ** l BYTE CTPEH-INDICATOR · ** 
1 ********************************************************************** 
1 A5AI2FO? EQU X'60' FILE IS OPEH 

























** SUBFCT = TPGIHT ** 
********************************************************************** ASAI2TLC EQU X!OO' OFFSET CTF LGCATICTH OF TESTPOIHT 
* CŒHTEHTS = C'***T' THEH THIS IS TRACE 
* = ·C'***l' : E\IEHT-1-IHF!l · 
* UNT!L = C'***7' : EVEHT-7-IlffCJ 
ASA!2TAL EQU X'04' OFFSET CTF ACACTI CTH LIST) 
A5AI2TLH EQU X'OB' LEHGTH ŒF RECŒRD 
********************************************************************** 
** SUBFCT = SYSTEM-MCT~ES ** 
************************.***********.,.·********************************** ASAI25AD EQU O GFFSET FGR ADDR ESS GF 1ST GVE~WRITTEH 
* BYTE 
ASAI2SL EQU 
AS .û.I2SLH EQU 4 5 
ŒFFSET FCTR LEHGTH OF MCTVE 
LE!-iGTH G'F RECQ'RD 
********************************************************************** 
** SUBFUHKTIGH: ALL E TAS KS VCTH DUMPDATEI ** 
********************************************************************** AS A!2DI EQU X'OO' ŒFFSET FUER !TH 
A5A!2 DTS EQU X'D2' ŒFF~ET FUER TSH 
:\ S .i:a. I 2 !) _,.\ T ,- · .. , X ' Q 6 ' G' F F S :: T FU ER TC B - AD RE 5 5 E 
ASAI20LH EQU X'OA' LAENGE E!NES PUFFER-E!HTRAGS 
l ********************************************************************** 
1 ** ** 
1 ** l * -ir 
AEHDERH A~T!OHSLISTEH-ZE!GER ** 
** 
, ·** ** 
l ********************************************************************** 
• GRG ASALABEL 
l ********************************************************************** 
l ** HEADER - PARAMETER -** · 
1 ********************************************************************** l SAPT EQU X'Sô' ALL: FUHKT!ŒN = AEHDE~H AKTICTHSLISTEH-
1 S.t~?TT?T !.:QU 
l S .,\ ? T = t_; T E QU 
X' 0 0' 
X' ü4' 
TPT: SIJSFCT 
E•.:r: SIJ3 FCT 
ZEIGER 
= TES!~U~KTZE!GER 
= EREIG~IS- Q'DER MASCHIHEH-
PAGE 0053 
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,:..) . 0 
2 9'.l 
2 ~~ 












































SO'URC E S TAT EMEHT 
1 * 
l A 5.~PTTRC EQU 





TRC: SUBFCT = STATEMEHTTRACEZEIGER 
MAX . # EIHER SUBFUHKT!CTN 
l ********************************************************************** 
l ** AUFRUF - PARAMETER ** 
1 ********************************************************************** 
l ASAPTAD~ DC ACO> ALL: ADRESSE DER HEUEH AKT!ŒHSL!STE 
l ASAPTTAD DC ACD) T?T: ADRESSE DES BETRO'FFEHEH TESTPUHKTS 
l G?G ASAPTTAD 




E\/T: 3ETP.CTFFEHE ERE!GHISKLASSE. SIHD MEHR 
ALS EIHE ERE!G~!SKLASSE AHGEGEBEH, 
SŒ W!RD FUE~ ALLE KLASSEH DIE SELBE 
AKTIŒHSL!STEHAD~ESSE GESETZT. 
l ********************************************************************** 
l ** RUECKKEHR - PARAMETER ** 
l *~*******-;.-************************************************************ 
l A5A? TXXX EQU * AHFAH G RUECKKEHRPA~AMETER 
• ASA? TRTH EQU ASARETRN RUECKKEHRCGDE 
l A5APT0K EQU X'DD' FU NKTI0H AUSGEFUEHRT. ASAPTRAD 
l * EHTHAELT ZUR KGHT~CTLLE D!E ALTE 
l * ERSETZTE AKT!GNSLISTEHADRESSE 






' .~. SAPTERR EQU 
l * 
l * 








l ASAPTLEN EQU 
l G~G 
1 .û.SP. LEHGT EQU 
LEH Q!J 
M.ü. X 1~iJ 
!)2 
-'~U 
I) 3 Qi_l 







( ( SALEHGT+X'lF' 
X' B' 
X' ô' 
X' 0 t 
:<' 0' 
X' 0 t 
FŒRMALER FEH LE R, D.H . EHTWEDER: 
AU FRUFER !ST HI CH T AID 
- UHGUELT!GE UHTERFUHKTIBHSHUMMER 
ASA?TAD~ H!CHT VEF !H!ERT 
KEINE ERE!GH I SKL AS SE DEFIH!ERT 
LlHGUELT!GE ERE!G~ISKLASSE DEF . 
FUER DIE AHG~GE3EHË UHTERFUHKTIOH 
EXIST!ERT KE!H AKT! \/ER E!HTRAG. 
AK~!G~ WURDE H!CHT AUSGEFUEHRT 
ERSETZTE AKT!U~SL!STE~AGRESSE ZUR 
~0HTRGLL E. Ff LLS X' GGOOOOCD ' ZURUECK-
GEGE3 EH WIRD , ~ER ~ETURH CCTD E A3ER 
X!D0 ' IST; =EDEi_iTET G!Es, · !: .~. ss i-iEHR 
ALS E!H ALTE~ ZE!GE R ERSETZT WURD E, 
ASE~ H!CHT ALL E !D EHT!S CHE WAREH. 
HJE~L!CHE~WE!SE LIEGT E!H AID-
LA EHG E DER RUECKKEHR?ARAMETER 
LEHGTHCASERP) 
)/ 2)* 2 EHC DS·Y =TRACETABLE-ENTRY) 
i-1 x: a su UHC IŒH 
M X. ü su CT H A!DSYS02 
M X. (J su CT H AIDSYS03 
!'Î X. Œ FC .!. !1 !DSYSG4 
,., X. CT FC 1 i ... IDSYS05 
.. . .,, - ,., '11•>--"» 
'i' ' ' 1 •!?..,tVr ·1• ',a.<:' 




I have given this program in order to show different things: 
1) In a more or less complex modules, you have many entries what is 
not easy to handle because if you have an entry, you must have an 
external in the other module. There is of course a problem i~ you 
want to modify the description of SYSBASE, f ~r example, which is defined 
here in this module, the changes must be seen by all other modules that 
use it • It is not easy to see what are the calling modules (here, 
in fact, it is nota problem because the calling modules are written 
in the beginning of the module, but so~etimes it is not possible to 
do i t so). 
2) See page 102, the comments.Is it not so wonderfull when dealing 
with modules? It is of course nota criticism but only example 
of what we sometimes must handle. 
3) See page 103, the comments. Is it not absurd that some modules 
presupposes that he receive the correct value in the register. In 
the called module, there are no savi~g attitude nor testing to see 
if' no errer • 
4) There is also a problem because sometimes the decision if an error 
has occured in the called module, it is in the called module that it 
is decided if it returns normally or if it returns to the next instru-
ction which is a .. branch . to the error routine. This is of course not 
normal because the programmer has then to know what are done in bath 
module and not only in his own module. 
5) I have putted after the program its flowchart, it is not the best 
solutiœi,but it seems tome that if the flowchart is simple and therefore 
easy to understand, than the program is easy a~so. Indeed, in order to 
do this flowchart so "in one lime", I have had to rewritte various 
times the logic of the program and therefore,I was able to keep it 
simple and is it not right that simple is beautifull? 
IHTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0086 
FLAG LBCTH BBJECT CBDE ADDRl ADDR2 STMHT M SOURCE STATEMEHT 
3910 *********************************************************************** 02270000 
3911 * * 02271000 
3912 * THE EHTRIES ARE: * 02272000 
3913 * * 02274000 
3914 *********************************************************************** 02275000 
000458 3915 ENTRY SYSB.A.SE BO'TH THIS ENTRIES HAI/E A 1/ALUE GIVEH 02276000 
000460 3916 EriTRY EXô/T3ASE BY THE CALLER . 02277000 
00045C ~ Q' ~ .) • .!. / E~TRY AREADRT ADDRES.S GF CALLER READ ROUTINE 0227ô000 
0004AC 3918 EHTRY 5AVE3 SA\JEAREA ZOHE FG'R A54RDPGE 02278500 
0004F4 3 919 EiHRY SAI/EREG8 SAVE.t,REA FG'R REGISTER 06 02278700 
•• 
IHTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 
FLAG Lll'CTH CYBJECT CO'DE ADDRl 
000000 
000000 90 EC DOOC 
0000()4 05 CO 
000006 
000006 50 DO C462 000468 
OOOOOA 41 DO C45E 0!10464 
OOOOOE lô 61 
000010 50 60 C4EE 0004F4 
00000 ,J 
000014 D2 03 C4568008 00045C 
00001A 91 F3 8000 
OOOOlE 47 70 C41C 
000022 95 08 8000 











3 <? 2 3 
-or, 

























SAVE THE ADDRESS CYF THE CALLER SAVE AREA 
LCTAD THE ADDRESS ffF THE HEW SAYE AREA 
LlSIHG CTF DSECT BECAUSE OF MACRcr 
SAVE REGISTER 8 CGULD EE D!:STRGYED ! 
USE RHCô AS BASE REGISTER FCTR THE DSECT 












39 !l *********************************************************************** 02389000 
3:l l * * 02399000 
39 2 * THE fIRST TEST D1HE HERE ARE VAL!DATiffN BF SU!FUNCTiffH * !12409000 
39 3 * HUMBER. * 02419000 
,_ ~ * * D24390CO 















DPAFCT,DPAVALFH X'F3' !5 EQUATE ŒF B'llllOOll' 
W!CH IS THE MASK ra VALIDATE 
THE NUMBER'S SUEFUHCTIGH. 
RTH!SFH 
DPAFCT,DPAMAXHf THIS TEST !S DCTHE IH O'RDER TO' AVCYID THE 
X'DC' VALUE WHICH rs HCT MCTRE YALID. 
RTHISFH D? AMAXHF CGHTAINS THE MAXIMUM VALID 









4 *********************************************************************** 02729000 
5 * * 02739000 
6 * THE HEXT TESTS ARE DGHE IH GRDER TCT VAL!DATE THE DIFFERENT * 02744000 
, * AD~RESS ES TG BE PRCTV!DED BY THE CALLER. * 02749000 
B * * G2759üQO 















THIS CGM?ARE !S DGME !H CTRDER TO SEE 
IF . AH !CE ADDRESS WAS GIVEH 
IF HŒT,S~AHC H TG FGRMAL FEHLER 
D?AATCB+3,DPAVALFW CŒMPARE THE wcr R!GHTEST BITS 
IF THE RE SU L CCTHT AINS SOME 










' ' I' '; ,:·,~~';"••"'h;. 
' .• ' ' •\;_: • .• ?:, :t..:. 
~ IHTERFACE BETWEEH USER AND AIDSYS 
15:36:23 84-12-13 P1\GE 0088 
~ 
FLAG LCJCTH CJBJECT CO-DE ADDRl ADDR2 STMHT M SOURCE SH.TEMEHT 
3959 
* 
FULL W1RD AL !GHED . 02892300 
396 0 
* 
BHZ RTHHWA BRAHCH TG' HCTT L-JG?.D ALIGHED. 02892700 
00002A D5 03 8010C42A 000010 000430 3961 CLC DPASYSBS,=A(O) SYSBASE ADD?.ESS GIVEH ? 02893500 
000030 47 80 Cl5A 000160 3?62 BE RTNFF HG', BR.t-;HCH Tû fûRMAL FE:iLER 02893900 
000034 91 03 8013 000013 3963 T~ DPASY5B5+3,DPAVALFW Hl ALIGHED ADDRESS ? 02894800 
000038 47 70 Cl62 000168 39 ~4 Er!Z RTHHl•I.I\ HIJ,3RAHCH T IJ f[JRi·1A L FEHLER. 02895200 
00003C D5 03 8014C42A 000014 000430 3965 C!..C DPAAXVT,=ACO) TEST !F XVT .l\DDRESS !S GH!\/EH ? 028960!!0 
000042 47 80 Cl5A 000160 3 96 6 ~~ D- RTNFF NIJ,BRAHCSH TG' ;:mrn.u FEHLER. 02896400 
000046 91 03 8017 000017 396 7 TM DPAAXVT+3,DPAVALFW F!~ ADDRESS HIGHED ? 02897300 
00004A 47 70 Cl62 000168 3968 EHZ RTHNWA He',BP./..HCH TCT H!'.JT ~H5RD AL!GHED 02897700 
~ IHTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 
FLAG LcrCTH 6BJECT CODE ADDRl ADDR2 STMHT M 
3 96 9 
3970 
3971 
3972 3 ,.., .., 





00004E D5 03 8008C42A 000008 000430 3978 
000054 47 70 C068 00006E 3979 
000058 D5 03 8004C42E 000004 000434 3930 
00005E 47 80 Cl5A 000160 3c~1 • Ô-
000062 95 07 8004 000004 39ô2 
000û66 47 20 Cl82 000188 392-3 
00006A 47 FO C096 00009C 3984 
00006E 3985 
00006E D5 03 801CC42E OOOOlC 000434 3 986 
000074 47 80 Cl92 000198 3%7 
000078 D5 03 800CC42A oooooc 000430 3988 
00007E 47 80 Cl5A 00()160 398 9 
000082 91 03 800F OOOOOF 3990 
39q 
3992 
000086 47 70 Cl62 000168 3993 
00008A 91 03 800B OOOOOB 3994 
00008E 47 70 Cl62 00016ô ~ c~ ~ ~. ~ ';) 
15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0089 
SOURCE STATEMEHT 
*********************************************************************** 02898500 
* * 02899000 
* WHAT IS DONE HERE IS rcr SEE IF WHE ACREAD) !5 HOT GIVEH * 02909000 
* <Œ~ EQUATE TO 0),THEH A VALID LIHK HUMBERTO THE DUMPFILE * 02919000 
* HAS TG BE GIVEN.IF THE ACREAD> IS GIVEH <NOT EQUATES 0), * 02921000 
* ! HEH A VALID !TH HAS ra BE GIVEH * 02924000 
* IN THE SAME TIME VAL!DATIGNS ARE ALSO DGHE. * 02926000 























IS THE READ ADDRESS GIVEH? 
YES,BRAHCH TCT READ GIVEN 
ISA LIHK HUMBER GIVEH? 
YES,BRAHCH T1 FŒRMAL FEHLER 
DPALIHK,DPALIHK! IS THAT A VALID ~!HK HUMBER? 
RTH!LH HG,BRAHCH TO INVAL!D LIHK HUMBER 
VAL IDPRM YES,BRAHCH rcr VALIDATICTH O. K. 
OY 1--!E ARE HERE D'HLY !F ACREAD) IS <> 
DPAITH,=F'O' ITH GIVEH ? 
RTHRH! HCT,BRANCH TO' ACREAD) GIVEH BUT HO 
DP .".ATCB,=ACO) !S AH TCS G!VEH ? 
?.THFF HG,B RAHCH fG'P.MAL FEHL ER 
DPAATC3+3 , DPAVALFW CGMPAP.E THE Tl,!(}' RIGHTEST BITS 
H r·~ 
. cl 1 ZE:=:.üES, THE!'-l 3RAHCH ra HOT 
A!..IG HED 
RrnHl•JA HŒ, il ?.id-lCH rn H!H !·!!!RD !H!GHED 
DP AR EAD+3,D~AVALFW IS THE READ ADDRESS FW .A.LIGHED 
























, .. j 
., 
IHTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 15:36:23 84-12-13 
FLAG LOCTH GBJECT CODE ADDRl ADDR2 STMHT M SOURCE STATEMEHT 
000092 D5 02 801CC42E OOOClC 000434 3996 
000098 47 70 Cl5 A 000160 3997 
00009C 3998 
00009C D2 03 C4528010 000458 000010 3999 
4 G !) 0 










DPAITHCDPAITHL), ; F'O' VALID ITH GIVEH? 
RTNFF Hff,BRAHCH TO' FCTRMAL FEHLER 
OY \IAL!D PARAMETER 
SYSBASE,DPASYSBS MŒVE THE VALUE O'F SYSBASE FO'R THE 
EHTRY rcr SE CffRRECT 
EXI/TBASE, DP.4AXI/T i':JV !: ~ ..: ~ l .. t: 1/ .t..LUE Gr XVT FO'R THE EHTRY Tu ~~ CG'R~ =: CT 









JHTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 
FLAG UJCTH IJBJ ECT Cl'JDE ADDRl 
OOOOA8 95 04 801B 00001B 
OOOOAC 47 80 COBA ooooco 
OOOOBO 95 02 801B 00001B 
OOOOB4 47 80 COBA ooooco 
000088 95 08 801B 00001B 
OOOOBC 47 70 Cl8A 000190 




40 0 6 
4007 
4 0 03 
4 0 ') 9 
4010 
4011 










15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0091 
scruRCE STATEMEHT 
*********************************************************************** 03039000 
* * 03049000 
* THE DüHE AFTER ARE VALIDATH1H crF rno. * 03059000 
* VALIDATiffH ffF BUFFER ADDRESS AHD BUFFER LEHGTH * 03069000 
* VALIDATiffH GF FLAGUSER AND LAST VALIDATICTH CTF FUHCTiffH * 03079000 














DPAIHD+DPAIHDL,ASAl'JTCUS TEST IF THE DUMPFILE TYPE 
ISA USER DUMPF!LE 
VALIDDFT YES,HG MŒRE TEST HEEDED IT IS G.K. 
DPAIHD+DPAIHDL,ASACTTCSY TEST IF THE DLlMPFILE TYPE 
!5 A SYSTEM DUM?FILE 
VALIDDFT YES,H~ MGRE TEST HEEDED IT 15 11.K. 
DPAIHD+DPAIHDL,ASAffTSLD TEST IF ·THE DUMPFILE TYPE IS 
IS A SLED FILE 
RTHII~D HCT,THEH THE?.E !5 AH E~~crR BECAUSE 
IT IS THE HE!THER A USER DUM? HŒR A 
SYSTEM DUMP Nü~ A SLED AHD HffTHIHG 













IHTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 









ooooco 91 DF 8028 000028 40 30 
OOOOC4 47 70 COCA 0000D0 4031 
OOOOC8 96 08 8028 000028 4032 
0000cc 47 FO CO E6 OOOOEC 4033 
4034 
, ~ ! '"~ J V>,L 
1 • • , .. . , .. ; .. -, , • 
. ' .... ... . . .. ,., 
,.-




* * 03157300 
* THE HEXT TESTS ARE DOHE IH O'RDER rcr SEE!~ THAT IS THE FIRST * 0315ï500 
* CALL CTR A SUCESSIVE GHE,IF BGTH SYSTEM AHD USER SPACE IS * 03157600 
* l•U\ :-i T ED . * 0 3 1 5 77 0 0 
* * 03157800 
*********************************************************************** 03157860 
\/AL !DDFT os OY 03158000 
TM DPAFLAG,DPAUSSET SEE IF USER FLAG IS SET !!R cJMITTED 03159000 
ariz GIVEH IF O'M!TTED DEFAULT IS TO' BE SET 03169000 
G! DPAFLAG, DPASYST DEFAUL T SET 03179000 
B ŒHESET HŒ CHECK IF FLAG CO'RRECTLY SET,THE 03181000 
* 
P~GGRAM GHLY PRCTVIDE CORRECT VALUE ... 03184000 
INTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0093 
FLAG LGCTH GBJECT CGDE ADDRl ADDR2 STMHT M SCTURCE STATEMENT 
4035 *********************************************************************** 03186100 
4036 * * 03186300 
4037 * IF WE ARE HERE THEH WE ARE SURE THAT THE CALLER HAS GIVEH * 03186500 
4038 * A VALUE TO DPAFLAG,BUT WE ARE HOT SURE THAT IT 15 A CORRECT * 03186700 
40 39 * VALUE IH IT.THEH WE TEST IT HERE. * 03186900 
40 40 * * 03187100 
4041 *********************************************************************** 03187300 
0000D0 4042 GIIJEH DS 0Y 031890(!0 
0000D0 91 D3 8028 000028 404 3 TM DPAFLAG,DPAVALFL TEST IF VALIDE VALUE lff THIS FLAG 0321!9000 
4 !l 4 lt 
* 
THE 1'1ASK VALUE IS X'D3' CJR B'll0l00ll' 03219000 
0000D4 47 70 Cl5A 000160 404 5 BHZ RTHFF r~ _r HG'T 0, THEH BRANCH Tû F!JRMAL FEHLER 03229000 
0000D8 95 2C 8028 000028 4046 CL! DPAFLAG,DPAFLAGM TEST IF FLAG HAS A 1/ALUE <= 2C 03249000 
0000DC 47 20 Cl5A 000160 4047 BH RTHFF If HŒT <= 44, THEH BRANCH TCJ' FCTRMAL FEHL. 03259000 
0000E0 91 0C . 8028 000028 4048 TM DPAFLAG,DPAALL TEST IF EO'TH USER AHD SYSTEM ARE SET 03279000 
0000E4 47 E0 CO E6 O000EC 40 4 9 B~O' GriES ET IF liCH DŒES HiJT i-îATTER 03289000 
0000E8 n 40 CESE 000E64 4 050 HVI i>.SU3,DPABG'TH SET FLAG EG'TH l·!AHT::D,l•!HAT WILL BE USED 032990(!0 
4 Q51 
* 
U.TER • I" i:: " ~.n_N CALLI!-iG THE FUHCTIO'HS 0330'?000 
IHTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 15:36:23 · 84-12-13 PAGE 0094 
FLAG LOCTH O'BJECT CODE ADDRl ADDR2 STMHT M SOURCE STATEMEHT 
OOOOEC 
OOOOEC 17 33 
OOOOEE D2 00 CE5F8028 
OOOOF4 94 DF CESF 
OOOOFB 43 30 CESF 
OOOOFC 88 30 0002 
000100 94 FO 8028 
000104 42 30 CE5F 
000108 l'i, 
-0 00 8028CE5F 
OOOlOE 91 DF 8028 
000112 47 10 Cl4A 
000116 95 04 8000 














4052 *********************************************************************** 03319600 
4053 * * 03320200 
4054 * WE ARE HERE ~HLY IF THE DPAFLAG !5 SET W!TH A CffRRECT VALUE * 03320B00 
4055 * BUT WE HAVE TCT TRAHSFO'RM THIS VALUE BECAUSE !T !5 G!VEH 04 * 0332!500 
4056 * Dô GR 12 AS VALUE AHD IT !5 ûHLY EXPECTED 01 CTR 02 G~ 03. * 03322100 
4057 * * 03322700 
4û5ô *********************************************************************** 03323300 
4059 
4050 
4 !l 51 
4052 
4063 
4 C• :S 4 




, ,. , ,.. 
~ ~· t 0 
4069 











































D AFLAG, X' FO' 
C 03,ASUE+l 
!) AFL.A.G( l), ASUB+! 
DPAFLAG,DPAFLAGT 
rHJ'TEST 
CLEAR REG!STER 3,0'THERl.J!SE STRAHGE 
EFFECTS CAH EE O'BSER\JED .... 
T?.f..HSfG'?.i-i THE VALUE Gf SYSTEM ûR USER 
FP.Gî·i CAL LER V ;, 1 1 • := 
··-U- X'04' GR X' IJô' T cr 
EX?ECTED VALUE FŒR THE SAME THIHG Hl 
AID5YS!l5 !•Ji-! ERE r~ 
- l IS EXPECTED T!-IE 
V!~LUE X'Ol' Œ?. >'. ! 02 1 , !11ITHG'UT CH.4HG!HG 
tr.!:. rrRST HALf BYTE GF iHE FLAG t•!HICH 
IS USED FGR ŒT!iER ?URPcrSE. 
HCTW,WE CAN CGHT!HUE TEST!H~ FCTR OTHERS 
FIELD.IF THE FUHCTIOH Tcr BE CALLED 15 
GET ~DDRESS THEH HG TEST TG BE DGHE 
A3ŒUT THE BUFFER BESAUSE HG GNE IS 
iCT E=: P?.ê'.'IDED. 
FIP.ST CALL GP. SUCCESSII/E CALL? 
THE riASK rn TEST •~ IS X'20' .!.. ! 
SUCCESSIVE C~.LL,THEH H!! CIJHPWL HEEDED 
FI ?..ST c..:.. L L: 6P. t,!R û!~ G 1.1 .J. LUE ASSIGHED? 
IF Nê'T 4 Œ~ ô 5'~ C THEH FG'~MAL FEHLER 
DPAFCT,DPAGASFT TEST IF IT !S T~E GET ADDP.ES FUHCT!OH 
GAFCT If YES,THEH HO MGRE TEST HEEDED Gû! 
REMEMBER A D D R E 5 S = 0 => H cr TG IVE H 
























INTERFACE BETWEEN USER AND AIDSYS 15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0095 
FLAG LGCTN GBJECT CGDE ADDRl ADDR2 STMHT M SffURCE STATEMEHT 
OOOllE 17 33 
000120 59 30 8020 
000124 47 80 Cl5A 
000128 91 03 8023 
00012C 47 70 Cl5A 
000130 59 30 8024 
000134 47 80 Cl5A 
00 0138 41 30 CE52 
00013C D2 00 CE5F8000 
000142 4A 30 CESE 
000146 D5 03 B0243000 

















4 1Jô 7 
- 4D ê ô 
4089 
4 ,) 9 0 
40 91 
4 Q 92 
4 0 :- 3 
4 0 :'~ 
4095 
4 0 96 

















* * 03600800 
* ALL THE NEXT TEST ARE DffNE IH GRDER TG VALIDATE THE BUFFER * 03601700 
* l . BUFFER ADDRESS G!VEH? * 03602600 
* !F HGT,Gü FffRMAL FEHLER * 03603500 
* 2.BUFFER ADDRESS WCTRD ALIGHED? * 03604400 
* IF HüT,GCT FûRMAL FEHLER * 03605300 
* 3.BUFFER LE~GTH GIVEH? . * 03606200 
* IF HOT,GCT FORMAL FEHLER * 03607100 
* 4.BUFFER LEHGTH LESS THEH uHE RECCT~D LEHGTH? * 03605000 
* IF YES,GO BUFFE R TGCT S~CTRT * 03605090 























TEST !F Hff BUFFER ADDRESS 15 G!VEN 03619000 
IF NffT GIVE~,THEH BRAHCH - Tff FffRM . FEHLER 03629000 
DPABUFAD+3,DPAVALFW TEST IF THE ADDRESS IS FULLWffRD 03649000 
03659000 
03669000 





R!l () 3 , ASUB 
DP ABUFLE , OCRll03) 
RH!B TS 
FCTRMAL FEHLER(TEST CTF TWff LEFTEST BITS) 
TEST TOSE IF A BUFFER LEHGTH IS GIVEH, 03779000 
IF HOT BR ANCH Tff FGRMAL FEHLER . 037B9000 
LO'AD ADDP.ESS r!F THE TABLE COHTAIHIHG 03809000 
THE MIHii·iA L BUFFE?. LEHGTH FGR EACH FCT. 03814000 
~:ü\/E DŒ'HE BECAU5E (JF Hl-! ALIGNEME!H 03819000 
ADD TG' T r. E ST A?. T .t. DD?. ESS THE SUBFUHCTHIH 03ô29000 
HUi·1B ER IN û~ DER (j G'B T _:,_ IN THE î-1IH IM .4L 03ô39000 
...... - ,-"" L ~ .. r. ~ " I l- ,- ED BY TH E S? EC I FI ED FCT 03ê i'.:'? OOO ~ •.Jr ?:. :"'_ t:. N.~::, ,,. ,-,... 
C C;f·i? A?. E T!:l EE L EH GTH !S EHCT UGH TO' 03 85 ~000 
CG'H H .IH G'H:: H5 !·J ~ AT LE.,:\ST! o::s6siooo 
IF HCT T, E~ ...  HC TG' BUFFE?. T ;J CT SHO'?.T FEH!.ER 03879000 
IHTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHO AIDSYS 15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0096 
FLAG LaCTN aBJECT CODE 
000150 
ADDRl ADDR2 STMNT M SOURCE STATEMEHT 
000150 95 04 8000 
000154 47 80 C2BE 
000158 47 20 C41C 















G.. ~ ~ 
. !L..l 
4124 
G. 1 ~ -
. - L::, 
4125 
4127 
HGTEST os OY SECaND CALL DIRECT ra FUNCTION CALL. 03919000 
***+******************************************************************* 03929000 
* * 0393~000 
* HU MffRE TEST All ARE O.K. THEH CALL FUHCTIOH * 03949000 











DPAFCT,DPAGASFT IF SEC!!HD CALL,THIS TEST IS IMPaRTANT 
GAFCT IF FIRST CALL,IF GAFCT IT SHCTULD HC!T 
No' M!JRE C!!MMO'H TEST FOR ANY SUBFUHCTI<'JH 
AS TH ERE !5 Hl! MG'RE VALID VALUE O'F FLAG 
DPACSFCT THE!--! 0,4,ô.THERE IS HG' HEED TO 
De' SGME OTHE!-!. TEST . 
PEFCT IF DPJ..CSFCT > 4, THEH PEFCT 













inrERrA~I: BE :H USER AHD AIDSYS 84-12-13 P.4GE 0097 
FLAG LOCTH OBJECT CODE ADDRl ADDR2 STMNT M 5ffURCE STATEMENT 
000160 
000160 92 04 8001 
000164 47 FO C41C 
000168 
000168 92 oc 8001 
00016C 47 FO C41C 
000170 
000170 92 2C 8001 
000174 47 FO C41C 
000178 
000178 92 10 8001 


































G. 1 3 












* * 04109000 
* RETURH WITH FffRMAL FEHLER.RETURN C~DE rs X'04' * 04119000 











* * 04199000 
* NGT WQ'RD ALIGHED ADDRESS.RETURH CCTDE rs X'OC' * 04209000 












* * 04260800 
* !HVAL!D ADDRESS.RETURH ' CGDE !S X'2C' * 04261700 
* * 04252600 
*********************************************************************** 04263500 
RTH!A DS OY 
D? ARTN, DP .A.CM! A 
RTH 
MCTVE VALUE IH RETURH CCTDE ZdHE 





* * 042ô9000 
* FILE IS NcrT rrPEN.RETURN CGDE IS X'lO' * 04299000 












* * 04379000 
* LEHGTH OF BUFFER NCTT G~EAT EHOUGH ra ccrHTAIN ffNE AHSWER * 04389000 
* R C = X'34' * '043990!!0 
**********·~************************************************************ 04~09000 
IHTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0098 
FLAG LOCTH OBJECT CODE 
00()180 
ADDRl ADDR2 STMHT M scruRCE STATEMEHT 
00()180 92 34 8001 
0001 84 47 FO C41C 
000188 
000188 92 lC 8001 
00018C 47 FO C41C 
000190 
000190 92 20 8001 
000194 47 FO C41C 
000198 
000198 92. 24 8001 





















4168 *********************************************************************** 04459000 
4169 * * 04469000 
4170 * !NVALID L!HK HUMBER GIVEH . RETURN CffDE 15 X'IC' * 04479000 
4171 * * 04489000 






























* * 04530300 
* !HI_IALID !HDICATCTR fff DUMPF!LE TYPE G!l.1EH.RC=X'20' * 04531500 
* * 04532100 
***************************************************"******************** 04532700 
RTNI!H D DS 
MVI 
OY 
DPARTH,DPACMIHD MffVE VALUE IH RETURH CGDE ZffHE 
RTH RETU?.H TG CALLER 
04534000 
04 5 34600 
04535200 
*********************************************************************** 04536500 
* * 04537100 
* ACREAD) GIVEH BUT HCTT THE !TH. RETURH CŒDE = X'24' * 04537700 
* * 0453ô3GO 
*********************************************************************** 045:ô370 
?.TNP.NI D5 0Y 
MVI DPA~TH,QPACMRH! MŒVE VALUE !H RETURH CODE 
o P.TN P.ETURH TG CAl.:LER 
0 5 8530 
0 5 8610 
0 5 56 80 
' 
rER BE :H L., .... " AH.., ,,,.OS"Y., 
FLAG LcrCTN OBJECT ccroE 
· . 000lA0 







4 1 c;n 









4 20 7 
42 08 
42 ·} 9 
4210 
42 :!. l 
4 ~ 1 :;: 




• ~..!. .::> 
4216 
4217 




4 ~? 1 C. ~ -
42 2 2 
{. r ~ -







4~ ~ n 
. ~~o 
4r~n 
. L .!. "! 
42 2 0 
42 3 1 
4232 
G. ~ - -
• C..).) 
4 2 3 4 
{. ~ - -
. L ~:) 
4r-, 
, ' ~ 
u ,, ' ' 
{. ~ - n 
. ~ ~o 
4239 
4 2 '! 0 
42~1 
4 ~, n 
• .:'."! t:. 
, ,.., . ... 
~.::: ~:) 
4 2 ~4 
{,. n , r 




CMFCT OS OY 04549000 
*********************************************************************** 04559000 
* ********************************************************************* 04569000 











* * 04589000 
THIS !5 THE CALL FBR EXECUTIHG THE CMFCT, THE LAYC1UT * * 04599000 
CTF THE CALLIHG PARAMETERS 15 : * * 04S09000 
* * 04Sl9GOO 
DISPLACEMEHT 00 HUMBER BF THE CMFCT = X'O' * * 04629000 
* * 046390()0 
D!SPLACEMEHT 01 RETURH CGDE FIELD. * * 04649000 
* * 04659()00 
D!S?LACEMEHT 04 · LIHK HUMBER 13F DUMPFILE * * 0 4 669000 
* * ()4679000 
* * ADDP.ESS GF THE DUM?FILE READ RcrUTIHE * * 04689000 DI S?LAC !:MEHT bô 
* * * * 04699000 
* * ADDRESS 13F TCB * * 04709000 DISPLACEMEHT 12 
* ~ * * 04710000 
* * ADDRESS Q'!= SYSBASE * * 04711000 DISPLACEi'iENT 16 
* * * * 04712000 
* * AD!)P.ESS GF XVT * * !!4713000 D!SPLACEMEHT 2e 
* * * * 04714000 
* * !NDICATBP. OF DUMPF!LE TYPE * * 04715000 DISPLACEMEHT 24 
* * * * 04716000 
* * THE ITH HUMBER * * 04717000 D!S?LACEM::HT 2ô 
* * * * 04719000 
* * ADDRESS (ff HE BUfFER * * 04720000 DI SPUCEMEHT 32 
* * * * 04721000 
* * BUFFER LEHGTH * * 04723000 DISPLACEMEHT 36 
* * * * 04724000 
* * FLAG FCTR USER !l'R SYSTEM REACHED * * 0472:-~00 DISPLACEMElH 40 
* * * * 0473900!) 
-;.- * H.û.ME (ff PRGGP.AM UH!T * * 04749000 DI SP LAC Ei·îEIH 41 
* * * * 04759()()0 
* * HUMBER !l'F RETUP.HED REC!!P.D * * 04762000 L'ISPL/J.CEi-i!:HT 84 
* * * * 04765()00 
* * * * 04769000 
* ******************************************************************* * 04779000 
* * 047ô9 GDG 
* * ()4799000 
* ******************************************************************* * Ol,5090 00 
* * * * 045190()0 
* * * * 04529000 
* * THE CJ'UTPUT !.JILL HAVE /J.  5 LAYO'UT * * 04839000 
* * * * 04349000 
* * * * () 5 Qô3692 
-;.-
* 
D!SPLACEMEHT 0 CSECT HAME * * 050ô3702 
* * * * (15()537!2 
* 
... DISPLACEM!:HT 8 CSECT START ADDRESS * * 05053722 
* * * * 05053732 
* * D!SPLACEMENT 12 CSECT L Er!GTH * * 05 0ê 3742 
... 
* * * 05Dê3752 
* * DIS?LACEMEr!T 16 ETPHD !HF!JRMATiffH * * 05()2-.3761 
* * * * 05()53771 
* * 
THE RETURI-! CO'DE !S rn SPECIAL FIELD * * 0 50 ô3ê01 
-( . 
• 
INTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0100 
FLAG LOCTN OBJECT CODE ADDRl ADDR2 STMNT M SffURCE STATEMEHT 
000IAO 41 10 C4F2 0004F8 
000000 
0001A4 92 10 1012 000012 
0001A8 D2 03 102C8020 00002C 000020 
OOOlft.E 02 01 10308026 000030 000026 
000184 02 05 1004C44A 0000!)4 000450 
OOOlBA 92 10 101B 00001B 
OOOlBE 92 10 1034 0 IJ 00 34 
0001C2 02 00 101A8007 00001A 0000(17 
0001C8 02 00 1019801F 000019 OOOOlF 
000lCE 91 40 CE5E 0 0 0 E6 4 
000102 47 EO ClO4 0 0 0 IDA 
000106 94 FD 8028 000028 
4247 * * * * 05083811 
4243 * * IF lT 15 HOT O OR x'28' THEH THE BUFFER 15 EMPTY * * 05083621 
42 ~9 * * * * 05083831 
4250 * * * * 05053841 
4251 * ******************************************************************* * 05083851 
42 32 * * 05083860 






4259 * {~ 2 6 Q 
4 26 1 * , ,.. , .... 
"t ~CL 
4263 * 
G.? ~ [,. 
(,.", r ,, ,... ~, 
* , ,... , , 
~ .:'.. ~ ~ 
4267 * 
'-:'~ :-c-
(,. r , ~ 
, -.. * 
et 2 7 D 
4271 
4272 * 
G. " - -
. L .' ~ 
4274 
4275 * 4276 * 
G." - -
. L ! I * 













MOVE SUBFUNCTIOH REQUEST 
CSECT LEVEL. 
MŒVE ADDRESS OF THE CALLER 
B~..ifFER _ 
ASADSLUB(2),D?AEUFLE+2 L=N~TH CTF BUFFER 
ASACALL1(6),=C'AIDSYS' AS A!DSYS REQUEST!!!!!!!!!!!! 
ASADSUSE,ASADUM? 
ASADSLEV,ASADSLCS 
TCT SIMULATE DUM? FI(E ACCESS 






TEST IF EffTH ARE SPECIFIED 
BEFG~E DŒ!N G THE MCTVE 
IF H1T MŒVE W!THGUT CARE 
RESET SYSTEM VALUE AHD LET D~ 
THE CALL FCTR HŒH PR!VILEGED 
CSECT MAP,WHAT IS TCTLD TO BE 






























ASADSUSE,DPAFLAG SET EXPECTED FLAG FRcrM AIDSYS05 
05269000 
05279000 
INTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 
FLAG LO'CTH O'BJECT CO'DE ADDRl 
OOOlEO 58 40 C432 000438 
000000 
0001E4 D2 03 49408014 000940 
OOOlE.A. 50 1 0 40FO OOOOFO 
OOOlEE D2 03 4A7C800C 00()A7C 
0001F4 D2 03 4008C436 000008 
OOOlFA D2 03 4B20C43.A. 000B20 
000200 58 50 C43E . 000444 










{,. ~ n -
• L~.) 
4284 
{,. ~ n r 










{,. ~ 'r 
• :!.. ";'';J 
42 ~~ 



















' . ' 
15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0101 
SCTURCE STATEMEHT 
*********************************************************************** 05299000 
* * 05309000 
* THE AREA HEEDED TO' . CŒVE~ A!DSYS STATDATA,!5 RESERVED AT * 05319000 
* THE EHD OF THE PRCTGRAM . IT'S LEHGTH IS G!VEH !H THE ASERP * 05329000 
* MACRG'. * 05339000 













DXVTBASE,D?AAXVT MBVE THESE VALUES IN O'RDER TO' SIMULATE 
RHOl,APARAM THIS FIELD 15 USED IH ASDPROGCADSERV) 
DUMPATCB,D?AATCB MOVE !MPff2TANT !FAITH !S GIVEH 
A2ET,=ACWCTRKAREA+20DO) AIDSYSD2,WHICH !5 THE MffDULE 
RESPCTNS ABLE FG'R SETT!HG THESE FIELD. 













* * 054 09000 
* THE MEMffRY REQUESTED BY AIDSYS IH GRDER TO CCTVER DYHDATA * 05419000 
* !S RESERVED HERE AT THE E~D CTF THE PRDGRAM.IT'S LEHGTH * 05429000 
* IS G!VEH IH THE ASERP MACRG. * 05439000 
* * 05449000 
~-********r************************************************************* 05459000 
L RH05,=ACMYSTATDT) S~.VE .A.DDRESS tjp MEriûRY CGI/E!HNG STATD 05469000 
* 
LA R !! 0 l, l•!ŒRK.-'.d~.EA CG'l.'ER P l•.R.ü.M LIST 05479000 
ST R!il3,S.ê.VE 5/•. \.'E REGISTER 13 054ô9000 
* 
' u RH13,SA\1El S1~.VE /~ RE A ;:::-: ;, C.t..LLH!G PARAMETERS 055l9GOO 
*********************************************************************** 05 39000 
* * 05 49000 
* THE PARAMETERS ARE READY FCTR CALL />.HD ALSCT THE REG!STERS * 05 59000 
* * 05 é9000 
*********************************************************************** 05 79000 
. . ~1:·'" 
' 
•.~ ": ~~~•• r•/!:, 
'· k.,..',il 
INTERFACE BETWEEN USER AND AIDSYS 15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0102 
FLAG U1CTN CJBJECT CCJDE ADDRl ADDR2 STMNT M SOURCE STATEMENT 
4314 *********************************************************************** 05610000 4315 * * 05630000 43 16 * l·JHAT ISDO'NE HERE IS TO' SIMULATE THE DISPO'SITIO'N CJF DATAS * 05660000 4317 * l·iH!CH ARE HCYRMALY PRO'I/IDED BY A!DSYS02 AHD WHICH HERE ARE * 05660000 4316 * P:WI/IDED DIRECTL Y BY THE CALLER * 05700000 4319 * * 05730000 l. - ~ Il 
• .) <'. " *********************************************************************** 05750000 
000000 4321 US!HG STATDATA,Rl!05 CCY\IER STATDATA FG'R FIND!HG !)5753000 
43 2 * />. CDFT AB) 05754000 
{. -
. .) 3 AIDSC!J'D GETDFTAB,Pl=Rtt06,P2=Rf07,P3=ASADSDFH,P4=DFTAB 05755000 43 4 1 !DLKG 1JER =OD9 
43 5 2 *,VERSION 009 00001300 000208 43 6 2 CHŒ? 0,4 00002800 000208 43 7 2 DS OF 00003500 000208 17 66 43 8 l XR RH06,R~06 CLEAR REG 00020A 43 60 101A 00001A 43 ~ l IC R#G6,ASADSDFH GET LIHK Il 00020E 89 60 0003 000003 43 0 l SLL R#G6,3 REL. A(EHTRY rn DF-TABLE> 000212 41 70 5260 000260 , - l l LA ?.#07,DFTAB ACDF-TABLE) 't ~ 000216 lA 6 r 43 2 1 . ;;, P.1!06,P.~07 .A.(ENTRY IN OF-TABLE> A . ~ 000218 50 60 4278 000278 43 3 
' 
ST R !!06, DYD:"PCJIT SAI/E ADDRES S 
00021C D2 03 6000C442 000448 43 4 M1!C 0(4,RH06),=ACW!J'R KAREA+l024 ) SI!"'!UL!>.TE THAT THIS FIELD 05756000 
~3 5 * !·!P.5 FULFILLED WHEN CJP EN CH CJRMA L Y 05757000 
~3 6 * DŒHE BY .t.  !DSY502) 05757500 000222 58 70 6000 43 7 L R!!07, 0(0,R!!06) L Œ.'\9 ACDUMPF!LE-WŒRKAREAJ 05758000 
{. - ô * 05759000 . .) 000226 12 77 {. - 9 LTR R!!07,Ril07 DUM?FILE O'PEN ? 05761000 . .) 000228 47 80 Cl72 000178 G. - 0 EZ RHWFE HG. 05764000 . .) 
00022C 50 70 40EC 0000EC 4 l ST R!!!l7,DWCJRK SAVE ADDRESS 05767000 000000 4 2 USIH G HJR!<,Rl!07 05770000 4 3 * 05771000 000230 D2 03 72D88010 0002D3 000010 4 4 ~i\lC WAVIP.TC4),DPASYSBS STCJRE ACSYSBASE) IH THE RIGHT 05773000 4 5 
* PLACE sa TH;..T AIDSYS05 1.-IIL L GET 0 5 77 6 C 0,0 4 
" * IT !·!ITH((UT TRCTUBLE AS !F IT !.JAS 057763(10 
4 ! 
* GCTNE HŒ!JGH THE USUAL !•JAY. 0577660!) OC0236 D2 00 730B801B 00030B 00001B 4 ::, r·:V C WAIHD,DPAIHD+DPA!HDL !·!.û.!ND !S ~~LY A BYTE !l UT DPA!HD 05776900 
4 * IS A FUL U•iGRD 05777200 00023C D2 03 72F48014 0002F4 000014 4 Q Vi\'C l•l./\XVT, DPAAX\JT j-j rJ\I E J,.(XIJT) IN T"- FIELD USED 05777500 r. !: 4 l * LATER i3 y .û.DSERI/. 05777600 4 2 D?.O'P R!l07,R#05,Rll04 05777ô00 
;s INTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD A IDS YS 







. .) B 
{. -
. .) 9 
{. -
. .) 0 
{. -




. .) 4 
43 5 
000242 41 DO C45E 000464 43 6 
000246 50 CO C45E 000464 43 7 
00024A 58 CO C446 00044C 43 ô 
00024E 05 EC {. - 9 . .) 
000250 56 CD 0000 000000 {. - 0 . .) 
000254 58 BO C4EE 0004F4 43 l 
43 2 
000258 91 30 8001 000001 43 3 










, - 4 ~~ 
43 5 
43 5 
000260 91 40 CE5E OOOE64 43 7 
" ' -000264 47 EO C2.A.2 0 0 02A8 43 9 






15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0103 
SffURCE STATEMEHT 
***********~********************************************************* 05789000 
* * 05799000 
* H E 1/ E R C H A H G E T H E V A L U E * 05809000 
* rJ F T H E R E G I S T E R * 05619 0 0 0 
* * 05629000 
* THESE VALUES ARE HEEDED BY A!DSYSOS!!! * 05839000 
* -------------------------------------- * 05849000 
* * 05ô59000 























RESTrJRE ADRESS G'F SAVE AREA LG'ST 
BY AIDSYS02,AND SAVE Rffl2,DESTROYED 
EY THE CALL TG AIDSYSDSCWHICH 
EXSPECTS Tff HAVE THE ?.IGHT VALUE IH 
P.EGISTER 12 RESTG~E IT. 
RESTŒRE CALLER PARAMETER LIST 
ADDR ESS WHICH HAD BEEH LrJCTSED 
TEST IF AH ERRGR HAS GCCURED 














* * 05999000 
* WHAT !5 DffHE HERE IS rcr CHECK IF AH E?.RCTR HAS OCCURED * 06009000 
* DURIHG THE EXECUT!ŒN OF A!DSYS-05.THE PRŒBLEM IS THAT IF * 06019000 
* TH~ CALLER HAS S?ECIF!ED BCTTH DŒMAIH ~AHTED,IT !5 PCTSSIBLE * {160290{10 
'* THAT WHAT WE ASSU HED FIRST WAS HGT THE CGRRECT DECIS!ŒH,THEH * 06039000 
* A FLlRTHER CALL IS HEEDED.IF IT !S NGT THE CASE,THEH !T 15 * 06049000 
* A REAL ER?.ŒR AND THE~ HAS TG BE PRŒCESSED L!KE A CGMMCTH * 06DSQOOO 
* ERR0R.IT IS ALSG THE PRŒBLEH GF TRAHSLAT!HG THE RETU?.H * 06"52000 
* CŒ C·E CTF AI!!SY505 · I~ Tr-:E R.ET:.J?.H CG'DE G~ THIS TGG'!.... * ·}l . 53CIC O 
* * 06059000 
*********************************************************************** 06069000 
Ti·: fi.SUB,D?ABüTH TEST IF TH ERE W/1.5 50TH USER 06089000 
* 1\.HD SYS TEM !•1AHTED. 06099000 E~tJ ERR D~;..;' T CARE ABGUT THIS 06109000 
TM ASARETRH,ASADSERH !lCTTH SET THE IJHLY THREE 06129000 
* 
5 ~~ 
~-- rn TAKE rn CCTHSIDERA TICJH 06139000 
* "~ AS C:.!!·îi·!G'N S!T 
<:. ~~ 
... !:: l rn THE 06149000 
* TL'~H CG'::>E IS X'Oê-' !-!HIC!-! 06159000 
* TESTED HERE, OîHE?.!.JISE 06169000 
IHTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 
FLAG L O'CTH O'BJECT Ct1DE ADDRl 
00026C 47 EO C2A2 0002A8 
000270 97 40 CESE 0 0 0 E6 4 
000274 17 DD 
000276 43 DO 8028 000028 
00027.A. 88 DO 0 0 01 OOOO!ll 
000 27E 8 9 DO 000 1 0 0 0 0 01 
00028 2 Q, . 0 Oô 0 0 OD 0 0 DO OD 
000226 42 DO 1013 000 013 




* 43 96 








X~ R 3, R!l3 
I C R 3,DPAFLAG 
SF.L P. 3, l 
S!.. L R 3, 1 
ŒI R 3,DPASYST 
STC .. 3, !-\ S AD SUSE 
15:36 : 23 84-12-13 
IT ISA REAL ERRO'R 
RESET THE FLAG BECAUSE 
FIRST TRY WAS UHSUCCESSFULL 
CLEAR R~l3 FCTR SECURITY 
TAK E .THE FLAG SET FGR USER 
FCTR SEARCn AHD SET IT FOR 











INTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0105 
FLAG LO'CTH O'BJECT CODE ADDRl ADDR2 STMHT M SOURCE STATEMEHT 
00028A 41 DO C45E 000464 
00028E 50 CO C45E 000464 
000292 5B CO C446 00044C 
000296 05 EC 
000298 58 CD 0000 000000 
000 2 9C 58 80 C4EE 0004F4 
0002AO 91 30 8001 000001 
0002A4 47 10 C41C 000422 
0002A8 
0002A8 91 FF 1084 000084 
0002AC 47 80 C2AE 0002B4 
000280 92 08 1013 000013 
4404 *********************************************************************** 06260200 
4405 * * 06260800 
4406 * THE SUPPOSITION DONE DURING THE FIRST CALL WAS WROHG * 06261500 
440 7 * IT WAS HCTT A HOH PRIVILEGE ACCESS TO BE DOHECGR IT IS * 06262100 
4408 * POSS I BLY A MIST AKE) THEH THE HEXT CALL IS DG~E WITH * 06262700 
4409 * A P~!VILEGED ACCESS IF THIS ALSCT FA!LS,THE" ~ETURH WITH * 06263300 
4410 * THE APRGPR!ATE RETURH CGDE . · * 06264000 
4411 * * 06264600 






4c. 1 ~ 
. _ o 
{. , l Q 























LA Rlll3,SAI/E RESTO'RE ADDRESS (ff THE SAVE 
ST F.l!l2,SA VE A?.EA LGST BY A!DSYS05 AHD 
l R!: 12, =V( ADSERV> S.û. \/E R!!l2 DES T?. 6'Y ED BY THE 
BALR Rl!l4,Rlll2 CHL TG' AIDSYS05CTHIHKIHG TO' 
L RH12, !l(Rl!l3) H.ü. VE THE RIGHT VALUE rn RU2) 
L ?.ll08,S AVEREG8 RES T!FE ACC .t..LLER PARAMETER 
* 
LIST> HAD B=E N· LOGSED 
TM DPARTH, DPAGAPRE TEST IF AH E?.RO'R !H THE 
E (J ?.TH CALLE?. PAGE RE AD R!JUT !HE HAS 
* 
GCCU RED. If YES, RETURH T lJ HIM 
* 










* THE HEXT TEST ARE THE CGMMOH TEST DGHE ra SEE IF SOME * 
ERRORS HAD OCCURED DUR! HG THE PERFCTR MIHG OF AIDSYS05 * 
THESE TESTS ARE DGHE IF CT HLY OHE CALL WA S DDHE. * 
EUT AL SO IF,AF TER THE SEC CTN D CALL GF AIDSY50 5 (!F ANY), * 
A~ ERRŒR WA S DISCGV ERED WHEH EXEC UT !HG I T TW ICECWHICH WILL * 
T~LL LlS THA T NGTH ! NG WAS FGU HDl. * 
* 
********************************************************************** 
ERR DS DY 
* 
* TM ASADSFBR,DPARTHT X'FF' HO' MORE IHFO' 
"~ 
-L REAL ERR TEST IF ASARETRH IS SET 





























IHTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0106 
FLAG Ll'YCTH G'BJECT CG'DE ADDRl ADDR2 STMHT M SO'URCE STATEMENT 
0002B4 4441 REALERR DS OY 06329000 
0002B4 91 FF 1013 000013 4442 TM ASARETRH,DPARTHT TEST IF ERRO'R O'CCURED DU!HNG 06339000 
0002B8 47 80 C41C 000422 4443 BZ RTH EXECUTIO'N O'F AIDSY505 06349000 
44{t4 
0002BC 41 30 CE62 0 0 0 E6 8 4445 * 
06354000 
1 • R~03,TABCMFCT CCTNVERSIOH TABLE FOR ERRO'R HANDLIHG 0635<:lOOO . -A 
0002CO 47 FO C3EE 0003F4 4446 B EiBHAHDL G!JTO CG'r·E·iOH R!füTIHE FOR ERR11R 06369000 
INTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 
FLAG L~CTH ~BJECT C~DE 
0002C4 





















4467 4 {. ,c. ~ 










• . . I 
{., - ~ 
. '1 1 ~ 
{.{. - Q 
.. I • 
4480 
44ôl 
4482 4, ~ -














, .•, . 11 ~ 1 ' 1 i 1 1 • , u •. or'· , .. , ., l·t..·n 1~•: .. , , 
M 
.·.·, .. . 
15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0107 .-· 
SBURCE STATEMEHT 
GAFCT OS OY , 06609000 
*********************t*****************~******************************* 06619000 
· * * 06"629000 . · .<_ 
* *****************************************************-lrlr************ * · 0 6 6 3 9 0 0 0 . . '. ·, 
* * ,. * * 06649000 · • · 
* * * * . 0 6 6 5 9 0 0 0 . -~_y, ) 
* * THIS PARTIS RESPGHSABLE UF THE EXECUTIBH aF GA FUHCT!aH * * 06669000 
* * * * 06679000 
., ;, ·, 
* * IT IS EXSPECTED THAT THE CALLER GIVES : * ~ 06669000 
* * * "* 06699000 
* * AT DJSPLACEMEHT O HUMBER OF THE FUHCTIOH,HERE X'04' . ~ * · 06709000 
* * * * 06719000 " 
* * AT DI~PLACEMEHT 1 RETURH CŒDE FIELD. * * 0672900-0 
* * * * 06739000 , . . 
* * AT DISPLACEMEHT 4 DUMPFILE LIHK HUMBER. * * 06749000 
* * * * 06759000 · 
* * AT D!SPLAC~MEHT 8 ADDRESS . OF THE DUMPFILE READ RGUTI~E * * b6769000 
* * , * * 06770000 
* * AT DISPLACEMEHT 12 ADDRESS ffF THE TCB.' * * 06771000 
* * * * 06772000 
* * AT DISPLACEMEHT 16 ADDRESS ffF SYSBASE * * 06713000 - , , 
* * * * 06774000 
* * AT DISPLACEMEHT 20 ADDRESS ffF XVT. * * 06775000 
* * * * 06776000 
* * AT . D!SPLACEMENT 24 !HDICÀTffR GF DUMPFILE TYPE * * 06777000 
* * 1 * * 06778000 
* * AT DISPLACEMEHT 28 ITH NUMBER,IF ANY * * 06778100 
* * * * 06778200 
* * AT DISPLACEMEHT 40 THE FLAG BYTE * * 06778300 
* * * * 06778500 
* * · AT DISPLACEMEHT 44 THE GIVEH ADDRESS * * 06778600 • 
** **06779000· ,:{·i· 
* * * * "06789000 ',f: ;-:· _ 
* ******************************************************************* * 06799000 -~~ f'.~ 
* 0 6 8 0 9 0 0 0 . •• l ,. * 
* 
***** I T I s H cr T 
***** 
***** T H A T T H E u 
***** 
•+*** G I V E H T H E 
***** 
***** 
E H a u G H F a R 
***** 
***** 
H F cr R M A T I ff 
C ff H T R a 
s E R H A 
p L A C E 
T H E · 
H 
L E D 
s 




***** 06849000 .·. 
***** 06859000 ··,,.· . . <1• 
***** 06869000 :.:'.''.:'· 
***** !!68 7 90 0 O··' ,· · 
***** 0 6 A ft 9 0 0 0 l '. i ;: • 00 .. : · i·· 
***** 066990011 ·•'•.•· .. 
· ***** 0690900Q ·.:; ( ·-·~' 
***** · ***** 06919000 ,;c~/·,?·,, 
***** / ***** . 069i9-QOQ •j~:,:<r: 
.. I . ! 
*********************************************************************** .0 6 9 3 9 0 0 0 ·%:{~'/,: 
*********************************************************************** 06949000 ~~~ \" 
*********************************************************************** .0695900~·.; ; ~~ 
. ; • .. • ·,: ;•: ~·l•}/ .•r 
; · ... . ;.: 
'• .  · 
~ . ,i,; 
. . .. .. .. . 
. : '' ..... .. ". • Vv:C ll..:Mi'trts 1 
·, 
... ~- ' 
INTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0101 · 
FLAG urcTH ffBJECT CffDE ADDRl ADDR2 . STMHT M SOURCE STATEMEHT 
0002C4 41 10 C4F2 0004F8 4497 LA RIO 1, W'ffRKAREA CGVER PARAM LIST 06979000 • ,, , · 000000 4498 USIHO SERVE,RIOl 
· 069~9000 '·~ \r 
: • • ,!~ .- <, . 
• • • • 1 • , • \ ·. ~· ~~ : ·:* 
HAS Tlf BE 
• ,1 i~ .,. 0002C8 92 4C 1011 000011 4499 MVI ASAFCT,ASADS MC1VE WHICH FUHCTiffH CALU:D ·06999000 •1:,t: ~l: ~ 4500 
* 
. . ._·_.;.- 07 0 04 0 0 0 · ;i,..',' •:';., 0002cc 92 08 1012 000012 4501 MVI ASASBFCT,ASADSCFA SUBFUHCTIOH ENVI RC1HMEHT 
' 
-;._, , ·01009000 :1';~t1" ; [ .. 
4502 
* ·. ' 07014000 , .. ' ", 0002D0 D2 05 1004C44A 000004 000450 4503 MVC ASACALL1(6),=C'AIDSYS; SIMULATE THE Hff.RMAL CALL 07019000 •1 
.'' 4504 
* 07024000 0002D6 92 10 101B 00001B 4505 MVI ASADSUSE,ASADUMP DUMPFILE ACCESS 07029000 ,, 
·•.,• 4506 
* 07034000 r. 0002DA 92 00 1034 000034 4 5 D-7 MVI ASADSLE\/,X'OO' CLEAR THIS FIELD 07039000 :·~., 4506 
* 07044000 "··-'~ •·· , ; 0002DE D2 03 102C802C 00002C 00002C 4509 MVC ASADSADR(4);DPAGAV~ USER VIRTUAL ADDRESS WAHTED 07049000 .. ·· i. 
"\ . ·. 4510 
* 07049050 0002E4 D2 00 101A8007 00001A 000007 4511 M\IC . ASADSPFHC4-DPALHKL),DPALIHK+DPALHKL 07!149100 4512 
* 07049200 0002EA D2 00 1019801F 000019 OOOOlF 4513 MVC ASADSITH+4-DPAITHLC4-DPA!THL),DPAITH+DPAITHL 07049300 
.J ; 
'• 
0002FO 91 40 CE5E OOOE64 4514 TM ASUB ,· DPABO'TH TEST IF BO'TH PRIVILEGED AND 07050000 . ', -::-:.-t-4515 
*' NG'H PRIV!LEGED FLAG IS SET 07051000 0002F4 47 10 C414 00041A 4516 BO' RTHAIC IF YES,BRAHCH TCJ ADDRESS IH 07052000 4517 
* COrffL!Ci 07053!100 4518 
* l·JITH FLAG IS SET 07054000 
0002F8 D6 00 10168028 00001B 000028 4519 O'C ASADSUSE,DPAFLAG SET EXf'ECTED FLAG FRO'M AIDSY505 07059000 
. . , ·, .. 
·: :_.- V{? 
'j ' "' ~ ,. • ' 1 • I ., ,~, , "'•) 1 , . j 1 , • .. 1 
.... ERF ~w~ BE·. ____ >f U-~-- AHL ,.._JSY-
FLAG LO'CTH O'BJECT CODE ADDRl ADDR2 STMHT M SOURCE STATEMEHT 
0002FE 58 40 C432 000438 
000000 
000302 D2 03 49408014 000940 000014 
000308 50 10 40FO OOOOFO 
00030C D2 03 493C8010 00093C 000010 
000312 D2 03 4A7C800C OllOA7C oooooc 
000318 D2 03 4008C436 000008 001l43C 
00031E 58 50 C43E 000444 
000322 41 10 C4F2 0004F8 
OOQ326 41 DO C45E 000464 
00~32 .i\ 5 0 CO C45E 00046 4 
4520 *********************************************************************** 07079000 
4521 * * 07089000 
4522 * MYDYHDTA WILL SERVE AS BASE FOR DYHDATA * 07099000 
4523 * * 07109000 

























R!!04,=A(MYDYHDTA) C!!I/ER THE EXSPECTED DYHDATA 07139000 
DYHDATA,Rlt04 CG'\/ER DYHDATA IH OROER TO' BE ABLE 07140000 
DXVTBASE,DPAAXVT Hi SET FIELDS WHICH ARE H!!RMALLY 07142000 
07142100 




DUMPATCB,DPAATCB M!!VE IM?O'RHHT IF AH !TH IS GI\IEH 07144000 
07144500 
ARET,=ACWO'RKAREA+2000) SUPPG'SED BEEH SET WHEH USED BY 07145000 
A54 ITHD? AHD BY P.54RDPGE 07146000 
4537 *********************************************************************** 07149000 
453ô * . * 07159000 
4539 * MYSTATDTA COVER THE STATDATA * 07169000 
45 40 * * 07179000 



















LA R!!13, SAIJEl 
LA R~Ol,WORKA~EA 
LA R!!!3,SAVE 
ST R!!l2,S AVE 
REGISTER 4 HAS ALWAYS TO COVER 
DYHDAT A,AHD REGISTER 5 HAS ALWAYS 
TG CCTVER "STATDATA!! !!!!! !! 
LGAD A HEW SAVE AREA 
REGISTER l 1-JAS DESTRO'YED 









IHTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 












* * 07599000 
* ALL TH!HGS ARE READY HffW FOR THE FIRST CALL T~ A!D5~505 * 07609000 
* THERE WILL BE ANBTHER BHE BECAUSE THE f!RST GET THE * 07619000 
* PG!HTERS AND THE SECGND CTHE GETS THE !HFBRMATlBN : * 07629000 





INTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0111 




000330 17 66 
000332 43 60 101A 00001A 
000336 89 60 0003 000003 
00033A 41 70 5260 000260 
0!!033E 1A 67 
000340 50 60 4278 000278 
000344 D2 03 6000C442 000448 
00034A 58 70 6000 
00034E 12 77 
000350 47 80 C172 000178 
000354 50 70 40EC 0000EC 
000000 
000358 D2 03 72D88010 0002D8 000010 
00035E D2 00 730B801B 00030B 00001B 
000364 D2 03 72F48014 0002F4 000014 
4556 *********************************************************************** 07659400 
4557 * * 07659900 
4558 * WHAT !5 DOHE HERE IS ra S!MULATE THE DISPJS!TI8N OF DATAS * 07660400 
4559 * ~!H!CH ARE HffRMALY PROV!DED BY A!DSYS02 AHD WHICH HERE ARE * 07660900 
4560 * PRGVIDED DIRECTLY BY THE CALLER. * 07661300 
4561 * * 07661600 












':5 7 2 l 
G, - - ~ ~ , ' l 4 c;-4 




• -:J .' I 
* 45 78 
4579 
4 55-IJ 




G, t; ~ G, 
. -•. 






* , - ~ Q 
~:ic. 
4590 






!) s OF 
X~ P.!l06,R!!06 CLEAR REG 
IC P.!!06,ASADSDFH GET L IHK ~ 
SLL C;; n I'. ~ 
.... - - ' .) REL. id ErHRY !H OF-TABLE) 
L.~. R!!07,DFTAB ACDF-T1\~!.E) 
_1,_?. R;;Q6,?.l\07 A(ÈHT?.Y rn DF-TAB!.E) 
c; T ?.;;C6,DYDFPIJ!T S /~ '-' E ADD?. ES.S 
i":VC 0(4,RR06),=ACWCTRKAREA+l024) 
L ?.!!07,0CO,R!!ü6) 
!. TR P.l!IJ7,?.l!07 
;1,-
-L R.TH!!FE 






L C: 1-.D ACDUMPFILE-WORKAREA) 
01.Ji·l? FI!. E G'PE~? 
. r!IJ', GO Ar.E.~.D 
STORE ACSYSBASE) !H THE RIGHT 
PLACE scr THAT A!DSYSOS WILL GET 
!T WITr.CTUT TR8UBLE AS IF IT WAS 
GGHE T?.GUGH THE USUAL WAY. 
HAIHD !S ŒNLY A BYTE èUT D?AIHD 






















IHTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0112 
FLAG LffCTH ffBJECT CffDE ADDRl ADDR2 STMNT M saURCE STATEMENT 
000'36A 58 CO 
00036E 05 EC 
000370 58 CD 
000374 58 80 
000378 91 30 
00037C 47 10 
C446 00044C 
























































B E T 14 E E H 
D cr 
IJ F 
A L L 
H cr T 
T H E 
A R E 
T H E C A L L 
C H A H G E T H E 
R E G I S T E R S 
U S E D W I T H 
L E F T I H I T B y T H E 
T H A T 
u s 
A I D S Y S 
A D E 5 
C A l L 
A S T R 
O' F 
*** 
A! D S YS O 5 *** 
C O H T A I H 
T H E V A L U E 
L A T E S T 
W O' U L D 
T H I H G 
B E 































CALL HOW AIDSYSOS 
AIDSYS!l5,EXS?ECT THE R!GHT VALUE 
!H REG!STER 12 
DGH'T TCTUCH AT THIS,THIS IS DANGER. 
RESTGRE ACCALLER PARAMETER LIST) 
TEST IF AH ERR~R HAS OCCURED WHEH 
EXECUTING THE CALLER PAGE READ 
RETURH TG H!M D!RECTLY FLAG WAS YET 






























* * 07939000 
* TEST IF NO' ERRORS HAD OCCURED DUR!HG THE EXECUT!OH OF * 07949000 
* A!DSYSOS,CTTHERWISE !T IS NCTT HECESSARY TO CALL IT AGAIH * 07959000 
* KHGWIHG THAT SCTMETHIHG HAS ŒCCURED !H IT. * 07969000 
* * 07979000 
*********************************************************************** -07959000 
INTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 
15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0113 
( ;.. 





000388 41 30 CE76 4630 LA R903,TABGAFCT LA CIJHVERSIIJH TABLE FOR 
ERR!JR 06029000 
00038C 47 F0 C3EE 0003F4 4631 B EP.RHAHDL GO T!J DCT THE COHVERSIOH 
06039000 
l .-. 
INTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD A IDS YS 








000390 41 10 C4F2 0004F8 G., ~ Q • Q - • 
4640 
000000 4 6 {: 1 
000394 92 4C 1011 000011 4 6 l: 2 
!l 00398 96 04 1012 000012 46 4 3 
~6 4 4 
00039C 41 DO C45E 000464 G. ,, , ,... ~ ~ .., 





4 6 .51 
0003A4 58 CO C446 - 00044C 4~52 
000 3A8 05 EC 4653 
0003AA 58 CD 0000 000000 4é-~4 
0003AE 58 80 C4EE 0004F4 (./_C:,r 
. - - :> 
000382 91 30 8001 000001 4 6 
0003!!6 47 10 C41C 000422 4 7 
4 13 
15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE O 114 
SffURC= STATEMENT 
*********************************************************************** 08059000 
* * 08069000 
* HCTW TH~ DESCRIPTCTR IS -CREATED ,WE CAH THEH CALL AGAIH * 06079000 
* AIDSYSOS IH CTRDER Tû GET ûTHERS !HFüRMATI~H. * 08089000 
* * 08~99000 
*********************************************************************** 08109000 
PREPA!HH D5 OY 
Rl!Ol,WffRKAREA 
* USIHG SERVE,R!!Ol 
HVI ASAFCT,ASADS 
G! ASASBFCT,ASADSCFH 
* L.~. · R!tl3,SAVE 
ST F. !f l2,SAVE 
REST~RE REGISTER 1 !H ffRDER rcr CIYVER 
PARAMLISTR FCTR SEC~HD CALL 
EHV!RCT~MENT FUNCT!CTH CALL 
SUEfUHCT!CTH,W!TH THE PAR AMS 
FRGM LA ST CALL TCT AIDSYS!l5 











* * 08239000 
* THE PARAMETERS ARE READY FCTR THE HEXT CALL. * 08249000 
* * 08259000 
*********************************************************************** 08269000 
, L R!!l2, =\JO.DSERV) A!!:i5YS05 H.t1S Rl2 AS BASE REGISTER 08289000 
3ALR P.1114,:tî!l2 BUT DGES t,; r.' T 
· - 1 LCT AD IT 08299000 L ?.!!12, HP.!!13) DGH'T TGUC!i AT THIS, THIS IS DAHGER. 08309()00 
L P.!106, 5.A.VE~EG8 RESTG'?.E ACU.LLER PARAMETER LIST> 06312000 
TM DPARTH,DPAGAPRE TEST I t.i ERRûR HAS ûCCUP.ED l•lHEH 1 0 .3 5000 




F: G' iJTIH ~:::. fLAG IS YET 5 ET . ?.ETURH 0 5 8000 
TERFACE BETWEEH USER AND AIDSYS 15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0115 
AG l~CTH O'BJECT CO'DE ADDRl ' ADDR2 STMHT M scrURCE STATEMEHT 
0003BA 91 FF 1013 000013 
0003BE 47 80 C3C4 0003CA 
0003C2 41 30 CE76 OOOE7C 
0003C6 47 FO C3EE 0003F4 
0003CA 
0003CA 58 DO C462 000468 
0003CE 58 8D 0018 000018 
0003D2 D2 07 8030105C 000030 00005C 
0003D8 D2 03 80381064 000038 000!!64 
0003DE D2 03 80401080 0001)40 000080 
, 0003.E4 58 BO 802C O!l002C 
0003E8 5B BO 1064 000064 
0003EC 50 BO 803C 00003C 
4659 *********************************************************************** 08329000 
4660 * * 08339000 
4661 * TEST TO SEE IF NO ERRO'RT HAPPEHED,IF THERE ARE SOME,THEH * 08349000 
4662 * GCT TC1 THE RO'UTIHE FGR ERRGR HAHDL!HG. * 08359000 
4663 * * 05369000 








{~ 6 7 2 
4673 
4674 
TM ASARETRH,DPARTHT TEST Tcr SEE IF Hû' PROBLEMS 08399000 
BZ MO'VERESU HO PRG'BLEM,RETURH 08409000 
* 
08416000 
LA Rl!03,TABGAFCT CffHI/ERS !G'H TABLE FD'R ERROR HAH DL IHG 08419000 
B ERRHAHDL G!HO' CCTMMO'N RGUTINE FCTR ERROR !!8429000 
MCTVERESU DS OY 08449000 
*********************************************************************** 08459000 
* * 08469000 
* MCTVE THE VALUES !HTO' THE EXPECTED ZCTHE * 06479000 
* 
* 064890(10 
4675 *********************************************************************** 08499000 
4676 L Rl!l3, SAVE+4 RESTOP.E ADDRESS D'F CAL LER SAVEAREA 08519000 
4677 L R#08,24CR!tl3) TG FIND THE ADDRES S OF CALLER PARAMS 08529000 








G, ~ ~ 
•. ~ ~L MVC D?AGACSL,ASADSCL f·iG'VE CSECT L EHGTH %559000 
4 " -- .) L R !111 , !:'?AGA V .f\ AnnPFC:.<; GI EH BY THE C.l\L LER !)8 69000 
4 ~G o . s F..!ill, .l\SADSCSA S!JôTRACT ;= C:i-i ADDRESS GIVEH THE 06 79000 
4 65 
* 
ST.û .. ~T AD!:'i~ SS rn= T"-n !: CSECT FOUHD (\ ~ -0 89000 
4 ô6 ST R!!ll,DPAGAREL "1 o T IT IH ETURN PA?.Ai'15 08 9900 0 r !.! 1 
INTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0116 
FLAG LffCTH ffBJECT CO'DE ADDRl ADDR2 STMHT M SOURCE STATEMEHT 
4691 *********************************************************************** 08659000 
0003F0 47 F0 C41C 000422 4692 B RTH ALL IS O'.K 08679000 
\ 
IHTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AlDSYS 15:36:23 84-12-13 
FLAG LffCTH ffBJECT CffDE ADDRl ADDR2 STMHT M SOURCE STATEMEHT 
0003F4 
0003F4 17 22 
0003F6 43 20 1013 
0003FA 88 20 0002 
0003FE IA 32 
000400 91 FF 3000 
000404 47 10 C40C 
000408 D2 00 80013000 










4 69 7 
46 ': ô 
4 7 !) !) 
4 !) l 










4 1 ~ -~ 
********************************************************************** 
* * THE F1LLOWIHG IS DONE IN G?.DER TO TRAHSLATE THE RETURN CODE* 





THE CALLER.THIS IS CALLED BY ALL FUNCT!GM WHICH CA LLED * 
AI D5YS05. . * 
* 
********************************************************************** 
ERRHAHDL DS OY 
XR ?.!!02, R!02 CLEAR P.EGISTER 2 BEC/i.USE OF THE AR 
IC P. !lD 2, A SAqEJRH PAHSFEP. V.HUE fJF A IDS YS RETURN CCTDE 
SP. L R!I02, 2 TCJ BE TRAHSF Œ?.MED Hl A DI SPU.CEMEIH 
.u.!": R!l03,P.!i02 FH!D HiE CG'?.RECT TR . \NSLATHJ'H VALUE 
* 
T!·1 !l(?.i!03),DPARTHT IF EQU !"F ~ " ~1,; E~?.IJ'R UHEX?ECTED 1 r. ?:. .. 
5::1 i·iJ!JU LE!H 
* 










Oô 6ô1 500 









!) 5 68{:6!)0 
Qôo: ê ~ ô OO 
Oê-6ê4900 
086ê-5l0 0 
INTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 
FLAG L~CTH OBJECT CODE 
000412 
000412 92 08 8001 















15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0118 
SOURCE STATEMEHT 
*********************************************************************** 08685170 
* * 0ô685210 
* YŒU ARE HERE ffHLY IF THERE !S AH UHEXPECTED RETURN ccrnE * 086ô5250 
* FP.ŒM A!DSY505. * 08~65280 








MCTVE VALUE IH RETURH CODE ZOHE 




IHTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0119 
FLAG LffCTH ffBJECT CffDE ADDRl ADDR2 STMHT M S~URCE STATEMEHT 
00041A 
00041A 92 2C 8001 
00041E 47 F0 C41C 
000001 
000422 
4722 *********************************************************************** 08686600 
4723 * * 08S86800 
4724 * INPUT ADDRESS IN CttHFLICT WITH FLAG ; THAT WILL SAY THAT * 06687100 
4725 * THE G!VEH ADDRESS IS IH SYSTEM ZOHE AHD THE FLAG IS SET * 06687300 
47 2 6 * TO US=R ZOHE OR !S IH USER ZGHE AHD THE FLAG !S SET TO * Oô687500 
4727 * SYSTEM S?ACE TO BE ACCESSED.THE SECOHD CASE IS WHEH THE * 08687800 
47 25 * CALLER SPECIFIES BOTH SYSTEM AHD USER !S WA HTED WHEH CALLIHG * OBSSôOOO 
47 2~ * THE G=T ADDRESS FUHCTiûH . THE RETUR H CCTDE IS X' * 08~88200 
4 7 30 * * 08 688 5 00 








D?AGARTH,DPAGAIAF MCTVE VALUE IH RETURH CODE ZOHE 




INTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AIDSYS 15:36:23 84-12-13 PAGE 0120 
FLAG Lt:!CTH ~BJECT Ct:!DE ADDRl ADDR2 STMHT M SOURCE STATEMEHT 
4735 *********************************************************************** 08699000 
4736 * * 08709000 
4737 * HERE !5 THE OHLY OHE POIHT WHERE vcru CAH GET OUT OF * 08719000 
4738 * ALL THE MODULE. * 05729000 
4739 * * 08739000 
474Q *********************************************************************** 08749000 
000422 47 1 RTH os OY oo ·,69000 
000422 58 DO C462 000468 47 2 L R#l3,SAI/E+4 RESTO'RE REGISTERS t:!F CH LING PGM Oô779000 
000426 98 EC DOOC 47 3 LM P.#14,R#l2,12CR!l3) 08789000 
00042A 07 FE 47 4 -., o .. Riil4 Oô799QOO 
47 5 LT!JRG Oôô09000 
000430 00000000 l, 7 6 . - ( 0 ) 
000434 00000000 47 7 = '()' 
00()438 OOOOOE90 47 3 = CMYDYHDTA) 
OO!l43C OOOOOCC8 47 9 = O·!G'RK/I.REA+2000 > 
000440 000022FO G. -• I 0 = Ci·:?. K:: T PH D > 000444 OOOOlEFO 47 l = <MY ST .4TDT) 000448 OOOûOêFô 47 2 = ( :·W::'::ZAR EA+ 10 24) 
00044C OOOOùOQO • G. - ~A DS ER. V) . I 
' = 000450 ClC9C4E2E8E2 47 = ' .ô. ID SYS' 
~ INTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD A IDS YS 








































• I ! J 
4774 
(. ---










M SC3'URCE STATEMEHT 
SYSBASE DC 
AREtd)iH r:C 
EXl!TE .~.SE DC 
*AVE! DS 
S.û. VE: DS 







C:·iL EH DC 





































SIMULATION ~F SYSTEM START ADDRESS 
ACCALLE~ DUMPFILE READ ROUTIHE> 
A(XVT> 
SAVEAREA WHEH CALLING AIDSYS02 
SAVEAREA WHEH CALLIN~ AIDSYS0S 
SAVEAREA USED rcr SAVE REGISTERS 
WHEH CALLIHG AS4RDPGE 
SAVE IF TWG CALL TG AS4!TND? !! 
CCTVERIHG PARAMETER.LIST,A<RET) STACK 1 
THIS TABLE CŒHTA!NS THE MINIMAL 
VALUE CTF DUFF ER LEHGTH 
M!HIMAL VALUE FG~ CMFCT 
M!H!HAL VALUE FG~ GAFCT 
~cr HŒP.E US~D WAS USED FOR CRFCT 
HIH!H AL VALUE FG~ PUFCT(+CRFCT} 
X NG MG'RE USED 
Xl4! H1 MŒR E US ED WAS USED CTNLY Ta FIND 
TABALPHA IF THE FIR ST CARACTER GF THE FILE 
X'AABBCCDDEEFFF0F1F2DDQQD0Q0 C0 00GG' ~AHE GIVEH WHEH 
X'f3F4F5F6F7F8F9FAF~00D!l0000 0 DIJOOO' T~E CALLER HAD T~ 
X'G0FCFDFEFFAABBCCD;J' ra GT\.' ~ us A A(FCB) t\Lû.S CORRECT 
H' !l' FIELD CGVE~ T~CT DISTINCT THIHGS: 
l.!F THE CALLER SPECIFIES BGTH DCTMA!H. 
2.MAHAGER!HG THE TRAHSFGP.MAT!CTN GF FLAG 
OF RETU~H CGDE TRA NSLA T!CTN FOR CMFCT 
X'000428FFFF3 52 C4810FF14 ~4lô4C~ FFFFF3CSIJ! 
OF RETURH CCTDE TRAHSLAT!CTH FCTR GAFCT 
X'0004FF28FF38FFFFlD2Cl434lô3CFFFFFFFF4D' 

































INTERFACE BETWEEH USER AND AIDSYS 15:36:23 84-12-13 
FLAG L5CTH 5BJECT CODE 
0022FO 






















4 7 96 
4797 
47 98 
4 7 9'? 




4 ê G6 
4 ê 0 7 
4808 
4 ê0 9 
4210 
4 ~ l 1 
• c- - -(,31 2 
4 2-13 
4214 
4 ~. ~ 
• ~ ..!. :} 
(. ~' , 





RTHISFH EQU RTH 




























THIS MACRO 15 USED TO GIVE THE STANDARD TERMIHATE FOR A MODULE 
PGSITIDHAL GPERAHD 1 - MODULE HAME 
PCTSITIGHAL GPE RA HD 2 - LEHGTH OF MODULE 
GPERAHD - LE HGTH CTF PATCH AREA 






CSE CT = 
OPTIOHAL ffPERAHD -
MAHD ATG'RY G? ERAHD 
GPTIG'HAL GPER AHD -
GPTIGHA L OPERAHD 
i'ES C DEFAUL T) 
HG 
(ZERO MAY BE S?ECIFIED) 
DEFAULT - 20() BYTES 
IF 5 AHD &P ATCH PARAMS HOT USED 
DATE CF ŒRMAT YYMM DD) 
MGDU LE VE~ SIŒ H NUM EER (3 DIGITS) 
TG ! DEHTIFY CGMPG NE HT HUMBER 
GR! G!NA L CSECT FŒR ETPHD 
HG CSEC T ! 5 CRE ATED 














CL3'3 ô ' 
AL3 <D ACCESS) 
MCTDL1L E H!i !'1E 
MCTDULE VE~S ! ŒH HU~BER ASSIGHED 
MACRCT LIBR A~Y VERS! CTN 
ASSEHBLY SUBMIS S! GH DATE 
CU ~REHT JUL I AN ASSEMSL Y DA TE 







TEi BI EH AL __ _ os __ 15:~w•-3 2-~ .. PL- Jl2:.. 
FLAG LtYCTH IJBJECT CtYDE ADDRl ADDR2 STMHT M 511URCE STATEMEHT 
4817 *********************************************************************** 09132000 
4818 * * 09136000 
4819 * 'L.JHAT IS DESCRIBED HO'W IS THE TRAHSLA Til1H TABLES FO'R * 09140000 
4820 * CHAHGIHG THE RETURH Cr1DE RETURHED BY ADSERV IH RETURH * 09144000 
4ô21 * CCTDE EXPECTED BY TH~ USER. * 09148000 
4822 * * 09152000 
4623 *********************************************************************** 09155000 
\ 4824 ********'**********,****-************************************************* 09163000 4825 * * 09167000 
4ô26 * VALUE CTF R.C. * VALUE O'F R. C. * VALUE ûF R.C. * SIG HI FICA Til1H * 09171000 4ô27 * FP.Gï·i ADSERV * FRGM ADSERV * FRG'i'i ADSERI/ * OF R.C. * 09175000 
4a2B * * TC1 CMFCT * T C1 GAFCT * * 09179000 
• t ··., 
4829 **********************~************************************************ 09182000 
.. 4830 * 0 0 * 00 * 0 0 * HO ERRO'R . * 09166000 
4ô31 * * * * * 09190000 4832 * 04 * 04 * 04 * FG'Ri'iAL FEHL ER * 09194000 4ô33 * * * * * 09196000 . 
4534 * 0ô. * 28 * E?.?.ffR ' * BUFFER 111/Fll-J * 09202000 
4833 * * * * * 09206000 4~--
.o~ ~ * oc * ERRO'R * 28 * ADDRESS UHALO'C* 09206070 {. ~ - 7 
.. - ;) . * * * * * 09206150 
., 4:3~3 * l'!l * - ERRC:R * E?.RC!R * C!HEXP ECTED * 09206230 . : 4839 
* * * * * 
09206310 
'· 48~0 * 14 * 33 * ~~ * Hû PGM L!3'ADED * 09206390 : -Ô 
·. 4841 - * ·* * * * 09206470 
' ~ ... 4842 * la, * 2C * ERP.û_R * BUFFER UHACC * 09206.540 - . 
' 
-( - 4543 * * * * * 09206620 4844 * ic * 48 * EP.R!B * lrLDf!'lT LO'ADIHF* 0920.6700 
1 . 
....... 48 45 '* * * * * 09206760 ' ') : 
-;'.· ., :i. .. 4 ., G." * 20 * 10 * 10 * FILE HO'T G'PEH * 09206860 ' , I ' . ' 0. ~ 
:,, \ ,·' ,· } 1< ' . 4847 * * * * * 09206940 •' ·, 4 n , n 




* * * * * 
tl ', . û7 0 9 0 
1 4850 
* 
26 * ' :!.4 . * · 14 * SPECif TASK ·l'!f* 09207170 G. ~ t; 1 
* * * * 
* · 09207250 • !) _ - . 
·'· ... 4352 * 2C * 44 * 34 * SYSTÈM ERRClR * _09207330 43.53 * * * * * 09207410 4ê54 
* 30 * 18 * lô * T.A.SK S?EC HEC * 09207460 4 ~ i;i; 
. o~ - * * * * * 
09207560 
.·' .~ .. 4ô56 * 34 * 4C * ERRûR * !Hf!)' HCTT IH DF* -09207640 
' :ô57 * * * * * 09207720 48 .56 
* 
38 * E?.RG'R * ERRG'R * UHEXPECTED * 09207800 4ô5 9, * * * * * 09207860 
,'• • ' . 4860 * 3C * EP.RG'R * ERP.GR * UHEXP::CTED * 09207960 4361 * * * * * 0920ô050 
·.•;_ -i ... , 4562 
* 
4 (! * EP.RG'?. * E?.RG'i~ * Ur!EXPECTED * 09206140 · 1 ·: · • • (. n, ~ • 0 ~) * * "* * * 09208230 4a!:4 
* 
44 * 3C * ERRG'-R * HG' CSECT FO'UHD* 09208320 4ô65 
* * * * * 09205400 {,, n , , 
. oc, 0 * 48 * 50 * 40 * PAGE nClT DUMPD* 09205490 4867 
* * * * * 
0920ô580 
4ô~6 
* * * * * 
09208670 
4&59 *********************************************************************** 09208760 
TEi BI EH At 
FLAG •LffCTH ffB~ECT CffDE 
·- ~ -
ms 15: L2- Pl 112 




























1 48 94 
4695 
· 4ô 96 
45 97 
4" C:" 
. C, 0 
4ôS9 






4 9 0 5 
4 907 
49ûô 

















* * 09800000 
* THE HEXT PART IS SET IH CO'MMEHTS AHD DESCRIBE THE FLO'W CHART * 10000000 
* BF ALL THE PARTS GF THE MGDULE.ALL LO'GICAL PART WILL HAVE * 10100000 
* IT'S üWN DESCRIPTION IN OHE SHEET OF PAPER. * 10300000 
* * 10500000 
*********************************************************************** 10700000 
* -------------------------- 10 9000 0 0 
* 1 SAVE CALLERS REGISTERS 1 11100000 
* -- ---------- -- ·---------- 1120!)000 
* 1 . · 11400000 
* 11500000 
* -------------------------- 1160 00 0 0 
* 1 PREPARE SAVE AREA 12000000 
* AND COVER PARAi-1 LIST 12100000 
* -------------------------- 12 30 00 0 0 
* 1, 12500000 
* 12700000 
* TEST / 12900000 
* IF VAUD . / \ 1300000!1 
* FUHCT!G'H / , \ BRANCH IF HO' 13200000 
* HUMBER \ / 13400000 
* \ I 13600000 
* \ / 13ô00000 
* 1 YES \/ . 13900000 
* RETURH WITH IHVALID FUHCTiffH 14100000 
* HUMBER .FLAG SET. 14300000 
* TEST IF / \ FLAG SET. . 145000()0 
* ACSYSBASE> / \ 14700000 
* IS GI\IEH / \ BRAHCH IF HO' 14900000 
~. \ / - 1 15 o o o o b o 
* \ / _L_ 152000!!0 
* \ / 15400000 
. • · 1 YES \/ 15600000 
* RETURH WITH FORMAL FEHLER 15Q00000 
* FLAG SET. 15;00000 
* TEST IF / \ 16100000 
* ACSYSBASE> / \ 16300000 
* IS Hl / \ BRAHCH IF HQ' 16500000 
* ALIGHED \ I 16700000 
* \ / 16600000 
* · \ / \/ 17000000 
*· 1 YES 17200000 
* RETURH WITH HOT WORD 17400000 
* ALIGNED FLAG SET. 17600000 
* TEST I \ 17700000 
* IF ACXVT> / \ 17900000 
* , IS GIVEH / \ BRANCH IF Hr1 18100000 
* \ I 16300000 
* \ / 16500000 
* \ / \/ 16700000 
* . 1 YèS RETURH WITH IHVALID FCB 18800000 
* E?.RGR FLAG SET. 19nooooo 
* 19200000 
* TEST / \ 19400000 
1 · ,HTE1tr,u.E f :EH u;u::R A 1ID'..., - . 15 23 ·12 · 
p Olê 
FL~G UJCTH tYBJECT CLYDE ADDRl APDR2 STMHT M SC'URCE STATEMEHT 
4925 
* 
IF ACXVT> / \ 19600000 
4926 
* 
rs · FW I \ BRANCH IF Hll'T 19700000 
4927 * · ALIGNED \ I 19900000 4928 
* 
. \ I 20100000 
4929 
* 
\ ( 20300000 4930 * YES \/ 20500000 4931 * RETURH WITH HCJT WCJRD 20600000 4932 
* 
ALIGHED FLAG SET. 20ô00000 
\ 4933 *. TEST / \ 21000000 4 934 
* 
IF ACREAD> I \ 21200000 
4935 
* 








\ I 21700000 
4938 
* 
TEST I \ \ I TEST . I \ 21900000 
.. 4939 
* 
IF I \ IF I \ 22100000 
4 940 
* 
LIHK I \ BRANCH IF NCJt AH !TH I \ IF NCJT 22300000 
. . 4941. 
* 
\ / . l__ IS \ I l_ 22500000 
4942 
* 
HUMBER\ I GIVEH \ I 22600000 
4943 
* 
IS \ I \/ \ I \/ 22ô00000 
;· t ' 4944 
* 
GIVEH RETURH WITH Fl1RMAL FEHLER RETURH WITH 23000000 · 
4945 
* 




. 4 94 7 
* 
YES YES 23500000 · 
4948 
* 
I \ I \ 23700000 
4949 
* 
P:ST I \ TEST I \ 23900000 
4950 
* 
IF I \ BRANCH .IF H(JT IF IT IS I \ IF H(JT 24100000 
4951 
* 
LINK \ I :i_ A VALID \ I l_ 24300000 
4 9 52 
* 
HUMBER\ I ITH GI\IEH \ I 24400000 
4953 
* 
IS \ I \/ \ I \/ 24600000 
...... 4 954 * ' V!>.LID RETURH WITH HN 
1 
RETURH WITH 24800000 
4 955 
* 
FLAG SET. FffRi'iAL FEHLER 25!)00000 
4956 
* 
YES YES 25200000 
4957 
* 
I \ 25400000 
4958 
* 
TEST I ,. 25500000 
l . 4959 * IF ACREAD)/ \ IF HCJT 25700000 4~60 
* 
IS FW \ I l_ 25900000 
4 961 
* 
ALIGHED \ I 26100000 
4 962 
* 
\ I \/ 26300!)00 
4963 
* 
RETURH WITH 2640!)000 
4964 
* 













4 96 9 
* 
I \ 27500000 
4 97 0 
* 
TEST I \ 27HOOOO 
. 1 4 971 * IF ACTCB> ./ \ IF H(JT 2790()000 4972 
* 
15 GIVEH \ / l_ 28100000 
4 97 3 
* 
\ I 28300!)00 . 
4974 
* 









I \ 29200000 
1 ,. 4 97 9 
* 
TEST IF / \ 293!)0000 
\ 
.1.nTE~ B EH u~c~ Ahu ~IDS,~ 
FLAG LffCTH ffBJECT C~OE ADDRl ADDR2 STMNT M 
-~. 4980 









4 9 9 0 
4 991 















5 0 ()7 
500ô 
5 Q O 9 
.5 Q l 0 
5 0 11 
50'2.2 
5 D 13 
5Q14 
5')15 





50 2 1 
50 2 2 





5 1J 2 ô 
5029 
5030 

























































* •* . 
* 
1 













\ IF HIYT 29500000 
/ =i_ 29700000 
/ 29900000 
/ - \/ 30100000 
TEST tF DUMPFILE 
TYPE I S KNO!.JH / \ BRANCH IF H~ 
RETURH W!TH 30200000 



































RETURH WITH FORMAL FEHLER 
FLAG SET. 
. / \ BRANCH IF Nff 
\ / 
\ / 




/ \ . BRANCH IF Hcr 
\ . / 
\ / 
\ / 
SET FLAG BDiH 1 
1 <~-------------<------






























---- ----- - -----
'"TE!cr,ua: 8k:1wt:EH u:,1::1( Ahu ,dos,:, 15:.>o,i3 12-J..> PAui:: .Jl2, 













TEST I \ 40000000 
5039 
* 
IF IT IS I \ 40200000 
504 0 
* 
THE FIRST I \ BRAHCH IF HO' 40400000 
504! 
* 
CALL \ I 40600000 
5042 
* 
\ / 40700000 
~ 0, -
=' - ~..) 
* 




YES HO MrJRE TEST HEEDED 411"00!!00 








TEST IF IT / \ 4160000!) 
5048 
·* IS HO'T / · \ 41800000 
.. 5049 
* 
THE GET / \ BRANCH IF Hl1 42000000 
5050 
* 
ADDRESS \ · 1 42200000 
5G 5! 
* 
FUHCTIG'H \ I 42400000 
5052 
* 













TEST / \ 43300000 
5057 -;.- IF A BUFFER / \ 43500000 
505ô 
* 
IS GI\/EH / . \ BRANCH IF HO 436000(10 
5G59 
* 
\ / 43ô(I0000 
5060 ·*· \ / 44000000 
5061 
* 




YES RETURH WITH FORMAL ERRO'R 44400000 
5063 
* 
FLAG SET. 44500000 
·, 5()64 * 44700000 5065 
* 
TEST / \ 44900000 
5066 
* 
ACBUFFER> / \ BRAHCH IF HIJ' 45100000 
5067 
* 
I \ 453!l0000 
.5 0 6 3 
* 
!5 W!JRD \ / 45500000 
5 0 6 9 
* 
ÀL!GHED \ / 45600000 
5070 
* 




YES RETlJRN WITH INVAL!D ADDRESS 46000000 
5072 
* 






TEST I \ 46500000 
5.J75 
* 
IF BUPFER / \ 46700000 
5076 
* 
LEHGTH IS / \ BRAHCH · If HO' 46900000 
5077 
* 
GIVEH \ / · 471000()0 
507ô 
* 
\ / 47300000 
., \ 5079 
* 
\ / \/ 4740(!000 
50ô0 
* 1 YES RETURH WITH FIJ'RMAL ERRC!R 47600000 50ôl 
* 






TEST I \ 48200000 
5034 
* 
IF TH!: / \ 48300000 
50 3 5 
* 
BUFFER / \ BRAHCH IF HCJ 48500000 
502-6 
* 
LEHGTH · \ / 4&700000 
5037 
* 
!5 VALIQ \ / 489!l0000 
5 02-ô 
* 
\ / \/ 49100000 
. 50ô9 
* 1 YES RETURN WITH BUFFçR racr 49300000 
\ 
... TER.~,..- BI :H 
FLAG LffCTH ffBJECT CGDE 
.. ,
, . 
• r 1· :•,: . 
• 1 · · 
: ' .. _ .... > ~ :. ,t.' •• ; . '. 
\ 1 
' . ·,·.,1 : . ., .. ; .· 
r; · ·~- . 
• 1 
:. ,, .. ;_' 
··. 1 . 
. , 
..; , •:. 
i ' .'. 
Atl.., n..:DS',., 





























































SH!!RT FLAG SET. 49400000 
49600000 
/ \ 49300000 
/ \ 50000000 
\ BRAHCH IF CSECT MAP FUHCTIO'H 50200000 
/ 1 50300000 
\ I 50500000 
\ / \/ 50700000 
1 CALL CMFCT 50900000 
I \ 51100000 










PUFCT 53100000 · · 
. ' . 
1 &HTf .. , nvf. 8'111EEH .,., .. R, 1 






1l04..,, _, 15._,_, .23 - , •12 A-, p 01~, 





















~ 1 ~ n 





































* * 53600000 
* THE HEXT FLffWCHART IS THE FLGW GF CMFCT * 53600000 





























































\ / . 
1 YES 
1 SET DEFAULT FLAG 
<------------ ·------ ·-----
1 SET IT lH PARAMETER J 
1 
. 1 
1 LO'AD ACDATA-AREA) 
1 
PREPARE ZûHE AS IF 1 
AID5Y502 WAS CALLED 
CALL ADSERV 1 
1 
. . / \ 
TEST IF AH / \ 




















































INTERFACE BETWEEH USER AHD AlDSYS 
FLAG LffCTH ffBJECT CODE 
. :• 
. . 1.: •. • 
. . 
( , .. 
. , . .. _ ,, 
1' . ' . ., 
ADDRl 
-. .. -


























- ~o ·' 












- 1 Q Q 



















































YES RETURH - Tff CALLER63000000 
63200000 
63400000 
/ \ 63600000 
/ \ 63700000 
I \ BRAHCH IF HOT 63900000 \ 1-'-----'----------=i_ 6 410 Q O O 0 
\ I 64300000 
\ / \1 6G:ooooo 
1 
YES RETURH WITH ERRGR ~FLAG6~~aoooo 
SET(Fl1UHD IH A 64800000 
TRAHSLATIOH TABLE) 65000000 
1 
DEFAULT FLAG WAS HOT 1 
WELL ASSUMED,SET IT 

















67000000 ' 1 
67200000 
. 67400000 
/ \ 67500000 
I \ 67700000 
/ \ ~RAHCH !F HOT 67900000 \ ,-------------=i__ 6ôUl-001! 0 
\ / 653!)0000 
\ / \/ 68400000 
J_YES RETURH Tl1 THE CALLER6ô600000 6ôô00000 69000000 
6920(Hl00 
69400000 \/ 





W!TH THE CCTRRECT VALUE 
FLAG SETCWHICH TRAHSLATIOH 
WILL BE DGHE BY MEAHS OF 
THE T?.AHSLATIGH TABLE> 
-IMTERFACE BETWEEH USEK AHD AIDSYS 0131 

























~ ? ~, 














5 2 :: !l 
~ ~, 1 
:JL "!' -
5242 
,- ,... , -









5 25 2 
52 53 
*********************************************************************** 70600000 
* * 70800000 
* THE HEXT I~ THE FLO'l.JCHART FûR THE GAFCT. * 71000000 






















































TEST IF . BIHH 
DO'MAIH FLAG 
IS RESET 
/ \ 72600000 
/ \ 72800000 
/ \ BRANCH IF NffT 73000000 \ /------------:.L_ 7320 0 0 0 0 
\ / 73300000 
\ / \/ 73500000 
1 
YES RETURH WITH ADDRESS 73700000 · 
IN CONFLICT FLAG SET73900000 
74100000 
.1 MOVE CORRECT FLAG 1 
1 LOAD ACDATA - AREA) 1 
1 
1 
SET ·FIELD AS IF Ill 
THE CALL T~ AIDSYS 
02 l.J AS DG'Hi: . 






















77 900 000 
76000000 
TEST IF NO' ERRG':?. 
HAS O'CCURED 
/ \ 76200000 
/ \ 764000()0 
IH ADSERV / \ BRANCH IF HD' 78600000 \ /-------------::J_ 7 B ô O O O O 0 
\ / · 7ô900000 
\ / \/ 79100000 
1 
YES RETURH WITH THE CD'RRECT79300000 
FLAG SETCF6UHD IN THE 7~500000 





IHTEkfACE BETWEEH U5ER AHD AIDSYS 
FLAG LffCTH ffBJECT CffDE ADDRl 
-- - -
\ 
'. d .. '. ' t. 
: 1 














* 5 267 
* 5 266 
* 5269 
* 5 27 0 
* 5271 
* 5272 





* 52 78 
* 52 7 9 
* 5 2&0 
* 5 23 1 
* 5 23 2 
* 5 2 83 
* 52 84 
* 
STATEMEHT 















TEST IF Hff ERROR 
HAS . O'CCURED · 
/ \ 62000000 
/ \ 82200000 
1H ADSERV / \ BRANCH IF HffT . 62400000 
\ / :.J....:_82600000 , 
\ / 62700000 
\ / \/ 62900000 
1 
YES RETURH WITH ERRO'R FLAG 83100000 
SET WITH CORRESPOHDIHG 83300000 
VALUECFOUHD !H THE ô3500000 
--------------------- TRAHSLATIOH TABLE) 63700000 
1 
M!1VE RESUL TS IH 1 63300000 
USER PARAM LIST . 84000000 




RETURH Tff THE CALLER 
84700000 
84900000 
85100000 
ô5300000 
